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All new

4621

oscilloscope
$43500
DC to 200 KC coverage; automatic triggering,
minimum controls

Sweep speed range 1 psec/cm to 0.5 sec/cm;
x 5 sweep expansion all ranges; vernier

15 calibrated sweeps, 1-2-5 sequence

Automatic synchronizing on any internal or
external voltage; also line voltage

High sensitivity, calibrated vertical amplifier

All power supplies regulated for
maximum stability

New -hp- 1 20A and -hp- 120AR (rack mount) oscilloscopes. Note space-saving 7" height of 1 20AR.

These totally new -hp- oscilloscopes are engineered to perform most
oscilloscope measurements more quickly, simply, dependably. Automatic

triggering means no adjustment over entire range. Yet automatic
trigger and base line can be cut out for bright, steady photography trace.

Sweep speeds vary from slow for mechanical or medical work to high for rapid

transients. High sensitivity permits working direct from transducers in many cases.
Vertical and horizontal amplifiers have identical band width for phase measure-
ments. Voltage regulation on all power supplies insures steady, drift -free traces.

These new instruments combine calibrated precision for lab work with
brute ruggedness for the production line; the rack -mounted 120AR

is ideal for fixed installations and test consoles.

Call your -hp- representative for full information and
demonstration, or write direct. Fast delivery!

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4621A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

CABLE "HEWPACK" DAVENPORT 5-4451

-hp- provides industry's newest, most complete oscilloscope line
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8055 13th St. Silver Spring, Md. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Impedance of Feedback Ci cuit ...
illustrates ability of the Z -Y Bridge to
measure any impedance: quadrature
components may be positive or nega-
tive, real or imaginary.
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Measures
Any Impedance

... From 0 to 00 ohms

... Positive or Negative

... At Any Phase Angle

... Over 20 -cps to 20-kc Range

The General Radio Z -Y Bridge measures impedances from short circuit
to open circuit, at small or large phase angle. Quadrature components,
R & X or G & B, are measured directly at calibrated 100c, 1-kc, and 10-kc
bridge positions. Basic accuracy is 1% over most of this range.

The ability to measure impedances of any magnitude accurately with one
instrument is an extremely valuable asset in many measurement situations.
The Z -Y Bridge can be used for measuring conductivity of liquids in dielec-
tric cells as readily as it can be used for R -L -C component measurements in
the laboratory or production -test department. It will measure open- and
short-circuit transformer parameters . . . impedances of batteries and elec-
trolytic capacitors . . . characteristics of audio -transmission networks . . .

impedance of electro-acoustic transducers . . . Q and resonant frequency
of chokes . . . and impedances of feedback loops, since negative real par-
ameters can be directly measured.

The Bridge also can be used to determine cable -fault locations and
circular -arc plots of liquids or solids having lossy polarizations in the audio -
frequency range. These are but a few of the countless applications for this
unique and versatile device. You name it - this Z- Y Bridge can probably
measure it.

GENERAL RADIO Company

Broad Avenue at Linden, Ridgefield, N. 1. NEW YORK AREA 1000 N. Seward St. LOS ANGELES 38

1150 York Road, Abington, Pa. PHILADELPHIA Shlief

1182 Los Altos Ave., Los Altos, Calif. SAN FRANCISCO 6605 W. North Ave., Oak Park, Ill. CHICAGO

In CANADA: 99 Floral Parkway. TORONTO 15

Impedance and Admittance Range
R: ±1000 ohms G: ±1000 umhos
X: ±1000 ohms B: ±1000 gmhos

Accuracy
R or G: ±(1% + (2 ohm or 2 ',mho))
X or B: ±(1% (2f0 ohm or 2f umho))

f To
f is operating frequency, 10 is frequency set-
ting of panel selector switch

impedances of less than 1002 (or 100
Arnhos) can be measured o 1 "Initial Balance"
dials with considerably greater accuracy -
R or G: ±(1% + (0.2 ohm or 0.2 umbo))
X or B: ±(1% (0.2f0 ohm or 0.2f umho))

f fo

Frequency Range - 20 cycles to 20 kc
Maximum Applied Voltage

130 volts, rms on bridge:
less than 32v on unknown

Accessories Recommended
Type 1210-B Unit R -C Oscillator and
Type 1212-A Unit Null Detector

Accessories Supplied
2 Shielded Cables for generator and detector

Dimensions - 121/2"x 13W' x 81/2"
Net Weight - 211/4 lbs.

Type 1603 - A Z -V Bridge $370

All G -R Products
are now covered by a

2 - Year Warranty



AN IMPORTANT CHANGE

IS INITIATED

TO FULFILL YOUR NEEDS

(A policy statement by H. W. Mateer, Publisher
of electronics)

Many factors are significant in understand-
ing why electronics is further augmenting its
service to provide alternate Engineering and
Business Editions in a weekly publishing cycle.

It is not possible to separate the interests of
Engineering, Production and Management peo-
ple engaged in electronics. This is probably a
unique characteristic of our industry. We have
been saying for years that management is de-
rived from engineering, is part of engineering,
and thus reads the technical material published
by electronics. Conversely, we knew back in
1952 that you, our readers, were becoming
business -information minded.

To fill your need for topical, non -technical,
interpreted business information, a department
was conceived for electronics in February 1952
titled "Industry Report".

In January 1957 this coverage of business
information was further expanded by publish-
ing two Business Editions each month plus the
regular Engineering Edition, which continued to
contain commercial and marketing information.

Over the past year the usefulness of the
Business Editions has been carefully measured.
The editorial value of readership has been
tested by every means at our disposal: READEX
Reader Interest Scores; McGraw-Hill Reader
Traffic Studies; extensive personal interviews in
the field; special direct mail projects by the
McGraw-Hill Research Department; and the

Editor's continuing polling of his readers-and
all this accumulated evidence points to a single
conclusion: you need this Business Edition pub-
lished every other week.

This research also established that your re-
quirements now call for an increase in the fre-
quency of receiving technical material.

To aid you in keeping abreast of technical
news as well as non -technical news in a rap-
idly expanding and fast moving industry,
electronics editorial output will be enlarged
by the publication of technical material every
two weeks instead of monthly.

The electronics Buyers' Guide, published in
mid -June, continues to provide the number one
market place for condensed catalog -type in-
formation on products and services. After sev-
enteen years of continuous publishing, the
Buyers' Guide enjoys a reputation second to
none as the prime information source for prod-
ucts, materials and services in this market.

electronics has maintained leadership
through 27 years of industry growth, and in
1958 both readers and advertisers will find
added strength in the publication that con-
tinues to reflect community interests throughout
the electronics industry-whether in engineer-
ing, production or management.

Because we, at electronics, want to serve
you best . . . we would appreciate any com-
ments you may have about our new weekly
publishing plan.

electronics
is now published weekly
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at last
a completely
n ew kind
o f regulator!
ACTUALLY THREE REGULATORS IN
ONE -PLUS MULTIPLE SENSING!
The APR 1010 combines many new regulation and sens-
ing systems in one versatile package. Here's flexibility of
operation never before possible . . . saves space, elimi-
nates instrument duplication, means greater economy in
engineering operations.

 RMS VOLTAGE REGULATION
 AVERAGE REGULATION
 PEAK REGULATION
 FIVE PRINCIPAL SENSING ARRANGEMENTS
1. INTERNAL 2. EXTERNAL 3. REMOTE 4. CONSTANT CURRENT 5. DC

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Input
Output

Regulation
accuracy

(RMS, average,
or peak, switch

selected)
Distortion

Load
P.F. range

Recovery time

SORENSEN & COMPANY, INC.

95-130 VAC, 10 (50 or 60 cps -±10%)
115 VAC, adj. 110-120V
±0.1% against line
±0.1% against load

3% max.
0-1000VA
Unity to 0.7 lagging
0.1 sec.

Write for complete technical data.

STAMFORD  CONN.

In Europe, contact Sorensen-Ardag, Eichstrasse 29, Zurich, Switzerland, for all products including 50 cycle, 220 volt equipment.
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PICTURE OF PVVOGRESS

in PNP SILICON transistor performance

SATURATION VOLTAGE IMPROVEMENT
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Unretouched Oscillograms of Collector Characteristics of Typical 2N327
lmA 61 = 0.2inA

15

8 10

0 5
C.)

61, = lmA
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These "pictures" are worth a thousand words as evidence of
higher, more constant beta
lower saturation voltage

the result of Raytheon processing advances.
Actual
Size

3701
MAX.

RAYTHEON NEW HIGH TEMPERATURE SILICON TRANSISTORS

Type

Reverse Current

Collector
µA

at -20V°

Emitter
µA

Beta
Base

Resistance
ohms

Collector
Resistance

kilohms

Noise
Figure

db(max.)

Collector
Capacity

AAf

Alpha Freq
Cutoff

KC

2N327A 0.005 0.005 14 1200 500 30 65 200

2N328A 0.005 0.005 25 1400 500 30 65 300

12N329A
0.005 0.005 50 1500 500 30 65 400

2N330A 0.005 0.005 18 1300 500 15 65 250

'at 25°C

260
MAX.

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

-10mA

w

Id

Beta taken at Vice = -6v

61, = 0.1mA

NEW

-10V

OTHER ADVANTAGES

 the JETEC 30 package

 0.200" pin circle dia. - ideal for printed
circuits

 minus 65°C to plus 160°C

 welded - hermetically sealed

 lowest noise figure

 made by the Raytheon Fusion -Alloy
process which assures extreme relia-
bility (less than one open in 800,000
hours during 20,000,000 hours of life
tests)

RAYTHEO

Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors  Silicon Rectifiers

NEWTON, MASS.: 55 Chapel St. Bigelow 4-7500

NEW YORK: 589 Fifth Ave. PLaza 9-3900

CHICAGO:9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park  NAtional 5-6130

LOS ANGELES: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd.  NOrmandy 5-4221
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
 NiAk- SUBMARINE priority over aircraft carrier

spells a big new military electronic market: nuclear
power controls, missile guidance systems and even
underwater television. It's believed that the Navy's
Polaris is designed to be launched from below the
ocean's surface with the aid of an underwater tv
system.

Such a system will probably consist of a light-
weight underwater camera enclosure that could
operate at 1,200 ft depth with lens control. It
would also include a pan -and -tilt mechanism oper-
ated from a control panel inside the submarine.

 Pentagon decision to push development of
atomic planes also means more spending for elec-
tronics and big problems for our industry to solve.
Design of specific electronic equipment for atomic
planes has awaited the Defense Department deci-
sion on the type or types of planes to be built
(ELECTRONICS? Dec. 10, 1957 business edition).

Trick is to build components that will withstand
radiation for a usable period, or components whose
values change to a known and compensable degree
under radiation. Transistors, for example, have
sometimes been found to have fluctuating electrical
characteristics after they have been exposed to
nuclear radiation.

Simplest kind of maintenance will probably re-
quire three-dimensional tv, perhaps in color, and
remote -controlled micromanipulation apparatus.

 Miscellaneous: Northrup Aircraft got an AF let-
ter of intent last month for production of more than
$70 million worth of Snark SM-62 intercontinental
guided missiles and related equipment. Previous
Snark contract, last summer, was for $73 million. . . .

Meanwhile, 105 Air Force "missileairmen" have
completed a Northrop instructional program and
are being integrated into SAC's Snark-equipped first
intercontinental guided missile squadron.
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FIGURES OF THE WEEK

RECEIVER PRODUCTION
(Source: ELM Dec 20, '57

Television sets, total 96,647
Radio sets, total 308,840

Auto sets 97,119

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard & Poor's) Dec. 31, '57 Dec. 24, '57

Radio-tv & electronics 52.28 50.16
Radio broadcasters 51.77 51.22

LATEST MONTHLY FIGURES

Dec. 13, '57 Dec. 21, '56

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(Source; 8ur. Labor Statistics) Aug. '57

116,296 98,357 Prod. workers, comm. equip. 409,800-p
373,322 335,011 Av. wkly. earnings, comm. $77.81 -p
118,284 197,019 Av. wkly. earnings, radio $75.81 -p

Av, wkly. hours, comm. .. 39.9 -p

Av. wkly, hours, radio ... 39.9 -p

Jan. 2, '57
52.41
65.55

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
1957

Totals for first 10 months

1956 Percent Change

Receiving tube sales .... 388,738,000 390,357,000 -0.4
Transistor production ... 22,386,300 9,403,000 +138.1
Cathode-ray tube sales .. 8,304,181 9,233,780 -10.1
Television set production. 5,251,158 6,050,052 -13.2
Radio set production ... 11,945,534 10,884,760 +9.7

TRANSISTOR SALES

July '57 Aug. '56
393,700-r 392,300
575.85 -r $75.76
$75.24 -r $73.75
39.1 -r 40.3
39.6 -r 40.3

(Source: EIA) Oct. '57 Sept. '57 Oct. '56
Unit sales 3,544,000 3,231,000 1,290,000
Value 57,075,000 $6,993,000 $3,930,000

TUBE SALES
(Source: EIA) Oct. '57 Sept. '57 Oct. '56

Receiving tubes, units 47,075,000 44,382,000 42,921,000
Receiving tubes, value $38,421,000 $35,545,000 $34,362,000
Picture tubes, units 995,629 1,071,662 1,165,740
Picture tubes, value $19,495,574 $20,819,036 $21,117,261

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January 17, 1958 7



Air Plan Means
More Business
A MULTIMILLION dollar air traffic
control system which can store,
process and present on demand
complete positional information on
all aircraft in a given area will pro-
vide R&D companies and elec-
tronic equipment manufacturers
with still another outlet for their
wares in 1958.

Basic system design calls for four
electronic elements: data proces-
sing and display, communications,
navigation, and data acquisition
equipment. Only airborne equip-
ment required is a conventional
two-way radio.

First portion of the system put
up for grabs by the government's
Airways Modernization Board,
which is responsible for the pro-
gram, was the data processing and
display element. This device will
serve as a central computer to re-
ceive information from other ele-
ments of the system and automatic-
ally select proper departure time,
route, altitude and arrival time for
each aircraft while constantly up-
dating radar information.

No less than 31 companies and
institutions, either individually or
as combines, submitted proposals
to AMB on the element. Early this
month, AMB chairman E. R.
Quesada announced that General
Precision Laboratory, subsidiary of
General Precision Equipment Cor-
poration, was selected for the in-
itial prime contract negotiation.
Subcontractors associated with GPL
are Link Aviation and Librascope,
also subsidiaries of GPE, and Pas-
ker Instrument.

It is anticipated that the first
data processing and display ele-
ments will be installed at Idlewild,
LaGuardia and Newark airports and
at adjacent military air bases by
January 1959. Other similar geo-
graphic divisions will ultimately be
established with a high-speed digi-
tal transmission system intercon-
necting each central computing sta-
tion.

The AMB has launched a five-
year program aimed at providing a
significant operational improve-
ment in the safety and traffic han-
dling capacity by January 1963.

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
THE JUSTICE DEPT.'S Anti -Trust division is investigating Pentagon
policy on providing production equipment and facilities to military
contractors and subs. The purpose: to determine whether the policy
"tends to eliminate competition, create or strengthen monopoly, injure
small business or otherwise promote undue concentration of economic
power."

For military electronics suppliers-almost all of whom produce with
some military -owned facilities-Justice's new investigation puts the
spotlight on a controversy which has long troubled Congress, industry
and officials in government.

The anti-trust investigation will concentrate on these problems:

1. The alleged tendency of major prime contractors to set up new
production facilities-with government funds-despite existing facilities
which are already available and idle in subcontractors' private shops.

This is a particular gripe of electronic suppliers to some airframe
producers.

2. The use of government production gear for nondefense work.
There is an overall ban on such use but the government rules pro-

vide many loopholes. Since the ban went into effect four years ago,
ODM has okayed 103 cases for civilian use of government tools-
including many in electronics. And officials worry about the number
of instances where this is done without the government's knowledge.

The competitive advantage to a producer making electronic parts
or equipment using government equipment at a relatively low rental
rate over one who must use privately financed capacity is obvious.

3. The lack of uniformity in tool leasing policies up to now.
Military procurement officers have allowed tool rentals under a wide

range of contracts with different types of provisions of terms, purchase
options, installation charges, maintenance and the like.

Because of these variations in leasing arrangements, it has been
possible for one producer 'to have a competitive advantage over another
-particularly in cases where major contractors have been allowed a
price offset on the end -item rather than a cash rental payment. A
recent Office of Defense Mobilization directive sets up uniform rental
rates-ranging from 1 percent to 21 percent of the equipment's acquisi-
tion cost, depending on its age-and leasing rules, which theoretically
should correct the situation. But some officials grumble about foot -
dragging by the military in putting the new rules into effect.

 Justice's investigation-the trust -busters prefer the term "survey"
-is being made under the provision of the Defense Production
Act of 1950 requiring quarterly reports to Congress on the law's
possible impact on anti-trust procedures. The Defense Production
Act is the basic law giving the President power to mobilize U. S.
industrial capacity for defense preparedness. It includes authority
for expansion of production facilities through federal incentives,
priorities and allocations, and the like.

 In February, the Attorney General will report his findings to
Congress-plus recommendations, if necessary, on how to elimi-
nate anti-trust implications from the program.

8 January 17, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



Lambda power supplies
have varied uses in the
North Carolina Works of the
Western Electric Company.
This representative installation
includes among its components
eight Lambda Com-Pak
power supplies.

Western Electric uses standard

Lambda supplies to power defense system tests

NEW COM-PAK° POWER SUPPLIES SAVE VALUABLE PANEL SPACE
Models through 1.5 amperes
Three voltage ranges: 0-200, 125-325, 325-525 VDC

C-200 series- 200 MA -5V panel height-from $159.50
C-400 series- 400 MA -5%" panel height-from 244.50
C-800 series- 800 MA -7" panel height-from 315.00
C-1500 series -1500 MA -83/4" panel height-from 550.00

Lambda power supplies provide Western Electric Com-
pany with power for testing components of the United
States continental air defense system.

These are standard Lambda models, supplied from
stock, with front -panel modifications only.

Available for immediate delivery, Lambda power sup-
plies from stock also are being used in major rocket and
missile programs

Your request will bring the current Lambda catalog by
return mail. It covers the complete new space -saving Com-
Pak series, as well as other rack, bench and portable models,
for all needs through 1.5 amperes.

LAMBDA Tlectronics Corp.
11-11 131 STREET COLLEGE POINT 56, NEW YORK
INDEPENDENCE 1-8500 Cable Address: Lamiodatron, New York
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You have no

size barrier

with ARNOLD

MOLYBDENUM

RMALLOY

POWDER CORES

Starting with the smallest up to the largest, Arnold leads
the way in offering you a full range of Molybdenum
Permalloy Powder cores for greater design flexibility . . .

from 0.500" O.D. to 5.218" O.D.
As Jong ago as 1953 Arnold pioneered and developed

for production use the small "Cheerio" core illustrated
above. Today, hundreds of thousands of Arnold "Cheerio"
cores are filling the requirement for miniaturization in
circuit design in industrial and military applications. And
even smaller sizes are now under development at the
Arnold Engineering Company.

Arnold also is the exclusive producer of the largest 125
Mu core commercially available. A huge 2,000 ton press

For more information write for
Bulletin PC104B

Lists complete line of Mo-Permalloy Powder
cores . . . available in 23 sizes from 0.500" O.D.
to 5.218" O.D. Furnished also with various types
of temperature stability from Type "A" un-
stabilized to Type "W" stabilized over the tem-
perature range of -65° F to +185° F.

ADDRESS DEPT. E-81

is required for its manufacture and insures its uniform
physical and magnetic properties. This big core is also
offered in the other three standard permeabilities of 60,
26 and 14 Mu.

Most core sizes can be furnished with a controlled
temperature coefficient of inductance in the range cf 30° F
to 130° F. Many can be supplied temperature stabilized
over the wide range covered by the MIL -T-27 specification
of -55° C to +85° C . . . another of the special features
only Arnold provides.  Let us handle all your magnetic
materials requirements from the most extensive line in the
indusrry: Powder cores, tape cores, cast or sintered Alnico
permanent magnets, and special magnetic materials.

PIE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
Main Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois

Repati Pacific Diiision Plant: 641 East 61st Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

District Sales 0:flees:
Bottcri: 49 Waltham St., Lexington Los Angeles: 3450 Wilshire Shel.

New York, 350 Fifth Ave. Washingbn, 1001 -15th St., N.W.
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NEW
SUBMINIATURE

BURNELL
ADJUSTOROIDS*

HANDLE BIG JOBS
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The new subminiature Burnell Adjustoroids® utilizing an ingenious pat-
ented method of magnetic biasing cover a wide range of frequencies,
occupy less space and are available at low cost.
New Burnell Adjustoroids possess in addition to all the outstanding
characteristics of non-adjustable toroids:
Precise continuous adjustment of inductance over a 10% range.
No need for external control current.
Hermetic sealing to meet Government MIL E # 15305-A specifications.

If your adjustoroid needs can't be met from our stock catalogue, we'll be
glad to manufacture to your specifications.

length/ Max L
Dia. Width Hgt. Wt. Useful Freq. Range Max Q in hys

AT -0 1% 1" 20z 1 kc to 20 kc 10 kc 3 hys
AT -1 13/4 13/4 11/4" 71/4 oz 2 ks to 10 kc 4 kc 15 hys
AT -2 23/4 23/4 21/4" 24 oz Below 2.5 kc 2.5 kc 125 hys
AT -4 11%4 11/4" 4 oz 1 kc to 16 kc 6 kc 15 hys
AT -6 1',144 1" 2 oz 10 kc to 100 kc 30 kc .75 hys
AT -10 119/4 11/4" 4 oz 3 kc to 50 kc 20 kc .75 hys
AT -11 45/44 4%4 3/4" .83 oz 2 kc to 25 kc 15 kc 5 hys
AT -12 45/4 45/44 3/4" .83 oz 15 kc to 150 kc 60 kc .5 hys
AT -15 1'342 We 14 oz Below 5 kc 4 kc 125 hys

AF -51 1% 2" 5 oz 30 cps to 500 cps 120 cps 1000 hys
AF -52 11%4 2" 5 oz 50 cps to 1 kc 250 cps 1000 hys
AF -87 4%4 % 11/4" 1.7 oz 90 cps to 2 kc 400 cps 80 hys
AF -88 4%4 % P/4" 1.7 oz 1.6 kc to 4 kc 800 cps 42 hys

first in toroids, filters and related networks
EASTERN DIVISION
10 PELHAM PARKWAY

PELHAM MANOR, N. Y.
PELHAM 8-5000

TELETYPE: PELHAM 3633
DEPT. E-1

PACIFIC DIVISION
720 MISSION STREET
SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
RYAN 1-2841
TELETYPE: PASACAL 7578
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Forces' Upkeep
$20 Million Daily
THIS COUNTRY'S armed forces now
spend $20 million daily to maintain
electronic equipment.

Disclosure of this figure was a
highlight of the EIA-sponsored
Electronic Equipment Maintain-
ability Session held a short while
ago at the University of Southern
California.

Another point made by several
speakers: the maintainability factor
must be kept constantly in mind so
provisions for maintenance can be
incorporated in the design without
adding greatly to cost or detracting
from performance of the gear.

R. M. Ranftl of Hughes Aircraft,
speaking on "Designed Maintain-
ability," suggested locating equip-
ment in central racks within the air-
frame for easy accessibility; placing
companion pieces adjacent to each
other with all front panels facing
out; standardization and use of
modular construction; clear identi-
fication of all. equipment.

EIA's Military Equipment Panel
outlined a 14 -point program for de-
signers to improve maintainability.
In brief, they are:

1. Spell out all environmental
and operational hazards before
choosing components. 2. Find out
what conditions every component
must withstand. 3. Choose com-
ponents that meet accpted per-
formance standards.

4. Choose parts that meet all
circuit needs , . . note their limi-
tations, too. 5. Check with the
maker to see if each part will work
in its spot. 6. Derate capacitors
and resistors for heat using EIA or
JAN -MIL factors.

7. Compensate for known com-
ponent limitations. 8. Build in
safety factors to meet variable con-
ditions. 9. Use fuses, meters, etc.,
to protect equipment in case of
accident. 10. Place parts to keep
temperature as low as possible.

11. Make components easily ac-
cessible. 12. Add blowers if
needed to keep heat down. 13. Add
more electrical insulation wherever
needed. 14. Check circuit opera-
tion with electron tubes chosen at
random.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
 Progress in inertial guidance

systems is eliminating the need
for auxiliary systems detectable by
the enemy in several ballistic and
guided missiles. USAF is dropping
the radio command system from
IRBM Thor and using A. C. Spark
Plug's pure inertial system.

If Anna's all -inertial system for
the ICBM Titan proves sufficiently
reliable, it is conceivable that the
radio command system will be
dropped from Titan.

A.C. Spark Plug is currently
working on all -inertial systems for
both Navy's Regulus II and
USAF's Matador.

ICBM Atlas is still operating
with radio command to date.

 While Army's Jupiter was
making its public appearance at
Chicago's Auto Show, Chrysler got
a $30 million production contract
for the missile.

Jupiter "C", not to be confused
with Jupiter, is basically a Red-

stone modified to provide longer
range, higher velocity and was
made to test Jupiter components.
The "C", in multistage form, will
launch Army satellite.

 CAA has awarded a $4,691,-
000 contract to Texas Instruments
for airport surveillance radar sys-
tems to be installed at 14 sites.

The systems will have built-in
circular polarization, improved mov-
ing target indicator.

 The roll stabilization and high
capacity automatic steering systems
made by Sperry and used on the
USS Compass Island, experimental
launching ship for Polaris, "are con-
sidered to be production quality
rather than experimental," says
ship's captain Cdr. James Dare.

"The steering systems have fast
rudder drive with improved angle
and rate sensing devices," Dare
said. "Time to put rudder from 35
degrees right to 35 degrees left at
20 knots is 12 seconds."

AEC Costs Up $400 Million
COST OF AEC OPERATIONS,TOTAL $ 2 BILLION (FISCAL YEAR 1957)

PRODUCTION OF
NUCLEAR MATERIALS

$ 788 MILLION

SOURCE
MATERIALS

$ 402 MILLION

WEAPONS
DEVELOPMENT
AND MANUFACTURE

$ 337 MILLION

RESEARCH IN CHEMISTRY,
METALLURGY AND
PHYSICS

$ 59 MILLION

RESEARCH IN
MEDICINE AND
BIOLOGY

$ 33 MILLION

ALL OTHER
$ 73 MILLION

REACTOR
DEVELOPMENT

$ 276 MILLION

Materials production, reactors, weapons take bigger shares

IT COST $2 BILLION to operate the
Atomic Energy Commission in fis-
cal year 1957. This is $400 million
higher than fiscal 1956, double
1954 and almost five times the
AEC outlay in fiscal 1950.

While AEC does not outline

total instrumentation costs in its
unclassified financial reports, it
probably bought over $12 million
in electronics.

A previous study showed AEC
and its contractors spent about 0.6
percent of the total budget on in -
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New! KIN TEL's true differential DC amplifier...

14"

input
chopper

amplifier

signal
ground

output
driver

amplifier

-1

L _J

completely isolates input from output!
AMPLIFY MICROVOLT -LEVEL DATA SIGNALS
New transistorized differential DC amplifiers provide ex-
tremely high common -mode rejection, very low drift, high
output capability, and excellent stability and linearity...
all unaffected by load or gain changes. Ideal for thermo-
couple amplification, they eliminate ground loop problems ;
allow the use of a common transducer power supply; per-
mit longer cable runs; drive grounded, ungrounded or bal-
anced loads, and can be used inverting or non -inverting.
The 114A is the perfect instrumentation amplifier.
F -

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS- 114A DIFFERENTIAL DC AMPLIFIER
 120 db common -mode rejection from DC to 60 cps.

 Gain of 10 to 1000 in 5 steps, continuous variation between steps.
 Gain accuracy 1.0% DC 10 cps, 3% to 30 cps,

3 db down at 120 cps.
 DC gain stability and linearity 0.1%.

 <5 in/ noise; <5 Av drift at gain of 100 or above.
 Maximum output capability 10V at 10 MA.

 100 K ohm input, <1 ohm output Z (min. load
res. 20 ohms, max. load cap. 1.0 p.f).

Six KIN TEL amplifiers in compact 19" rack mountable module.

STANDARD WIDEBAND DC AMPLIFIERS can be used single -
ended or for floating input applications. An operational
version permits the user to employ his own feedback net-
works to limit bandwidth, generate transfer functions,
obtain specific gains and perform integrations. Specifica-
tions for the 111 series, Wideband DC Amplifiers include:
<2 tar drift; <5 ,uv noise. ±35 V, ±40 MA output. 100 K
ohm input, 1 ohm output Z; 1.0 uf allowable output cable
capacity. 0 to 1000 gain in ten steps, with continuous
1 to 2 times variation of each step. Gain accuracy (freq.
response) ±1.0% DC to 2 KC, <3 db down at 40 KC.
ALL KIN TEL DC AMPLIFIERS feature integral power sup-
plies, convenient plug-in mounting and KIN TEL'S proven
chopper feedback amplifier circuitry for unsurpassed
stability, accuracy and reliability. They have accumu-
lated over 500 years of operating time, and in one instal-
lation alone have logged over a million hours of trouble-

free operation. Records like this are the result of strin-
gent quality controls, thorough testing and calibration,
and years of experience in the design and manufacture
of thousands of chopper stabilized DC amplifiers.
FOR GREATER ACCURACY, SIMPLICITY, RELIABILITY, and the
elimination of carrier system balance problems, replace
complex carrier systems with a KIN TEL packaged "plug-
in" DC instrumentation system - complete from input
transducer to output device.

Over 10,000 KIN TEL Instruments in use today!

Representatives in all major cities.
'-Write today for demonstration or literature.

5725 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11,
California, Phone: BRowning 7-6700.

IK I NI TELL
A Division of Cohn Electronics Inc.
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struments during 1950-54. Dollar
value of instruments increased
yearly from $2.4 million to $6 mil-
lion by 1954.

Expenses for nuclear materials
and weapons took most of the
budget again in 1957. But reactors

MILLION

100

BO

60

20

REAR

AEC RHO EXPENDITURES

NAVAL
REACTORS*--

"gs-RICRAFT............ 7 REACTORS

'54

AEC spends more on
R&D

aircraft

'57

reactor

R&D was stepped up 62 percent,
from $170 million in 1956 to $276
million in 1957.

Biggest reactor outlays were for
development of experimental power
reactors, $57 million, up $11 mil-
lion; naval propulsion, $100 mil-
lion, up $51 million, and aircraft
propulsion, S87 million, up $35
million.

Propulsion reactors are con -

30
CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR PROPULSION REACTORS

25

20

15

10

5
AIRCRAFT
REACTORS- 4

CIS. 01
TEAR

'53 54 55 56 '5

SOURCE. AEC

Building of aircraft reactors is hardly
off the ground.

sidered the most fruitful market for
reactor instrumentation. The Navy
is converting to nuclear ships, con-
tracts for a merchant ship have
been let and the nuclear aircraft
and missiles programs are gaining
needed support.

The accompanying charts show
that AEC is spending more on air-
craft reactor R&D than it ever
spent on naval reactors. The total
of $100 million for naval reactors
includes a charge of $20.5 million
for retirement of the obsolete Sea -
wolf prototype.

Nuclear weapons development,
manufacturing, testing and mainte-
nance costs increased from $281
million in 1956 to $337 million in
1957.

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
 Securities and Exchange Com-

mission's latest quarterly report of
planned capital expenditures shows
slight increase in contrast to pat-
tern of decreased expenditures
shown in mid -year survey. Annual
expenditures during third quarter
of 1957 were at annual rate of 371
billion, compared with $37 billion
rate for first half of year. Actual
capital outlays for 1957 are ex-

pected to top $37 billion, six per-
cent more than 1956 total of $35
billion. Peeking into the first quar-
ter of 1958, SEC surveyors see
plant and equipment outlays at an-
nual rate of $354 billion, only five
percent less than 1957.

 Capital Cities Television Corp.
completes public sale of 52,000
shares of capital stock at $5.75 per
share. Capital operates a radio and
tv broadcasting business in the
Albany -Schenectady -Troy area of
New York State. Subsidiary, Dur-
ham Broadcasting Enterprises,
owns a tv station in Durham, N. C.
CBS news commentator Lowell J.
Thomas is Capital's largest stock-
holder. Money from stock sale will
be used to retire $220,000 loan and
for corporate purposes.

 C & C Television of New York
City receives option to buy 871
percent of stock of Skiatron TV,
Inc. and Skiatron International
Corp. from Matthew Fox. Option,

subject to stockholder approval,
places C & C Television in posi-
tion of deciding in next 34 years
if it wants to gain control of Skia-
tron's subscription tv system.

 Fort Pitt Industries, diversi-
fied midwestern brewer, is getting
out of the beer business to put all
of its efforts into its J. P. Seeburg
Division in Chicago, Ill. Freed
funds will be used to retire debt,
further expand electronic and
guided missile phases of Seeburg
business. Seeburg also makes juke
boxes, other electronic gear.

 Sprague Electric, North
Adams, Mass., drops prices 25 per-
cent on its solid -electrolyte tanta-
lum electrolytic capacitors. In pro-
duction just a little over one and
one-half years, the new capacitors
have been widely used in transistor-
ized circuits of missiles, computers,
ammunition fuses, radar and air-
craft electronics.

DIVIDENDS: Packard -Bell, 121e
payable Jan. 25; Avco, 100 Feb.
20; Howard W. Sams, 120 plus
120 extra, both Jan. 25; Daystrom,
300 Feb. 14; General Dynamics,
500 Feb. 100; American Cable &
Radio, 300 Jan. 28; Bell & Howell,
21 percent in stock payable Jan.
27; Oxford Electric, 100 in cash
and 10 percent in stock, payable
Jan. 24.

Network Plans
A-15/1 RADIO, currently a bonanza for
rural and small -city broadcasters,
may soon get help from f -m radio
in providing higher -fidelity program
material.

Muttial Broadcasting System has
announced plans to use f -m to over-
come fidelity limitations of class -C
telephone lines, now used to sup-
ply network program material to
many a -m stations.

MBS affiliated f -m stations on
the edge of MBS class -A a -m service
areas will feed program material to
smaller a -m stations.

The f -m stations will multiplex
the rebroadcasted signal, which will

Rural Step-up
then be picked up by special equip-
ment at the a -m stations. -The a -m
stations will convert the signal to
a -m and broadcast it over their
regular facilities.

As a sidelight, this leads MBS to
annouce plans for actual ownership
of broadcast facilities. The plan,
moreover, is seen as a revenue
source for many f -m stations now
relying on sister a -m stations for
operational funds. It's also a new
step other networks may take.
MBS intends to obtain the FCC
maximum of seven f -m licenses.
Application for the first station
has been made.
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r
...applied to weather radar

MAGNETIC DEFLECTION 5" DIAMETER
Representative applications: plan position indicator information; slow -
scan television. (Complies with Aeronautical Radio, Inc. specifications.)

... applied to slow -scan television

ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTION 5" DIAMETER
Representative applications: "B" scan radar, oscillography, arma-
ment control radar.

Announcing the...

HUGHES
FAMILY OF
TONOTRON*
DISPLAY TUBES

...applied to complex radar systems

ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTION 5" DIAMETER
With two writing guns. Representative applications: multiple "B" scan
radar, oscillography, and armament control radar.

... applied to "B" scan projection

ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTION 3" DIAMETER
Representative applications: optical projection systems, miniature
radar indicators.L

*Trademark of Hughes Aircraft Company
® Registered Trademark

High brightness, multiple halftones, superior storage

uniformity, controllable persistence, and compact
design are the outstanding characteristics of the
Hughes TONOTRON electron tube. All TONOTRON

tubes present a complete scale of grey shades for
high-fidelity picture reproduction. Hughes offers the

only complete line of cathode-ray storage tubes, in-

cluding the infinite persistence tubes-TYPOTRONt

Type 6577 (character -writing storage tube) and the

MEMOTRON Type 6498 (oscillograph storage tube).

Complete technical information - specifications, operating

characteristics, suggested circuitry, etc., will be sent you
on request. Write: HUGHES PRODUCTS, Electron Tubes, Inter-

national Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California.

Creating a new world wit ELECTRONICS HUGHES PRODUCTS
__J

©1958. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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Portable Tv Uses
31 Transistors
CHICAGO -A PORTABLE 14 -in. pic-
ture tube, cordless tv, powered by
two twelve volt nickel -cadmium re-
chargable batteries, has just been
unveiled here by Motorola, Inc.
The unit has 31 transistors and
utilizes 10 watt power consump-
tion.

Battery life is 6 hours. A mono-
pole 41 ft antenna is used. Edward
Taylor, executive v -p, consumer
products, says "the unit is not a
laboratory freak. We can start
building them right away if the
economics make it feasible. We
want to encourage component
manufacturers to get behind this."

As yet, it is too costly to pro-
duce. Weight of the entire unit
with batteries is 32 lbs. Unit takes
17 seconds for warmup time. Ex-
cessive power in some portions of
the tv receiver have been elimi-
nated by a "scan -magnifier," a
Motorola invention kept under
wraps.

Price of the unit was not dis-
closed. Taylor said the unit will
play in a plane, train, etc. Batteries
will withstand 2,000 separate re-
charges for an estimated 12,000
hours of life. Estimated cost of
operation of the tv is 4/10 of 1

cent per hour.
A 90 degree tube is used. No

printed circuits. Taylor says,
"printed circuits will be a part of
it when we get rolling."

MEETINGS AHEAD

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

SMTWT F S SMTWT F S SMTWT F S

1 2 3 4 1 1

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 3 456 7 8

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 16 17 1$ 19 20 21 22 16 171119202122
26 27 28 29 30 31 23 24 25 26 27 28 25 26 27 28 29

Jan. 20, 27; Feb. 3, 10, 17, 24:
Lecture Series on Modern Com-
munications, AIEE, IRE, Univ.
of Penn., Philadelphia, Pa. Con -
tad: Mr. S. Sharp, Franklin Inst.,
Phila., Pa.

Jan. 22-24: Electronic Industries
Assoc. (formerly RETMA) 1958
Conference on Automation, Au-
ditorium of Arizona State Col-
lege, Tempe (Phoenix) Arizona.

Jan. 27: Four Corners District of
A.S.T.M., technical sessions
planned for New Mexico, Ari-
zona, Utah and Colorado. Con-
tact: J. L. Abbott, 1902 Rich-
mond N. E., Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

Jan. 27-28: Sixth Scintillation
Counter Symposium, IRE,
AIEE, AEC, NBS, Hotel Shore-
ham, Wash., D. C.

Feb. 3-7: American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Winter
Meeting, Hotel Statler, N.Y.C.

Feb. 7-8: American Society for
Quality Control, "Management
By Exception", Administrative
Application Division, ASQC,
Second Annual Conf., Hotel Car-
ter, Cleveland, Ohio.

Feb. 18: 14th Annual Quality
Control Clinic, Rochester Soci-
ety for Quality Control, War
Memorial, Rochester, N. Y.

Feb. 20-21: Conf. of Transistor
and Solid State Circuits, PGCT,
AIEE, U. of Penn., Phila., Pa.

Mar. 18-19: Conf. on Extremely
High Temperatures, AFCRC,
Air Force Cambridge Research
Center, L. G. Hanscom Field,
Bedford, Mass.

Mar. 24-27: IRE National Con-
vention All Prof. Groups, Wal-
dorf-Astoria Hotel and N. Y.
Coliseum, N. Y. C.

Mar. 24-27: Fourth International
Instrument Show, Caxton Hall.
Westminster, London, S. W. I.

New Market In Private Weather Forecasting?
AT LEAST 1 WO electronics firms
have just redesigned erstwhile mili-
tary equipment for the growing pri-
vate weather forecasting market.

This market includes almost any-
one who might suffer heavy losses
due to unexpected storm violence.

RCA and Bendix have rede-
signed their airborne weather radar
surveillance systems to fit the
needs of ground -based stations for
up-to-the-minute information about
local weather conditions. The new
ground weather radar systems were
adapted from the RCA AVQ-10
and the Bendix RDR-1 airborne

units first designed for the military.
These developments were an-

nounced independently but almost
simultaneously by Arthur L. Mal-
carney, executive vice president of
RCA Defense Electronic Products,
and C. I. Rice, Aviation products
manager of Bendix Aviation's radio
division.

Pointing to the projected use of
RCA's radar on construction proj-
ects, Malcarney said these opera-
tions are particulirly vulnerable to
storms because of insufficient
knowledge of unexpected weather
conditions, and that losses could be

reduced and completion schedules
improved by dependence on infor-
mation supplied by radar.

Other typical applications of pri-
vate weather radar, he said, are ag-
ricultural areas, airports, dam sites,
flight test and training activities,
harbor.applications and marine sal-
vage, etc.

The new Bendix system, accord-
ing to Rice, utilizes most compo-
nents of the Bendix RDR-1 system
now being used by 18 airlines. Re-
packaging the unit for ground op-
eration was relatively simple and in-
expensive, he said.
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RAGUE 402E
iMEGn

imram OR
CARBON .F -411 ---LM RESISTORS

SPRAGUE 403E

12/0-1.w -

SPRAGUE 404E
1 M EZC)
± I °A -2 -W -

THESE FILMISTORS PROVIDE
THE STABILITY YOU WANT

UNDER THE TOUGHEST LOAD
AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONS

PEG.

SPRAGUE®
the trademark of reliability

WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 7010

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

35 MARSHALL STREET

NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS: CAPACITORS RESISTORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS
INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS
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General Electric announces .
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After operating at 125°C for 2000 hours, capaci.
lance of a typical KSR unit is reduced only 12%.
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new KSIITantalytic* Capacitors
KING SIZE RECTANGULAR units offer
thousands of microfarads in lighter, smaller cases

Now General Electric offers a completely new Tantalytic
capacitor for use in computers, missiles, radar, and air-
borne electronic equipment-the King Size Rectangular
Capacitor. This unit offers more joules per size, weight,
and cost than any other tantalum capacitor available

On a volt-microfarad basis, the new KSR's are 40%
lighter, 30% smaller, and 40% less expensive than other
125°C rectangular capacitors. Compared with 125°C
cylindrical designs, KSR's may be as much as 50%
lighter, 30% smaller, and 15% lower in cost.

Like other General Electric Tantalytic capacitors, the
KSR units offer "bulk capacitance," i.e., high volt-
microfarads in an extremely small case. Now, one King
Size Rectangular capacitor can often be used where
several lower rated units were needed before. As a result
of this bulk capacitance, costly connections are reduced
and extra mounting brackets are eliminated.

t Trade -mark of General Electric Co.

In addition to the great size and weight advantages,
the KSR capacitors offer these outstanding features:

 High reliability from -55°C to +125°C.

 Polar or non -polar construction; plain or etched foil.

 Long operating life at 125°C; extra long life at 85°C.

 Excellent shock and vibration characteristics.

 Non-acid electrolyte for long shelf life.

 Dual temperature and voltage ratings.

KSR Tantalytic capacitors are now available in three
case sizes: 1.375 inches, 2 inches, and 2.5 inches in height.
All three have the same base size: 1.316 inches by .75
inch. For more information on these new capacitors or
for assistance with your capacitor applications, contact
your General Electric Apparatus Sales Office. Or write
to General Electric Co., Section 449-1, Schenectady, N.Y.

 Registered trade -mark of General Electric CO.

73 -ogress /s Our Most /mporfant Product

GENERAL

TYPICAL RATING:
1000 of at 30 vdc

(polar, etched)

ELECTRIC

TYPICAL RATING:
700 uf at 30 vdc

(polar, etched)

TYPICAL RATING:
350 of at 30 vdc

(polar, etched) 1.375 "
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ECKERS" VS.
TUBE 'TEST

ORA,
ces. ""41

To help you...

4 NEW
CBS
TECHNICAL
AIDS
Here are four new CBS technical publi-
cations on tubes and semiconductors.
Each is especially designed to make life
easier for electronic technicians and en-
gineers:

Technician's Handbook...
compact, comprehensive ready -reference
data by and for the electronic service
technician. Only $1.50 net.

Engineer's Handbook...
complete EIA data and two-color curves
by and for engineers - and technicians
who want all the facts. Only $7.50 net.

Transistor Course...
fast, fascinating home -study course -
teaches basic fundamentals of transistors
through use. Available from CBS Tube
distributors.

Tube Tips...
monthly inside information on tubes and
semiconductors - especially for service
technicians. Froin CBS Tube distribu-
tors only.

You'll want all four of these CBS tech-
nical aids. See them . . . examine them
... get them at your CBS Tube distrib-
utor's . . . today!

ELECTRON TUBES

CBS
SEMICONDUCTORS

CBS-HVTRON, Danvers, Mass.
A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

For the best in entertainment tune to CBS

January 17, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition20



Barden Precision SR3SSX8 bearings as used in a synchro transmitter/receiver.

BARDEN functional testing assures precision performance

The SmoothRator, an electronic
performance tester; was developed
by Barden to check vibration as a
measure of overall functional quality.
A standard quality control instru-
ment at Barden, the SmoothRator
is also used by many leading com-
ponent and systems manufacturers.

Precision -built synchros require small, uni-
form air gaps and cons.stently low torque to
provide accurate response to a generated
signal.

Barden Precision low torque bearings assure
the required air gap by close con:re of radial
play and concentricity. The SR3SSX8 has an
extra large O.D. which eliminates the need
for end caps, increasing air gap accuracy and
reducing synchro comp.exity and cost.

From research and design, through quality
controlled production, functional testing and
application engineering each Barden Precision
bearing is planned for performance. Barden
Precision means not only dimensional ac-

curacy but performance to match the de-
mands of the application.

Barden Precision bearings must pass rigid
functional tests on the SmoothRator, the
Torkintegrator and other Barden -developed
or standard test devices. This functional test-
ing is your assurance of consistent precision
performance.

Your product needs Barden Precision if it
has critical requirements for accuracy, torque,
vibration, temperature or high speed. For less
difficult applications, Barden predictable per-
formance can cut your rejection rates and
teardown costs.

THE SAWN CORPORATION
45 East Franklin Street, Danbury, Connecticut

Western office: 3850 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, California

SPECIFY BARDEN PRECISION BALL BEARINGS FOR: INSTRUMENTS AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES - COMPUTERS AND RECORDERS  MACHINE TOOL AND TEXTILE SPINDLES  OTHER PRECISION APPLICATIONS

CIRCLE 13 READERS SERVICE CARD



PROBLEM:
Servicing the

"heart" of a low, desk-mounted
chassis.

SOLUTION
Specification of

chassis over for "Grant

tilting slides to
on -top" servicing.

The Soroban Engineering
Company

recently
completed a repackaging

program of their Perforated
Tape

Sequencer
for Digital

Control of

Analogue Computers.
This sequencer

is a vital,component
of the

Automatic
Digital

Input -Output

Device (the
ADIOD System)

the White Sands Proving
Grounds in

New Mexico.
Tape readers

and their

associated
equipment are mounted

within the
desk, on Grant three -

section tilt slides. These provide

quick accessibility
to every part

of the chassis.
Some of the

equipment
requiring servicing

and

adjustment
is mounted underneath

the

chassis and
Grant Slides

are used

to tilt the unit,
bringing the

bottom -mounted
equipment

into the

view of the operator
for

easier servicing.

Grant No. 363-P2Y Slides

recommended
for

loads up to 200 lbs.,pair

Courtesy Soroban Engineering,
Inc.

GRANT
INDUSTRIAL

SLIDES

23 High Street, West Nyack, New York

944 Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles, California

Write for complete technical
data on the

wide range of Grant Slides.
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In our 50 years of manufacturing disper-
sions of colloidal graphite, we've seen the unique
anti -friction properties of this basic material make
lubricating problems disappear as if by "black
magic". As an additive to lubricating oils and greases,
as a parting agent in many kinds of casting and as a
dry -film lubricant in diverse fields of metal working
... in application after application ... it has proved
literally more valuable than gold.

Dr. Edward Goodrich Acheson's invention of col-
loidal graphite over 50 years ago has been followed
by a constantly expanding program of fundamental
research and product development. Today, with
over 50 different dispersions already in use, three
laboratory groups at Acheson are pressing toward
perfection of whole new families of dispersions and
their applications. .

The custom dispersing of solids requires specialized
facilities and production techniques. Why not take
advantage of Acheson's 50 years of leadership in
this field?

You will be interested in the number of different dis-
persed solids, in addition to graphite, that are being
used successfully today in industry. Our Products
List gives you, in quick -reading chart form, a resume
of AcheSon 'clag'® brand dispersions and their
typical applications. Send for your copy. Address
Department E-18.

A C I Colloids Company

Offices in:
Boston Chicago Cleveland Dayton
New York Philadelphia Pittsburgh

PORT HURON, MICHIGAN
A division of Acheson Industries, Inc

Also Acheson Industries (Europe) Ltd. and affiliates, London, England

Detroit Los Angeles Milwaukee
Rochester St. Louis Toronto

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January 17, 1958 CIRCLE 15 READERS SERVICE CARD 23



"But J. B., just because I didn't specify I RC components ?"

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
401 North Broad Street, Philadelphia 8, Pennsylvania

In Canada: International Resistance Company, Ltd., Toronto, Licensee
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THE THERMOELEMENT

WESTON
MODEL 622

THERMO
INSTRUMENTS

No need returning the Model 622 for thermoelement
replacement; nor wiring a new one in. A spare element,
or one immediately available for the individual instru-
ment, can be instantly plugged in. Replacement units are
furnished with correction curves to maintain the guaran-
teed high accuracy with original scale calibration. This is
just one of several exclusive design features which make
Model 622 more convenient, more flexible in use. And
coupled with its proved high accuracy and stability, it
remains the outstanding favorite for all high frequency
problems..Available as thermo milliammeters and thermo
voltmeters; and thermo ammeters, (external thermoele-
ment type). Also as d -c voltmeters, millivoltmeters, milli -
ammeters, microammeters, electrolysis volt-millivoltme-
ters, and as high accuracy rectifier type a -c instruments.
Write for bulletin A20. Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp., Newark 12, N.J.
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Now! A West Coast Office
For Immediate Service

±.010
203

STYLE Al

MAX.
197 .359

MAX.

.687
MAX.

.125 zt..005

.062 REF.

1.218 MAX .096 ±.005 DIA. 1

2 MTG. HOLES

THER MOUNTING AND HEADER STYLES AVAILABLE

BY THE NEW POWRIWITE*

Filtors new and greatly advanced micro -miniature relay.

Filtors, the leading specialists in the development and manufacture of sub -miniature

relays is proud to announce the addition of the new Powrmite micro -miniature relay to its

existing line of traditionally outstanding relays.
In every field of achievement there is always one leader. In relays with highest available

reliability the leader is Filtors, Incorporated. All of the experience and know how gained in

attaining its position of leadership have gone into making Filtors new Powrmite micro-

miniature relay truly reliable-again the leader in a field of many.

MICRO -MINIATURE SPECIFICATIONS
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE -65°C. TO +125°C.

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 1000 VOLTS. (750 VOLTS BETWEEN OPEN CONTACTS).

INSULATION RESISTANCE 10,000 MEGOHMS MINIMUM AT 25°C.

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT 2C (2 POLE DOUBLE THROW).

CONTACT RATING 2 AMPS RESISTIVE AT 28 VOLTS DC OR DRY CIRCUITS.

SHOCK 50 Gs 11 MILLISECONDS.

VIBRATION 10 - 55 CPS AT .06 AMPLITUDE.
55 - 2000 CPS AT 20 G.

PICK-UP TIME 7 MILLISECONDS MAXIMUM AT NOMINAL COIL.

VOLTAGE, 25°C. TEMPERATURE.

RELEASE TIME 7 MILLISECONDS MAXIMUM.

NOMINAL COIL VOLTAGE 26.5 VOLTS DC.

COIL RESISTANCE 550 OHMS ±10% AT 25°C.

ALTITUDE 70,000 FEET.

DUTY CONTINUOUS.

PICK-UP RELAY SHALL PICK-UP WHEN COIL VOLTAGE IS

18 VOLTS DC OR LESS OVER THE AMBIENT

TEMPERATURE RANGE.

Leading manufacturers of hermetically sealed micro and sub -miniature relays.

Main office and plant: Port Washington, N. Y., POrt Washington 7-8220
West coast office: 13273 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, Cal., STanley 3-2770
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IT'S \EW!

...a Silicon Rectifier

which SCREWS and PLUGS in too!
for powering your Radio/Television/and Electronic Devices

Write for further information on

Replacement Kits, Power Rectifiers for

Military and Commercial uses.

AUDIO DEVICES. INC.
620 EAST DYER ROAD

Rectifier
Division

SANTA ANA CAL)EORNiA

INQUIRE DEPT. E-1/17
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NIXI in ating tubes

HAVE THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

SMALLEST VOLUME
FOR NUMBER SIZE

I 114t1 III473891
0

7

6

5

4

4

LOWEST COST

SOME TYPICAL NIXIE
APPLICATIONS

MILITARY

INDUSTRIA ONTRO
INSTRUMENTATION

COUNTERS
COMPUTERS

ELECTRONIC INDICATORS
CHANNEL INDICATORS

INDICATOR BOARDS
DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

PAGING SYSTEMS
ELEVATORS

RADAR

ANOTHER

OST READABLE DEVIC

LIGHTEST WEIGHT

LOWEST POWER

V

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE SHOCK
AND VIBRATION SPECS

JUMBO
BD307

MINIATURE
BD200

STANDARD
6844 A

SUPER
7153

MOST READABLE FOR NUMBER SIZE

Compare these all -electronic readout tubes with anything on the

market today . .
for price, for performance, for reliability. You'll find that

the Burroughs Nixie® is the most "perfect" indicating tube ever
mass-produced.
These gas -filled, cold cathode tubes contain ten digits or letters.
Any individual number or letter can be easily selected and displayed in a

common viewing area.
Other Nixie® advantages are: Long life - Unlimited rate of change --
Multiple remote indications from one driving circuit - Production uniformity
from tube to tube and number to number - Perfectly formed numbers,

precisely aligned - rugged construction - Simple plug-in stem,
hidden tubulations Human engineered for Performance,
Appearance and Reliability.
Write for information on these and other tube styles
(fi'; .

ELECTRON I I = ONTRIBUTION

Burroughs Corporation
ELECTRONIC

Infield. New Jersey



Supplied in
disposable
plastic strips

FROM SERIES 5300
BOARD -TO -BOARD
P. C. CONNECTORS

5301 shown. For others in series,
specs and data, request Bulletin 108.

makes the difference

when everything else

is equal ...
... but you (as a manufacturer, design or development

engineer) are not as much interested in what may be "equal"
as what may be "superior." Hence, we respectfully call your

attention to Elco components for the reliability -factor
which is causing their selection when everything

else may possibly be equal.

Shown on this page are but four of our products finding
their way into electronic and electrical end -products ... after

precise, exacting and unprejudiced tests in laboratory,
application and performance. Many, many other Elco sockets,

shields and connectors-including the world-famous Varicon
Connector-hcive become the "reliability" prototypes for

a vast and varied list of subminiature and printed
circuit applications by industry and government.

Why don't you write us-on your Company letterhead,
please-specifying the types of components in which you

are interested. We will be pleased to send Catalogs and/or
Bulletins by return mail-thereby employing one of our

nation's earliest and unequalled "reliability" prototypes-
Uncle Sam's good, grey couriers.

SERIES 7000
SUBMINIATURE

PRINTED CIRCUIT
VARICON

CONNECTORS

Maximum number of contacts in
minimum space. Available taper -
tab, wire wrap and P. C. staked
contacts; 17, 23 29, 35, 41 contact
units. Bulletin 106.

SERIES 8000

SUBMINIATURE
VARICON
CONNECTORS

48 -double -tier with honeycomb in-
sulator shown. Other single and
double tier models, 8 to 80 contact
in Bulletin 107,

SERIES 3300
COMBINATION

TRANSISTOR
SOCKETS

Standard and
stand-off types
available; with
flat saddle or
mounting rings.
Bulletin 105-A.

IF IT'S NEW...IF IT'S NEWS

...IT'S FROM

CORPORATION

"M" STREET BELOW ERIE, PHILADELPHIA 24, PA., CUmberland 9-5500
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A SPECIAL ALLOY

AVAILABLE ONLY IN

ERSIN

FIVE -CORE

Unretouched photos of three soldering iron tips of ex

7-AttfaNel
constantly resurfaced, ft
is now at the end of its
useful life, having made
only 7,500 soldered joints
using a standard tin/lead
alloy.

SOLDER

plwiteen nod for
making 1,000 soldered
joints, using a standard
tin/lead alloy.

This tip las been
making more than 10,000
soldered joints with Ersin
Multicore SAVBIT ALLOY.
Note that it shows virtu-
ally no wear!

OMPARATIVE tests made on assembly lines of
large and small electronics plants have proven

that startling production efficiencies and econo-
mies are realized when the wear and erosion of
copper soldering iron tips is curbed. These tests
have been made with solders having pure tin/lead
alloys, and the new Ersin Multicore copper -
loaded SAVBIT ALLOY. As shown in the unre-
touched photographs above, the use of SAVBIT
reduced tip wear by 90%! Equally as important
. . . a higher standard of soldering quality is as-
sured since the copper tip remains in excellent
condition for a much longer period of time.

Before Soldering During Soldering After Soldering
In soldering with

straight tin/lead

alloys ...

+
Whereas... I Tin/Lead/Copper Solder

In soldering with new
I
1 I

SAVBIT ALLOY...
I

Copper -saturated SAVBIT solder... I cannot borrow copper from the iron...

I Tin/Lead Solder Copper Tip I Molten Tin/Lead/Copper Copper Tip

I

I 11111111
Solder contacted by copper tip... I absorbs tip metal to saturation...

I 17-- 1E111

Copper Tip I Molten Tin/Lead/Copper

I 11

Copper Tip
I.

Tin/Lead/Copper Joint

111111111111

Copper Tip

11111
and wears out tip rapidly!

Tin/Lead/Copper Joint Copper Tip

ME
which receives hardly any wear.

THIS EXPLAINS HOW SAVBIT ALLOY STOPS THE WEARING OUT OF COPPER TIPS
s-""4"carsr

SAVBIT is one of a number of alloys
developed for the Industry by Multicore.
In addition to SAVBIT, Ersin Multicore, the
world's finest cored solder, is also available
in all the standard tin/lead alloys and
diameters, in 1 lb. cartons and 7 lb. reels.
Multicore contains 5 cores of exclusive,
high speed, non -corrosive Ersin Flux. This
great solder, so widely imitated, has never
been equalled for speed of operation,
effective prevention of rejects and, in the
long run, lowest cost for superior results.

Available in 14,
16 and 18 gauge.

SAVBIT ALLOY has been
impressively proven on the

assembly line. We urge you to
write for full information.

tests SOLTIOMPE

Multicore's SAVBIT ALLOY development is en-
tirely new and different - and it is patented. As
shown in the illustration above, SAVBIT ALLOY
contains its own copper and therefore will not
take the copper of the soldering iron tip into the
molten solution during soldering. This absorption
of copper when any standard alloy is used, is a
basic reason for the wearing out of expensive cop-
per tips, and the constant refinishing which adds
to maintenance costs on the assembly line.

Like all Multicore Solders, SAVBIT contains five
cores of non -corrosive Ersin Flux, providing thin-
ner wall construction, which results in more rapid
wetting of metals and increases the speed of the
soldering operation. Of greater tensile and shear
strength, the electrical conductivity of SAVBIT,
like all Multicore alloys, is excellent.

MULTICORE SALES CORPORATION
PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.

Canadian Inquiries:
Charles W. Pointon Ltd.
6 Akino Ave., Toronto, Conoda

Inquiries regarding other territories:
Multicore Solders Ltd.

Hemel Hempstead, Herts., England
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new D -B broad band
precision cavity
wavemeters
-solre 3 measuring problems

Fewer Instruments Needed. Each
DE moRNAY-BONARDI instrument covers an
unusually wide segment of the total range,
and measures the entire frequency band within
that range. Only eleven sizes serve from 2.6 KMC
to 90 KMC. You save capital outlay on the number
of sizes needed.
Extremely High Accuracy. These arc
high Q units, built with such precision that they
may be used as secondary standards to calibrate
all other laboratory cavities. Micrometer readings
are plotted on a multi -page, high resolution
calibration chart for maximum accuracy.
DEMORNAY-BONARDI units are temperature
compensated, and unaffected by changes in
humidity or atmospheric pressure.
Sustained Accuracy. Sturdy, scaled
construction, use of ball bearings, and inert gas
pressurization assure permanence of calibration ...
Q values maintained for many years without
service. Write for complete data.

SPECIFICATIONS
Temperature Range

Correction Factor

Temperature
Compensation

Constant Dielectric
Hermetic Waveguide

Seal

Tuning Plunger Seal
Spurious Mode

Suppression

High Resolution
Micrometer

-30°C. to +70°C.
Temperature correction over range
in the order of 10-6 f/deg.C.

Bi-metallic mechanism

Nitrogen - not affected by environment

Metal - glass - mica window
Bellows type

Thru use of Microllon absorbing
material

Resolves plunger travel into
0.0001".

REACTION° TYPE CAVITY WAVEMETERS
Calibrated Calibration
Freq. Band Accuracy

KMC Min ± MC Cat. No.
60-90 40 DBA-715.1
50-75 30 DBB-715-I
33-50 10 DBC-715-1
26.5-40 6 DBD-715-1
18-26.5 3 DBE -715-1
12.4.18 1.5 DBF-715-1
8.2-12.4 0.75 D8G-715-1
7.05-10 0.60 DBH-715.I
5.85-8.2 0.35 DB.1-715-1
3.95-5.85 0.15 DBK-715-1
2.6-3.95 0.075 DEL -715-1

*Note: Absorption and Transmission types also in stock

30 -day deliveries on all sizes!

DEMORNAY BONARDI

DE MORNAY-DONARDI  780 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY, PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
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in the elimination
of high frequency radiation
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ALLEN -BRADLEY

CASCADED CERAMIC

FEED-THRU FILTERS
(PATENT PENDING)

.

TYPE FIB

TYPE FIS

TYPE FCD

TYPE FC

0.4.04',r3

100
1000

FREQUENCY (McPs)

TYPE SMFO
(FULL SIZE)

NOW . . . out of the Allen-Bradley re-
search laboratories comes a completely
new and far more effective line of high
frequency filter elements ... especially
designed to eliminate radiation from low
power circuits operating in the frequency
range from 50 mcs to 5000 mcs.

Employing an entirely different con-
cept. these neu filter elements have a
phenomenal filtering efficiency . . . that
actually increases tremendously u jib
frequency, as illustrated in the graph
at left.

These filter elements display none
of the detrimental internal resonance
characteristics of standard tubular
capacitors . . . and cascading elements
permit an increase in effective capacity
far beyond that practical even with
discoidal design.

Filters are available in voltage ratings
up to 500 v, DC at temperatures up to
125°C. Max. RF current is 0.25 amp.
and max. DC or low frequency current
is 5 amp.

Technical information available
upon request.

ALLEN -BRADLEY
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

1-58-E

Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis. In Canada-Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.



Allen-Bradley Hot Molded

Composition Resistors-
AB

INCREDIBLY /

Among electronic engineers, Allen-Bradley hot molded
resistors have won a reputation for unequalled uniformity.
That's why they are the "industry standard" wherever com-
ponent uniformity ... electrical and mechanical ... is espe-
cially critical. Through continuous sampling and testing,
consistent quality-Allen-Bradley quality-is maintained.
Conservative ratings and stable properties assure reliable
performance at all times. A -B resistors are free from
catastrophic failure. When you buy Allen-Bradley quality
components-fixed and variable composition resistors,
ceramic capacitors, and ferrite parts, you assure yourself of
fewer "rejections" on final test. These Allen-Bradley
components are not always the lowest priced, but-they are
always the best! Write for technical information, today. Type TR 14 watt

\Type CB

1/10 watt

ALLEN -BRADLEY
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 1-58-E

,r
...IN ELECTRICAL

CHARACTERISTICS

Type EB
1/2 watt

Allen-Bradley Co.
222 W. Greenfield Ave.
Milwaukee 4, Wis.

In Canada -
Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd.
Galt, Ont.



4 ECTRONI

This cold cathode trigger tube
sets
new
standards
of
stability

Supplies available from :
in the U.S.A.

International Electronics
Corporation,
Dept. El, 81, Spring Street, N.Y
New York, U.S.A.

in Canada
Rogers Majestic Electronics Limit
Dept. IA, I 1-19 Brentcliffe Road

Toronto 17,
Ontario, Canada.

Z803U Maximum Cathode Current
and Trigger Stability

General
operation

Self -
extinguish -
ing circuit

Peak Current 50 100 200 mA

Average Current 8.0 25 0.8 mA

Maximum Averaging Time 15 15 0.5 secs.

Maximum Variation of Trigger
Ignition Voltage per 1,000 hrs. J-2 ±2
Typical Variation of Trigger
gnition Voltage per 10,000 hrs. < 2 * <±2 cY0

Over long periods a systematic drift of 0-5% per 1,000 hrs.
may be expected.

With a stability higher than that of previous types, close tolerance
characteristics, and a very long life, the Z803U is finding wide application
in industry. For example, it is possible with this tube, to construct for

. 12' the first time, simple cold cathode timers which have an accuracy as

ed,

Z803U Design Notes
Write today to either o
the distributing com-
panies (or your copy of
these useful design
notes. The notes include
operating advice as well
as details of recommend-
ed circuitry.

high as 2% .
Other recommended features of the Z803U include a priming dis-

charge of about 10:1A, ensuring consistent operation in both daylight
and darkness; a wide plate voltage working range that enables the tube
to operate efficiently despite large supply voltage variations; and
instantaneous operation without prior warm-up.

Mullard

Mullard
ELECTRONIC TUBES
used throughout the world

MULLARD OVERSEAS LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, LONDON, ENGLAND

Mullard is the Trade Mark of Mullard Limited and is registered in most of the principal countries of the world.
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PHYSICAL ISOLATION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT CIRCUITS of the Sola assembly shown above. At pencil -point is one of two magnetic shunts
Constant Voltage Transformer is indicated in the core -and -coil which separate the input from the output sections of the windings.

YOU GET VOLTAGE REGULATION AND MORE FROM A SOLA:

Isolation of Input and Output Circuits
in Sola Constant Voltage Transformers

Generally Eliminates Need for Static Shields
A fixed level of input voltage to today's complex

electrical and electronic equipment is virtually essential
for adequate performance. The Sola Constant Voltage
Transformer, a static -magnetic stabilizer, combines auto-
matic, instantaneous voltage regulation with other desir-
able electrical functions.

One of these functions is both electrical and physical
isolation of the input circuit from the output circuit.
In general, this isolation is sufficiently effective to elimi-

nate the need for additional line filtering. Static shields,
often required with regulators having a common con-
nection between input and output circuits, are rarely
necessary.

Sola Constant Voltage Transformers are available in
stock models, or in custom designs to meet the exact
requirements of many load devices or service conditions.
Your Sola representative will be happy to provide you
with information on your particular application.

LA\avtag&fi
L./11 TRANSFORMERS

Write for Bulletin.. 7A-CV170D
SOLA ELECTRIC CO.

4633 W. 16th Street
Chicago 50, Illinois

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS  LIGHTING TRANSFORMERS  CONSTANT VOLTAGE DC POWER SUPPLIES
SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 4633 West 16th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois, Bishop 2-1414 BRANCH OFFICES: Boston, Mass.; Cleveland, Ohio; Kansas City,
Mo.; Los Angeles, Calif.; New York, N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Son Francisco, Calif.; Wallingford, Conn. Representatives in Other Principal Cities

Solo Electric (Canada) Ltd., Toronto 17, Ontario: 102 Laird Drive, Mayfair 4554
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THESE ARE THE REASONS WHY

Ingitpl1141!

the finest!

UNIVERSITY'S

NEW 315-C

3 -WAY

15':DIFFAXIA
1

p '°:cbYU56429 2,690,231,
2.751 996 and otha- e)pterts pending.

Exclusive self -stabilized woofer cone structure
and dual spider construction ensure lifetime
centering of moving system, for all extreme
excursions.

University -controlled processing of imported
cone pulps results in consist -a illy uniform, dis-
tortion -free response.

Exclusive, massive flux-con-oure.ci 6 pound
Gold Dot Alnico 5 magnet r rovic es eficient
power drive for deepest low tr-aqu ancie 3, free
of transient distortion.

Extra -long voice coil ensures our ty of maxi-
mum low frequency energy :)Aversion Airing
periods of extreme cone exursi>n, LJ

Exclusive University -formulated ong p )Iymer
lattice permeates rim suspers or for effective
acousto-mechanical rim dal -1p ng.

True through -axial construction permks bal-
anced tweeter, mid -range and woofer a':oustic 4N --
integration without design compromise_

Exclusive hypersonic tweeter incorporating ra-
dial phasing equalizer autoraticaily balances
all high frequencies for s riooth, realistic
reproduction.

Exclusive "reciprocating -flare' horn now has
wave front equalizer for more uriform wide-
angle treble coverage.

Exclusive multi -sectional Dittusi«)ne provides
controlled diffraction torfinezr n- id -range re-
sponse and dispersion.

Continuously variable dual :)otral network in-
tegrates and blends mid -range an J tweeter for
concert realism regardless c -f roo-n acoustics.

Response: 25 cps to inaudibility; Power capacity: 50 watts, integrated program; Total
magnet wt.: 61/_ lbs. Alnico 5; Impedance: 8.16 ohms; Depth: 12"; User net: $156.00.
UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC., CO SO. KENSICO AVENUE, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

LI STEM setouk efte0,it,
gal
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"George is great . . .

If ever a compliment could cut
the ground out from under a man
- you just read it. Just make
sure your management never
says it about you.

Once upon a time, business
moved at a slower pace, and peo-
ple and things were sort of tidily
pigeonholed. So many companies
were wedded to a single product,
a modest plant, simple process-
ing, comfortable competition,
family ownership and one-man
rule.

Once upon a time, you could
be a specialist in a particular
part of a particular business, live
within narrow walls, and every-
thing was just dandy. No longer!
Today, job isolation is stagna-

right where he is !"

tion. Companies, products, indus-
tries, have cross -bred like crazy.
Anybody's business is every-
body's business. Being "an ex-
pert" is always essential in
depth, lacks much in breadth.

Look ahead, read ahead, get
ahead. Open up this magazine,
and start reading as you never
have before. In the past, your
eye instinctively has spotted the
pages concerned with you and
your job, and you've read this
material and used it. Now, take
the next big step. Read the stor-
ies involving other job functions,

other men's brand of problems
in your field. Get on speaking ac-
quaintance with all the phases
and facets of your business -
what one McGraw-Hill publisher
so aptly calls "Cross -Communi-
cation."

You see - you, yourself, are
really two men . . . one well -
versed in your specialty . . . the
other, well-informed on "the big
picture". And this same one Mc-
Graw-Hill publication is edited
to satisfy both of you. How well ?
Read on, and be pleasantly and
profitably surprised.

MCGRAW-HILL SPECIALIZED PUBLICATIONS
The most interesting reading for the man

most interested in moving ahead
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SATELLITE

HEARING AIDS

1:*GUIDED MISSILES

ACTUAL
SIZE

RADIO

TELEVISION

COMPUTER

(ion: 8) n. A larg
hand, discharging a featheredthsting. from crossbow.

longs (lunj) n. Rope used inhorse.
longeron (Ion's hA ron) n. One of the le

 4 length. long'hea eDESIGN, DEVELOPMENT ''''''' Jung head'

.
,

.

(hing'116rn) n. 0
, .0 tt .ing.

.. and PRODUCT ENGINEERS enntbinin

.
long horns.

SAY:

Elilenco
CAPACITORS

tors .ff

Wherever your specifications
call forlived miniaturized

reservoirs, El-Menco aur-
20 YEARS These migh.mac rArECTANCY OF UP TC

peak performance
. . . guarantee you confi-

,

dent, worry -free planning.

All these points make C1-111enco Pitlee'xtst
DM15, DM20, and DM30 the finest obtainable.

1. LONGER LIFE 4. EXCELLENT STABILITY
2. POTENT POWER - SILVERED MICA
3. SMALLER SIZE 5. PEAK PERFORMANCE

Extra -rough phenolic casings prolong life, increase stability over wide temperature range.

Recent comparison tests of El-Menco
DM15, DM20 and DM30 Dur-Mica
Capacitors showed them to be longer -
lived, more fatigue resistant than any
others. Under stepped up conditions of
11/2 times rated voltage at 125° C am-
bient temperature, each in turn
achieved above standard ratings of un-
diminished performance well past
16,000 hours, or, under normal condi-
tions, a projected working lifetime of
from 15 to 20 years!

Simple 'hairpin' design facilitates

El:n.011E0

use in tight spots in television, radio,
computers, miniature printed circuits,
guided missiles, hearing aids and count-
less civilian and military applications,
with little or no replacement and main-
tenance cost. All environmental and
electrical requirements of RETMA
and MIL C-5 specs have been met.
Test El-Menco Dur-Mica Capacitors
for yourself with our help. Our
engineering staff is at your service
upon request.

write for Free samples and catalog 0,
on your firms letterhead.

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC.
Manufacturers of El-Menco Capacitors

WILLIMANTIC CONNECTICUT
 molded mica  mica trimmer dipped paper

 tubular paper  ceramic  silvered mica films  ceramic
Arco Electronics, Inc., 64 White St., New York 13, N. Y.

Exclusive Supplier To Jobbers and Distributors in the U.S. and Canada

discs
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Noise Figure Measurement

10-3,000 mc

KAY

,A4ega-Node Sr.
 Absolutely no modulation on noise output
 Built-in stability
 Longer life on noise diode
 Ease of operation due to front panel design
 All power supplies regulated
A calibrated random noise source providing an output from
10-3,000 mc, the Mega -Node Sr. may be used to measure
noise figure and receiver gain and for the indirect calibra-
tion of standard signal sources.
At the lower end of the frequency, range noise figure may
be obtained directly from the meter. For greater accuracy
at higher frequencies, corrections for diode transit time
and termination mismatch are available from charts su-
plied with each instrument.

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range: 10 mc to 3,000 mc.
Output Impedance: 50 ohms unbalanced into Type N Con-

nector.
Noise Figure Range: 0 to 20 db.
Filament Voltage Supply: From regulated supply.
Meter Calibration: Logarithmic in db noise figure; linear in

D.C.M.A.
Fuse Protection: One Type 3AG, 2 amps.
Tubes: 1 Eclipse Pioneer TT1 Diode.
Power Supply Source: 117 Volts ± 10% 60 cps a.c. Avail-
able for 50 cps on special order.
Power Consumption: 200 Watts.
Price: $790.00, f.o.b. factory.

Write for Kay Catalog

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Maple Avenue Pine Brook, N. J.

Dept. E-1 CAldwell 6-4000

KAY Microwave Afega-Nodes
Calibrated random noise sources in the microwave range,
used to measure noise figure, and receiver gain and
calibrate standard signal sources in radar and other
microwave systems. Available in following waveguide
sizes to cover range of 1,120-26,500 mc.
2lIG-69/U $595 RG-50/II $1951
RG-69/U $400 RG-51/1.1 $195t

IRG-104/U $495 RG-52/U $1951
tRG-112/U $495 11141-91/1.1 $250
RG-48/U $195t §RG-53/U $250RG-49/U $195t

Available with fluorescent or argon gas tubes. Noise
output fluorescent tubes, 15.8 db ±0.25 db; argon tubes,
15.28 db --t0.1 db..

Universal Power Supply for both fluorescent and argon
gas tubes In all waveguide sizes: $100.

 Noise output of argon gas tubes independent of operat-
ing temperature.
f Fluorescent only 1 Argon only
t 8167 per guide when 3 or more are ordered with $100
power supply

KAY

itiega-,Node
175-A

Noise Figure Range: 0-19
db; Frequency Range: 50-
900 mc. Output Impedance:
Balanced, 300 ohms; Price:
$325.00, f.o.b, factory.

KAY

Mega -Node
403-A

Noise Figure Range: 0-19
rib; Frequency Range: 3-500
inc. Output Impedance: Un-
balanced, 50 ohms into type
N connector; Price: $325.00,
f.o.b. factory,

KAY diriega-NOde 240-A
Calibrated random noise source reading direct in db, for
measurement of noise figure, receiver gain and for in-
direct calibration of standard signal sources. Frequency
Range: 5 to 220 mc. Output Impedances: Unbalanced -
50, 75, 150, 300, Infinity; balanced -100, 150, 300, 600,
Infinity. Noise Figure Range: 0-16 db at 50 ohms; 0-23.8
db at 300 ohms. Price: $325.00, f.o.b. factory.

Complete radar noise figure measuring set for IF and
RF, including attenuators, detector and noise sources.
Complete with power supplies. Frequency Range: 5 to
26,500 mc. Noise Figure Range: Up to 23.8 db, in lower
part of spectrum. Prices on request.
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"We use them by the bucketful" . . . these are the
words of Remington Rand engineers at the Univac
Division of Sperry Rand Corporation. They refer to
the General Transistor products used in Univac® File -
Computers. Three prime portions of the system are
completely transistorized . . . the adapters for the 80 -
column and 90 -column punching units and the General
Storage for the Model 0 File -Computer . . . with GT
transistors.

The gigantic computing problems fed into the elec-
tronic brains of these data processing systems depend
upon the undeviating consistency and reliability of

each component used in the system. At General
Transistor, computer reliability goes hand -
in -hand with transistor quality. This
philosophy dictates development and
production procedures . . . experienced
engineers, trained technicians, selective
materials, exclusive methods of quality
control ... are typical of the caliber of quality
inherent in GT transistors.

This is just one more example of why General
Transistor is the fastest growing name
in transistors.

For immediate delivery from stock, contact your nearest author-
ized General Transistor Distributor or General Transistor Dis-
tributing Corp., 95-27 Sutphin Blvd., Jamaica 35, New York
For export: General Transistor International Corp., 91-27 138th
Place, Jamaica 35, New York

In Canada, Desser E -E Ltd., 441 St. Francis Xavier,
Montreal 1, Quebec

GENERAL TRANSISTOR
C 0 R P 0 R A T 1 0
91.27 138Th PLACE, JAMAICA 35, NEW YORK
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THE OFFNER TYPE 190

DIFFERENTIAL DATA AMPLIFIER

d -c Amplifier with
zero drift and 1/100th percent

gain stability

For amplification of thermocouple, strain gage, and
similar low level signals the Type 190 Data Amplifier
provides a combination of features available in no
other amplifier:

Infinite rejection of common -mode d -c
signals
One microvolt input resolution
Gain stability of 0.01%
Rapid step input response
Linearity of 0.05%

The true differential response of the Type 190 provides
increased accuracy and simplified installation for data
reduction, control, and similar applications. With in-
finite rejection of common d -c signals, and a rejection
ratio at 60 cps of the order of a half million, errors due
to ground currents are completely eliminated, and
pickup problems greatly diminished.
The Type 190 is designed for fixed -gain operation from
low impedance sources, into high impedance load.
Gain may be set at values ranging from 160 to 1200.
Amplifier characteristics are unchanged at ambients
from -67°F to +170°F.

`:::' "''''',1: cz) '' "' .. c_:, ....t Z"."'"',* Et) ,...;,`"" ''''''.. =
C

09 60 00 .il 0 a

r. e e e o e ® ,,, ._ -,) C

Four TypeType 190 Amplifiers mounted in BMI90 modular
rack unit with Type 390 power supply.

Price of Type 190 Amplifier $325
Type 390 Power Supply, for up to
four Type 190 Amplifiers $250
Type BM190 Rack Unit for four Type
190 Amplifiers and Type 390 Power
Supply $140

Ask for bulletin No. 572 giving full technical information

OFFNER DYNOGRAPH Direct -Writing Oscillograph

Zero -drift d -c recorder with microvolt sensitivity.
One amplifier type covers all requirements.
Models for one to 19 channels.

Rectilinear or curvilinear recording.

Ask for bulletin No. L-861

OFFNER ELECTRONICS INC.
5324 N. Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 25, U.S.A.
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Hudson Standard Parts
can fit into you

SP

CLOS E DESIGNS
consult the ne 36-p0e

Pk- ,/ HUDSON
.4./ CATALOG,

SPECIFY
HUDSON

CALL OR WRITE
FOR CATALOG ON
STANDARD CLOSURES

OR SEND DRAWINGS

FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

AND QUOTATIONS ON

CUSTOM REQUIREMENTS

The Hudson Catalog is your complete guide to standard cases
and covers, specification metal stampings and sub -assembly
work. Available from stock are thousands of standard precision -
made cases and covers offering an economical solution to your
closure requirements. Ample stocks and mass production meth
ods assure prompt delivery. From simple closures to multi -opera -
:ion, intricate sub -assemblies, Hudson produces your components
to your most exacting specifications.

for Precision Drawn Closures

Quality Metal Stampings

All Types of Spot Welding

Silver Soldering, Brazing

Sheet Metal Work

Sub -assemblies

Parts Fabricated of
Steel, Brass, Aluminum,

Copper, MU Metal

HUDSON
TOOL

-

& DIE CO  INC
28 MALVERN ST., NEWARK 5, N. J.

Producers of Cases, Covers and Custom -al Stampings for Electrical, Electronic and Nucleonic Industries
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Magnetic drum
storage unit

Arithmetic and
control unit

1, 111111111i 1111111

11111111 II 1411011

01111

Input-output unit

The Importance of
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Digital techniques constitute one of the important devel-
opments which have made possible the recent advances in
computers and related equipment for computation, data
processing, and industrial and military electronic control.

Digital computers for scientific computation range from
small specialized units costing a few thousand dollars, to
large general-purpose computers costing over a million
dollars. One of these large computers is a part of the Ramo-
Wooldridge Computing Center, and a second such unit is
being installed early this year.

Electronic data processing for business and industry is
rapidly growing based on earlier developments in electronic
computers. Data processors have much in common with
computers, including the utilization of digital techniques. A
closely related field is that of industrial process control. To
meet the needs in this field, Ramo-Wooldridge has recently
put on the market the RW-300 Digital Control Computer.

The use of digital techniques in military control systems
is an accomplished fact. Modern interceptor aircraft, for
example, use digital fire control systems. A number of Ramo-

Clock generator and
power supply unit

Wooldridge scientists and engineers have pioneered in this
field, and the photograph above shows the RW-30 Airborne
Digital Computer.

The RW-30 is an example of what can be accomplished
through the application of digital techniques in conjunction
with modern semiconductor components. It performs com-
plete mathematical operations, including multiplications, at
the rate of 4000 per second (as fast as large scientific com-
puters). Yet it occupies only 4.19 cubic feet, weighs 203
pounds and uses 400 watts power. It is packaged in four
separate units to facilitate installation in aircraft. The mag-
netic drum memory has a capacity of 2607 21 -bit words.

The versatility inherent in digital techniques makes it pos-
sible for the RW-30 to handle such varied military aircraft
problems as navigation, armament control and bombing, and
combinations of these problems, without changes in the
RW-30 itself.

The RW-30 also serves to illustrate the balanced integra-
tion of systems analysis and product engineering which is a
principal objective at Ramo-Wooldridge. Similar programs
are in progress on other airborne and electronic control sys-
tems, communication and navigation systems, and electronic
instrumentation and test equipment. Engineers and scientists
are invited to explore openings in these fields at Ramo-
Wooldridge.

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation
5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET  LOS ANGELES 45. CALIFORNIA
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT
SEMICONDUCTORS

important news for AIR FORCE contractors...

11/111/114T/C
silicon rectifiers

designed to meet the NEW

USAF specification MIL-El/1089

PIGTAIL TYPES in quantity at prices that reflect volume production.

(USAF) complete line of silicon rectifiers for an extensive range of applications
AUTOMATIC MANUFACTURING DIVISION also offers the industry's most

1 N538

1N540 (USAF)

including types for magnetic amplifiers, power supplies, D.C. blocking and
germanium replacement, as well as types for general purpose use.

IUM/V
MANUFACTURING

Would you like a set of our engineering data sheets? Please write us today!

Maximum Values for AUTOMATIC
meeting MIL -E-1/1089

Peak
Reverse
Voltage

Type No. (VDC)

1N538 (USAF) 200
1N540 (USAF) 400
1N547 (USAF) 600

DC Output
Current

@ 25° C.
Ambient

(MA)

750

750

750

DC Output
Current

@ 150° C
Ambient

(MA)

250

250

250

Military Type Silicon Rectifiers
(USAF) Specification

Maximum
Reverse
Current

(MA)

0.350
0.350
0.350

Mounting

Pigtail
Pigtail
Pigtail

'Averaged over 1 cycle for inductive or resistive load with
rectifier operating at full rated current at 150° C. ambients.

MASS PRODUCERS OF
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

AUTOMATIC MANUFACTURING

MIL -E-1
Technical

Spec. Sheet
No.

1089a

1089b

1089c

DIVISION OF GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
65 GOUVERNEUR ST., NEWARK 4. N. J.
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How to make \

a Magnetic Core \ \\,\

that's really

SMALL?

use AL
PERMENDUR

1\0.,\\ \\\1\A\

Write for
your copy
"MAGNETIC MATERIALS"

This 32 -page book contains valu-
able data on all Allegheny Ludlum
magnetic materials, silicon steels
and special electrical alloys. Illus-
trated in full color, includes essen-
tial information on properties,
characteristics, applications, etc.
Your copy gladly sent free on
request.

ADDRESS DEPT. E-1

When the conditions of service
make it imperative for you to hold
the size and weight of magnetic
cores at an absolute minimum, that's
the place to use Permendur. With
it you can push the flux density up
to 20 kilogausses, and practically
eliminate weight as a consideration.

Along with its suitability for cores
wherever the premium is laid on
compactness, Permendur is just the
thing for sonar magnetostriction
applications, too. We maintain
proper annealing facilities for this

alloy. Write for technical data on it,
and let our engineers help you to
cash in on its possibilities.

In addition to Permendur, we
offer a range of high -permeability
alloys, oriented silicon steels and
other electrical alloys that is un-
matched in its completeness. Our
services also include the most
modern facilities for lamination
fabrication and heat treatment.

Let us supply your requirements.
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation,
Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

STEELMAKERS to the Electrical Industry

Allegheny Ludlum STEELS FOR 1145

1ECTRONIC
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Fast, convenient, dependable

Iprecision wave analyzers
frequency -selective voltmeters

Sierra 1 2 IA Wave Analyzer

SPECIFICATIONS - SIERRA VOLTMETERS

Sierra now offers exactly the instruments you need for
wave analysis, wire carrier and microwave subcarrier ap-
plications.

Sierra 121A Wave Analyzer is a highly selective, double
superheterodyne receiver covering frequencies from 15 KC
to 500 KC and providing wave analysis data directly in
voltage and dbm at 600 ohms. The instrument offers the
selectivity required for use with new single sideband car-
rier systems.

Sierra 158A Wave Analyzer is similar but covers frequen-
cies from 500 KC to 10 MC.

Both analyzers have high selectivity, accuracy of ± 2 db,
spurious response at least 50 db down, and a signal.meas-
urement range of 77.5 p3, to 97.5 volts. The instruments
are supplied in cabinet mountings which are readily adapt-
able to relay rack mounting.

Model Frequency
Range-kc

Selec ivity Accu acy Direct Reading in dbm
Down 3db Down 45db Frequency Measuring Balanced Unbalanced

10 I C 20-500 ± 550 cps ± 2900 cps Note A -I- 3 db Note D 600 ohms

1036t 3- 40 ± 400 cps ± 3000 cps -I- 0.5 kc -I- 3 db Note D 600 ohms

104A 5.150 ± 300 cps ± 1500 cps -4- 1 kc ±3 db Note D 600 ohms

10813 15-500 550 cps ± 2900 cps -I- 3 kc
Note B

-I- 2 db 135 ohms
Note C Note D 600 ohms

114A 100-800 ± 550 cps ± 2900 cps Note A ±3 db Note D 600 ohms

All Sierra Carrier Frequency Voltmeters feature built-in calibration oscillators and circuits for level calibration,
have aural monitoring jocks, and (except 103B) are furnished with Sierra Model 149A Precision Spiral Scale Dials.

f Contains carrier re-insertion oscillator for monitoring suppressed carrier systems. Furnished with planetary drive
dial. Note A. Ranges from ± 2 KC at low end of dial to ± 3 KC at upper end. Note B. ± 1 KC in the 48 KC
to 256 KC region. Note C. ± 1 db for 30 db to -40 db attenuator steps on 135 ohm balanced measurements.
Note D. All models may be converted for 135 and 600 ohm balanced line measurements by convenient plug-in
bridging transformer, Model 130D.

4004

Line Bridging Transformer
Model 130D Dual Impedance Line
Bridging Transformer converts VTVM
and wave analyzer inputs from single -
ended to balanced operation. Covers 3
kc to 500 kc, bridges both 135 and 600
ohm balanced lines.

Sierra 101C Carrier Frequency Voltmeter

For carrier system and other held or labora-
tory work between 3 kc and 800 kc, Sierra
offers 5 accurate, stable, tuned vacuum tube
voltmeters. All are direct reading in voltage
and dbm at 600 ohms from -80 dbm to
+42 dbm.

Impedance Meter, Line Fault Analyzer
Sierra 166 Impedance Meter (at left)
measures impedance on high noise cir-
cuits, 30 kc to 300 kc; measures on "hot"
lines through coupling capacitor.
Sierra 124 Line Fault Analyzer pin-
points shorts, opens or grounds on open
wire lines. Direct reading, range 1/2 to
200 miles, accuracy 1/4 mile.

Data subject to change without notice.

Sierra Electronic Corporation
A Subsidiary of Philco Corporation

3885 Bohannon Drive DAvenport 6-2060 Menlo Park, California, U.S.A.
Sales Representatives in Major Cities

Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, Ltd., Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Winnipeg
Export: Frazar & Hansen, Ltd., San Francisco, New York, Los Angeles
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Solve core problems quickly, economically with

FERRITE COMPONENTS
by GENERAL CERAMICS

HUNDREDS OF STANDARD PARTS
plus CUSTOM DESIGNING TO SPECIFICATIONS

STANDARD
ANTENNA RODS

THREADED
TUNING CORES

STANDARD
El CORES

CUP AND
TOROID CORES

TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

RECORDING
HEADS

Performance proven magnetic ferrites available
for every electronic application

Computer and
Automation Systems

Designers!

Ferramic memories
provide a new design
concept in the area of
computers and automa-
tion. Magnetic memories
combine increased speed,
accuracy and reliability
with light weight, com-
pact size. Write for
bulletins on cores or
complete memory planes.

General Ceramics ferrites for television, radio and instrumentation offer designers
and engineers a wide range of economical standard components. All are appli-
cation tested for highest efficiency electrically and mechanically. The fact that
leading electronic manufacturers specify Ferramics is due to the program of con-
tinuing research and equipment modernization by which General Ceramics keeps
pace with the industry's needs as to quality and costs! Bulletins are available;
write to General Ceramics Corporation, Keasbey, New Jersey, Dept. E.

GENERAL CERAMICS
Industrial Ceramics for Industrial Progress... Since 1906 1

Manufacturers of FERRAMIC CORES, MAGNETIC MEMORY CORES, MEMORY PLANES, MICROWAVE FER
RITES, SOLDERSEAL TERMINALS, HIGH TEMPERATURE SEALS, STEATITE, ALUMINA & CHEMICAl STONEWARg
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Specialists in special purpose tubes

VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND
REFERENCE TUBES-Gas
filled tubes des,gned to
specific voltages for reg-
ulating small currents.
Also used to make avail-
able stable reference
voltages for high current
supplies. Sizes from sub -
miniatures to bantams,
including many reliable,
ruggedized types.

THYRATRONS-An ex-
tensive line of thyra-
trona for use as grid
control rectifiers, relays
and noise generators.
Inverse voltage ranges
from 100 to 5,000 volts.
Sizes from subminia.
tures to ST 16 bulbs.
Filamentary as well as
hot and cold cathode
types are available.

TWIN POWER TRIODES
-The most complete
line of higlecurrent twin
power triodes devel-
oped especially for reg-
ulated power supply
usage. Current and
power ranges up to 800
milliamperes and 60
watts respectively. In-
cluded are rugged types
in both low and medium
mu construction.

Chatham research and development
has produced many new tube types
that have become industry standards.
If you have a special purpose tube
problem, Chatham experience can
help you find the solution.

RECTIFIERS-Both vac-
uum and gas filled tubes
with peak inverse volt-
age ratings from 200 to
15,000 volts. Included
are tubes with special
features such as fast
warm-up, cold cath-
odes, clipper service rat-
ings and rugged con-
struction.

TELEPHONE TYPES -A
highly specialized line
of vacuum and gas filled
types in both the 300
and 400 series.

HYDROGEN THYRATRONS
-Used primarily as
switching tubes in line
type radar modulators.
these tubes permit ac-
curate control of high
energy pulses. Sizes
from miniatures to the
VC 1257. Peak pulse
power ranges from 10
kilowatts to 33 mega.
watts.

CHATHAM ELECTRONICS Division of TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC.
General Office and Plant: Livingston, New Jersey
SALES OFFICES: CHICAGO, DALLAS, LIVINGSTON, LOS ANGELES
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ESSEX ENGINEERED

WIRE and CABLE
Motor Industry

Automotive

Appliances

Communications

Electronic

Radio & Television

Oil Burner

Neon Sign

48

SEND FOR WIRE SAMPLES

..laboratory -developed to meet the unique
requirements of your specific application!

The Essex "Extra Test" approach to the development of quality wire

products has gained the confidence of engineers in every industry
where electrical wire products are a factor! The full line of lead,
appliance, automotive and refrigeration wires ... plus submersible
pump cable and 200° C. insulations are outstanding examples
of the versatility of "Essex Engineering." Thorough engineering,
from conductor to covering, has made available a wire of type and
size with vital properties that assure you outstanding performance.

Unusual wire or cable specifications need not trouble
today's engineer. By investigating the complete line of
SX Wires and Cables, most wiring requirements can be
quickly met by one or more of the Essex "Standards";
thus hastening delivery, affecting far greater economies,
and guaranteeing an Essex Engineered "Industry
Proven" product.

WIRE and CABLE DIVISION
ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

FORT WAYNE 6. INDIANA
CIRCLE 40 READERS SERVICE CARD

Tother outstanaing
*ESSEX ENIGINEERED

production priven products

GENERAL PURPOSE RELAYS
A.C. or D.C. General Purpose Multipole re-
lays. For circuit switching of electrical inter-
locking remote control devices. Features
special cross -bar contacts for low -voltage,
low current circuits or button type contacts for
power switching circuits. Request Bulletin
No. 1060.

R -B -M "Control" Division
Logansport, Indiana

COILED CORDS ®

Coiled Cords automatically synchronize with
moving components that are electrically
powered. There are no looping, tangling
cords in the way ... because Coiled Cords
extend and retract as needed. Complete line
of cord sets and power supply cords. Write
for new literature.

Cords Limited Division
DeKalb, Illinois

REFRIGERATION WIRES
The complete line of "Essex Engineered" in
ternal, lighting circuit, heater and lead wire
... plus flexible conduit, power supply cords
and thermostat cables, are approved by
UL and CSA.

Wire and Cable Division
Fort Wayne, Indiana

WIRE CORPORATION
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Absolute measurements of field intensity are possible with the
Model FIM field intensity receiver system. An incoming signal,
received by the calibrated antenna, is matched against the
signal of an internal calibration signal source to determine
absolute power. The instrument is completely shielded to pre-
vent stray signal pickup.

",TFRFERENCE MFVIIREMENTS

Over the frequency range 1000 to 10,000 mc, interference
radiated from any electronic equipment can be determined and
examined to meet the requirements of commercial or militard
specifications.

-Direct indication by peak reading
slide -back V.T.V M. and by quasi -peak meter function.

-Average indication of unmodulated carrier;
average or peak indication of modulated carrier.

The Model FIM receiver system can be used to determine radio
interference voltages operating on external power conductors,
or other external system connections, by connecting the mori-
tor unit to a line stabilization network. Both broadband and
CW interference signal levels may be measured as described
in "Radiated Interference Measurements" (above).

ANTENNA PATTERN FAFACIIREMFN'

Because of the sensitivity o' the FIM receiver system, trans-
mitter and receiver antennas can be separated by distances
great enough to avoid phase errors. Minor lobes can be care-
fully investigated. The automatic frequency control allows the
use of a relatively unstable signal source. Preselection elim-
inates errors that may be caused by the presence of harmonics
of the signal or spurious signals.

ER AND POWER.

The Model FIM receiver system ier levels from
10 micro-microwatts to 2 watts. A multi -position coaxial step
attenuator is provided to switch ranges quickly, and the effec-
tive noise bandwidth is constant for the full r -f range of the
instrument. UNI-DIAL single knob tuning permits quick fre-
quency scanning.

CALIBRATED
MICROWAVE
FIELD INTENSITY
RECEIVER
SYSTEM
absolute measurements-

radiation, interference and leakage

1,000 to 10,000 mc

The new Polarad Model FIM is the only instrument approved
Class A MIL SPEC. MIL-I.006181C for performing radiation leakage
measurements in the range 1,000 to 10,000 mc. It is a complete
system including a monitor unit, 4 interchangeable tuning units
covering the range 1,000 to 10,000 mc, a separate power supply,
a series of antennas to match the frequency range of each tui
ing unit and one broadband omnidirectional antenna. The monitor
unit provides meter, video, audio and recorder outputs.The power
supply provides regulation of plate and filament voltages.

MODEL FIM SYSTEM
BASIC MONITOR UNIT-FIM-B
POWER UNIT-FIM-P
TUNING UNITS (interchangeable)

*FIM-L 1,000 to 2,240 mc
'FIM-5 2,140 to 4,340 mc
*FIM-M 4,200 to 7,740 mc
*FIM-X 7,360 to 10,000 mc

'U.S. PATENT NO. 2,774.243

Contact Polarad or your nearest Polarad representative for complete details.

POLARAD ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

43-20 34th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVES: Abington, Albany, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boeing
Field, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver, Detroit, Englewood,
Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Orlando, Portland, Roch-
ester, St. Louis, Stamford, Sunnyvale, Syracuse, Washington, D.C.,
Westbury, Westwood, Wichita, Winston-Salem, Canada: Arnprior,
Ontario. Resident Representatives in Principal Foreign Cities.



U LTRA- BROADBAND
MICROWAVE
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

MSG -34

Gee

G

t?)

Replaces 2 or more present day

signal generators normally required

to cover C and X bands

one continuous
control frequency

The new Polarad MSG -34 outperforms all existing signal generators both in

frequency coverage and ease of operation. In all respects, it is the most efficient
and economical instrument to generate frequencies between 4,200 and 11,000
mc at a high power level.

By means of a unique design utilizing Polarad's exclusive UNI-DIAL control,
Ultra -Broadband Frequency Coverage has been achieved in one completely
integrated unit. Attenuator index is automatically set throughout the entire band
after calibration, thus avoiding possible error when making accurate measure-
ments rapidly. Frequency is read directly from a 4 foot linear dial that is easy
to read.

Some unusual features:
Calibrated output: 1 milliwatt
Internal pulse modulations

.2 to 10 u sec. pulse width
10 to 10.000 prf
2 to 2.000 u sec. delay

Pulse rise and decay time 0.1 u sec.
Attenuator index independent of power set
Long life non -contacting choke in oscillator
Provision for external modulation, sine wave, pulse or
multiple pulse.

POLARAD
.0014

SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Range:

4,200 mc to 11,000 mc

Frequency Accuracy: ± 1%

Power Output:
1 milliwatt (0 dbm)
calibrated

Attenuator Output Range:
0 dbm to -127 dbm,
0.223 volts to 0.1

microvolt,
(directly calibrated).

Attenuator Output
Accuracy: ± 2 db from

0 to - 127 dbm

Output Impedance:
50 ohms nominal.

Output VSWR: 2:1 maximum

Internal Pulse Modulation:
Width: 0.2 to 10 micro-

seconds.
Repetition Rate: 10 to

10,000 pps
Delay: 2 to 2,000 micro-

seconds.
Sync: internal, external -

pulse or sine wave.
Rise Time: 0.1 microsecond

as measured between
10% and 90% of maxi-
mum amplitude of the
initial rise.

Decay Time: 0.1 micro-
second as measured be-
tween 10% and 90% of
maximum amplitude of
the final decay.

Internal Square Wave:
Rate: 10 to 10,000 pps.

Symmetry: ± 5%
Sync: Internal

Internal FM:
Type: Linear sawtooth.
Frequency Deviation:

5 mc minimum.
Rate: 10 to 10,000 cps.
Synchronization: Internal

or external, pulse or
sine wave.

External Pulse Modulation:
Polarity: Positive or

negative.
Rate: 10 to 10,000 pps.
Pulse Width: 0.2 to 100

microseconds.
Amplitude: 10 to 40 volts

peak.

Output Synchronization
Pulses:

Polarity: Positive, delayed
and undelayed

Rate: 10 to 10,000 pps.
Amplitude: 15 volts peak

minimum.
Rise Time: Less than 0.25

microsecond.

External Sync:
Type of Input: Positive,

negative, or sine wave.
Amplitude: Pulse: 5 to 50

volts peak;
Sine wave: 5 to 40 volts

rms.

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
43-20 34th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES: Abington, Albany, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boeing Field, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver, Detroit, Englewood, Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles,
Portland, Rochester, St. Louis, Stamford, Sunnyvale, Syracuse, Washington, D. C., Westbury, Westwood, Wichita, Winston-Salem, Canada: Arnprior, Ontario. Resident
Representatives in Principal Foreign Cities.



You can rely on BUSS FUSES
to operate as intended.

Here's why- With BUSS fuses,
dependable electrical protection isn't
left to chance. BUSS fuses are tested in
a sensitive electronic device. Any fuse
not correctly calibrated, properly con-
structed and right in all physical di-
mensions is automatically rejected

The result,-BUSS fuses provide
maximum protection ,against damage
due to electrical faults. And just as
important, they eliminate useless shut-
downs caused by faulty fuses blowing
needlessly.

With a complete line of fuses avail-
able, it is just good business to stand-
ardize on BUSS. The "trouble -free"
operation of BUSS fuses helps to assure
that your product will operate as in-
tended . . . thus, BUSS fuses help to
maintain the reputation of your prod-
uct for quality and service.

If you have an unusual or difficult
protection problem, let the BUSS fuse
engineers work with you and save you
engineering time. If possible, they will
suggest a fuse already available in local

wholesalers' stocks, so that your device
can be easily serviced.

For more information on BUSS and
Fusetron small dimension fuses and
fuseholders ... Write for Bulletin SFB,
Bussman Mfg. Division, McGraw -
Edison Co., University at Jefferson,
St. Louis 7, Mo.

BUSS fuses are made to protect - not to blow, needlessly
TRUSTWORTNY NAMES IN
RLICIRICAI ROTECTION

BUSS

Makers of a complete
line of fuses for hone,
farm, commercial,
electronic, automotive
and industrial use.
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UNION family of high -quality
for dependable performance

Typical group of UNION High -Quality Miniature
Relays. Special manufacturing techniques are
used to provide quality relays in large quantities.
Ultrasonic and jet abrasive cleaning provide deal
material. Unique baking and evacuation proc-
esses guard against gassing in the relay.



Miniature Relays is designed
in guided missile environments

Do YOU NEED A RELAY to operate with unusual reliability under severe
conditions of temperature, shock, and vibration? Or one that functions on
extremely low "dry -circuitry" loads? For AC or DC circuits? Or special
applications? You can find almost any miniature relay you need in the
UNION line.

UNION Miniature Relays were originally developed for use in airborne
and guided missile electronic equipment and meet or exceed the require-
ments of MIL -R-25018, MIL -R -6106C and MIL -R -5757C. Their reliability
and small size have led to their use in many industrial applications such as
traffic control systems, computers, resistance welders and other electronic
equipment.

Look over the many types of UNION Miniature Relays available, as
shown here, and write for our Bulletin 1012 containing complete information.

Outstanding Features
1. Superior Contacts Standard HI -LO
contacts permit high loads and low
loads to be handled at the same time
in one relay. Dry -circuit contacts are
available when utmost reliability is
desired for low-level, dry -circuit loads.
2. Coil Resistances Available in stand-
ard case from .9 to 8750 ohms and in
long case from 1.6 to 13,600 ohms.
3. Temperature Rating Class "A"
-55°C to +85°C; Class "B" -65°C
to +125°C.
4. AC or DC Models Nominal operat-
ing voltages from 1.5 to 160 volts DC;
115 volts, 60 to 400 C.P.S., AC. AC

E8DIVISION OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY
PITTSBURGH 18, PENNSYLVANIA

relays incorporate built-in rectifiers
and have same reliability as DC
relays.
5. Types and Mountings All relays
available in 6PDT or 4PDT models,
plug-in ca. solder -lug connections, and
all the usual mountings.
6. Special Relays Slow -acting relays
for applications requiring a differen-
tial between operate time of various
relays; Plate -circuit relays which op-
erate on less than 8 milliamperes;
Double -coil relays with each coil en-
abling operation of the relay .. . avail-
able on special order.

UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL



Continental.cam
TAPER PIN TERMINAL BLOCKS

SERIES 145-58
DUAL ROW

SERIES 145-58
SINGLE ROW

SERIES 1 4 5-60
FOR PRINTED
CIRCUITRY

SERIES 145-48
TRIPLE STACKED

SERIES MB WITH
SOLDER CUPS FOR
CONVENTIONAL WIRING

for computer
applications

MACHINE TAPERED FOR PRECISION

... MOLDED IN FOR RUGGEDNESS

Here is an improved terminal block design with permanently molded -in
and precision reamed taper pin receptacles for maximum durability.
These receptacles maintain secure electrical and physical contact
with AMP Series "53" solderless taper pin. The body is molded of
high impact, glass reinforced Alkyd 446 (MIL -P -14E, Type MA160).
Other molding materials on request. Taper receptacles are brass, gold
plated over silver for low contact resistance.

Continental Connector can supply all types of taper pin blocks and
connectors for conventional wiring and printed circuitry in any combi-
nation of feed -through shorting or non -shorting terminals. Our engi-
neering department is prepared to cooperate in solving your connector
application problems. Write today for technical information.

DUAL TERMINAL
SOCKET 600-65-1

600-65-2 PLUG
DIP SOLDERED TO
PC BOARD ... MATES

WITH 600-65-1 SOCKET

DUAL TERMINAL CONNECTOR FOR SOLDERLESS

WIRING 15 contact ... series 600-65
Developed primarily for COMPUTER APPLICATIONS requiring dual
solderless wiring leads for each single contact. The right angle
plug is dip soldered to the printed circuit board and mated
with the dual terminal socket. Socket terminals are precision
machine tapered for AMP "53" solderless wiring. Contact rat-
ing 20 millivolt drop maximum at 7.5 amps. Connector rating
500 volts RMS.

Manufactured by Continewa' Connector Corporation, Woodside 77, N. Y.---
i You're

always
sure
with

L

electronic
components

Exclusive Sales Agent
DeJUR-Amsco Corporation I

45-01 Northern Boulevard
Long Island City 1, N. Y. I
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SPERRY 2K SERIES KLYSTRONS COVER

Continuous frequency range
from 2660 to 10,300 mc
In wide use in the laboratory and on the production line

2K41

OPERATING

SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY

BEAM VOLTAGE

BEAM CURRENT

HEATER VOLTAGE

OUTPUT POWER

ELECTRONIC TUNING
BANDWIDTH

2K43 OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY 4,200 to 5,700 mc

BEAM VOLTAGE 500 to 1,250 v

BEAM CURRENT 12 to 50 ma

HEATER VOLTAGE 6.3 v

OUTPUT POWER 0.25 to 1.25 w

ELECTRONIC TUNING
BANDWIDTH 25 to 50 mc

2,6610 to 3,310 mc

300 to 1,250 v

15 to 60 ma

6.3

0.02 to 2.75 w

5 to 17 mc

2K39 OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY 7,50C to 10,300 mc

BEAM VOLTAGE 500 to 1,250 v

BEAM CURRENT 12 to 35 ma

HEATER VOLTAGE 6 3 v

OUTPUT POWER 0.25 to 1 w

ELECTRONIC TUNING
BANDWIDTH 20 to 40 mc

Sperry is currently producing, for immediate delivery, a wide
range of Series 2K Reflex Oscillator Klystron Tubes.

Especially suited for use in laboratory test equipment, as
signal generators and bench oscillators, the 2K tubes are also
used in production line testing and in radar equipment. Design
features include integral cavity and tuner, convenient modula-
tion, simple single -screw tuning and extra -rugged construction
for long service life.
 Write or phone the nearest Sperry district office for more
details on these and other Sperry Klystrons.

2K42 OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY 3,300 to 4,200 mc

BEAM VOLTAGE 300 to 1,250 v

BEAM CURRENT 6 to 50 ma

HEATER VOLTAGE 6.3 v

OUTPUT POWER 30 to 1,450 mw

ELECTRONIC TUNING
BANDWIDTH 15 to 30 mc

2K44 OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS P441,

FREQUENCY 5,700 to 7,500 mc

BEAM VOLTAGE 500 to 1,250 v

BEAM CURRENT 14 to 54 ma

HEATER VOLTAGE 6.3 v

OUTPUT POWER 50 to 1,025 mw

ELECTRONIC TUNING
BANDWIDTH 10 to 70 mc

2K25 OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY 8,500 to 9,660 mc

BEAM VOLTAGE 300V

BEAM CURRENT 32 ma

HEATER VOLTAGE 6.3 v

OUTPUT POWER 3 to 20 mw

ELECTRONIC TUNING
BANDWIDTH 25 to 115 mc

ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION

sp[BBYGROSCOPE COAIPAIff
Great Neck. New York

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

BROOKLYN CLEVELAND NEW ORLEANS LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE IN CANADA: SPERRY GYROSCOPE

COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., MONTREAL, QUEBEC.
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ESSEX® has all the
MAGNET WIRE TYPES!

ENAMEL ...Class A 105° C
An oleo -resinous enamel, used primarily in ignition coils, re-
lays, small transformers, radio and electronic coils and
similar applications.

FORMVAR ... Class A 105° C
A film composed of polyvinyl formal resins with good elec-
trical and chemical qualities and exceptional adhesion,
flexibility, toughness and abrasion resistance properties.

Self -Bonding FOR MVAR  
Class A 105° C BONDEX

A Formvar insulation with a "bonding" film added. All the
desirable Formvar characteristics are retained plus the "self -
bonding" of the coil wound wires.

NYLON ... Class A 105° C
Comparable with Formvar, this polyamide insulation features
self -fluxing properties; has an extremely smooth finish, and
good electrical, chemical, and physical properties.

FORMVAR-NYLON Combi-
nations ... Class A 105° C
NYFORM®

A Nylon film applied over a Formvar insulation gives these
wires outstanding physical properties and is well suited to
applications where pre -heating before dipping and baking
is not practical.

SOLDERABLE FILMS ...
Class A 105° C SODEREX

These smooth red insulations with a modified isocyanate or

polyurethane base have outstanding physical, chemical and
electrical characteristics plus self -fluxing properties which
permit hot solder connections without prior stripping.

ENAMEL ... Class B 130° C
(Isone!) THERMALEX

Constructed with a polyester, this insulation has a very long
thermal age life and compares with Formvar in physical,
chemical and electrical characteristics.

SILICONE...Class H 180° C
This insulation, constructed with a silicone base material and
accommodating extreme temperature requirements, is modi-
fied with other materials, insuring its physical, chemical and
electrical properties.

HERMETIC FILMS...Class B
125° C ACRYLEX

Based on acrylic resins, these insulations are excellent for
hermetic applications. Their non -crazing, high cut -through,
long heat age life and excellent solvent resistance indicate
a bright future for hermetic applications.

TEXTILE INSULATIONS ...
Class A, Class B, Class H

Cotton, paper, fiber glass, nylon, silk or combinations of
them, are applied over bare or film insulated magnet wires
for various physical, chemical and electrical requirements.

ROUND, SQUARE, REC
TANGULAR

All types of the above wire, both bare, film insulated, and
textile covered are available from Essex.

"Extra Test®" Insulations for every application!
Whatever your winding requirements, for prompt
delivery of the exact wire and insulation ... look to
Essex! Essex "Extra Test" Magnet Wire is available
in metal, fiber container (MAGNA-PAK)®, commercial
reel or spool pumps.

6(1, 7ig
ESSEX/\ MAGNET WIRE

WRITE TODAY...
for new "Directory of
Magnet Wire Types and
Trade Names."

DIVISION ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION, Fort Wayne 6, Indiana

*Birmingham, Ala.
*Chicago, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas

Distributed nationally

MANUFACTURING PLANTS - Birmingham, Alabama; Anaheim, California;
Fort Wayne, Indiana; Detroit, Michigan; Hillsdale, Michigan.

SALES OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES*
Dayton, Ohio Hartford, Conn. Milwaukee, Wisc.
Detroit, Michigan Indianapolis, Ind. *Newark, N. J.
Fort Wayne, Indiana Kansas City, Mo. *Portland, Oregon
Fort Worth, Texas *Los Angeles, Calif. Rochester, New York

to the repair and maintenance industry through Insulation and

*Saint Louis, Mo.
*San Francisco, Calif.
Upper Darby

(Philadelphia), Pa.

Wires, Incorporated
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM
0.1 M.F.D. to 10 M.F.D.

Check these outstanding features:
 Accuracy in the order of

0.1% or better!
 Long Time stability

in the order of 0.03%!
 I.R.-(10) 25 C-1012 OHMS

 Dielectric Absorption -.015%
 Dissipation Factor -.0002
 Temp. Coeff. (-20' to 140' F.)

100 P.P.M. per -C
Excellent for Computer
Integration, Test Equipment or
Secondary Standards.

America's electronic leaders
specify Southern Electronics'
polystyrene capacitors for their
most exacting requirements.
Goodyear Aircraft, Beckman
Instruments, Reeves Instrument
Corp., Electronic Associates, Inc.,
Convair, M.I.T., Calif. Inst. of Tech.,
and many others. Make sure
you're getting the finest-
always specify S.E.C.!

Wire, write or phone for
complete catalog today!

Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

REG. U.S. PAT. OFFICE

POLYGON

ADJUSTABLE
precision

polystyrene
capacitors

... WITH PERFECT
HERMETIC SEAL TO

INSURE EXTREMELY

LOW LEAKAGE!

14411 SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS
(6)

MYCON
(.) ///e11'effir 11

150 West Cypress Ave., Burbank, California
New District Office: 1186 Broadway, New York City

Phone: ORegon 9-2770
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Foremost in the application of Electronics

'IN AVIATION Over 30 Air
Forces rely on Marconi radio,

radar or navigational aids. For over
three years Marconi's have been in

quantity production with Doppler
navigators for British and Common-

wealth Governments.

AT SEA Marine communication
and radar equipment for navies

and merchant fleets. Marconi
navigation beacons are to be found

on all the main shipping routes
of the world.

IN BROADCASTING
AND TELEVISION

The Broadcasting Authorities
of 75% of the countries of

the world are using Marconi
sound broadcasting or tele-

vision equipment.

IN RADAR The armed Services
of Great Britain and many other

countries rely on Marconi's radar
for defence, surveillance, naviga-

tion and airport control.

IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The Post and Telegraph Authorities

of some 80 countries use Marconi

telecommunications equipment.

IN VALVES AND CRYSTALS
Valves of all powers and types, mag-

netrons, klystrons, stabilovolts, travel-
ling wave tubes and television camera

tubes. Crystals for all requirements
up to the highest grade unit employed

in frequency measuring.

MARCONI
on land, at sea and in the air

The inquiries of radio and electronic engineers who wish to keep themselves
posted about the latest Marconi equipment and activities are most welcome. Write to:

J. S. V. WALTON, MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED, 23-25 Beaver Street, New York City 4

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, ENGLAND
LG 24
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LOGICAL
BUILDING BLOCKS

4 New Dimension in Systems Design

Avco's transistorized packaged circuits let the designer move
directly from paper design to finished equipment-with no inter-
mediate electronic development stage.

This basic new approach permits new freedom for the designer,
cuts the time and effort needed to construct highly specialized
digital systems, opens new possibilities for computer design and
application.

EIGHT COMPATIBLE PLUG-IN UNITS, NOW AVAILABLE, PROVIDE THE BASIS

FOR PRODUCING ANY CONCEIVABLE LOGICAL SYSTEM:

 Bistable Trigger Element  And Gate Package

 Gated Amplifier Element  Or Gate Package

 Complementer Amplifier Element  Emitter Follower Package

 Monostable Element  And -Or Gate Package

These building blocks are designed to operate well within the performance
limits of their transistors, to insure long life and trouble free operation, and
to meet military environmental requirements.

Avco Research and Advanced Development Division
Prototype Development Department

20 South Union Street
Lawrence, Mass.

4 vco
Research 'Advanced Developed



General Electric Semiconductor News

Silicon Unijunction Transistor

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SIX

SILICON UNIJUNCTION TYPES
Absolute maximum ratings (25°C)
RMS power dissipation-

stabilized
RMS emitter current

Peak emitter current

350 mw
50 ma

2 amps

Emitter reverse voltage 60 volts

Operating temperature range -65°C to 150°C

Major electrical characteristics (nominal)

I nterbase
resistance at
25°C junction
temp. 5.6 7.5 5.6 7.5 5.6 7.5 k12

Intrinsic
standoff ratio. .56 .56 .62 .62 .68 .68

Modulated
interbase current 12 12 12 12 12. 12 ma

Emitter reverse
current

(TI=. -25°C) .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07

(T.1.= -150°C) 28 28 28 28 28 28 pa

PEAN POINT

is,
co-a 0 CYI CI StZ a. Cr: o 0 00 0 0 0 0 0

VALLEY POINT

ZONA SOMA
EMITTER CURRENT

COOP, NEGATIVE RESISTANCE SATURATING REGION
REGION REGION

Circuit function
Pulse generator
Pulse amplifier
Multivibrotor
One-shot multivibrator
Flip-flop
Sawtooth generator
Triangular wave generator
Pulse rate modulator (I)
Pulse rate modulator (2)
Time delay circuit
Sensitive current detector
Temperature indicator
Peak voltage detector

BASIC UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

Components removed
from basic circuit

D, R2, R5, R6
D, R4, R6
R2, R4

R4

C, D, R4, R5, R6
D, R2, R4, R5, R6
R2, R3, R4
D, RI, R2, R4, R5, R6
R2, R4, R5, R6
D, R2, R5, R6
D, RI, R2, R4, R5, R6
D, R2, R4, R5, R6
D, RI, R2, R5, R6

Unijunction transistor takes advantage of
negative resistance to spark circuit savings
The new unijunction transistor has the useful property of negative resis-
tance. Briefly, the current rises with the voltage input as usual, but only
up to a certain peak, past which the current keeps on increasing though
the voltage starts going down. This principle gives the unijunction two
stable states-one "off" and the other "on"-so that it can be used to take
the place of two conventional transistors (minus much other circuitry) in
many switching and oscillator applications. A few of these applications
making use of the unijunction's high peak current capabilities combined
with high temperature rating and stability are shown above.

To put the unij unction to work for you, you'll want all the specs, plus
application data with sample circuits. Please write for information. As you'll
see, the unijunction is actually a new type of semiconductor, the first since
the conventional tran,ktor itself to reach commercial success.

G -E High -voltage Silicon Triodes

Photo shows top view of G -E silicon high -voltage
transistor, with cap removed. 1. Gold emitter
ribbon. 2. Aluminum base -lead ribbon. 3. Gold -
silicon alloy. 4. Collector tab. 5. Base region.
6. NPN diffused meltback silicon bar. Canti-
lever design for shock resistance. Silicon bar is
alloyed firmly to tab; ribbons ore flexible to
minimize constraints.

General Electric can now supply your needs for popular, industry -accepted high-

voltage silicon transistors-types 2N332, 2N333 and 2N335. Every unit is aged at
200°C for more than 500 hours, and takes a drop test considered more rugged than
the standard military 500 G shock test. That's why you can depend on ratings and
performance characteristics shown. Rated at 45 volts (collector to base), these tran-
sistors are designed for amplifier use, both audio and RF, and general purpose
switching. Among its many features are low output capacity, high cutoff frequency
and low leakage. Full specs are available from your Semiconductor Sales repre-
sentative or from the factory.

SPECIFICATIONS, Types 2N332, 2N333, 2N335
Absolute maximum ratings
Storage temperature
Operating temperature

Collector to base voltage
Emitter to base voltage

Collector current
Power

Collector dissipation (25°C) 150 mw
Collector dissipation (100°C) 100 mw
Collector dissipation (150°C) 50 mw

200°C
-55°C to 175°C
45 volts
1 volt

25 ma
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A section of the test area in G.E.'s Buffalo transistor
plant. In the fctegtound is a humidity control box in
wn,ch transistor; are inspected prior to encapsulation.

Transistor Reliability
enhanced by spotless factory, stringent controls

The production section of G.E.'s Buffalo semiconductor plant resembles a
medical research laboratory. Production workers are dressed in white; white
walls and ceilings predominate. The entire plant is air conditioned and slightly
pressurized so any dust will flow out instead of in when doors are opened.
Water is super -purified and tested electronically, for chemical testing is not
accurate enough. Alcohol used to dry transistors has to be so pure that a
single drop of water in a barrel of it would ruin it.

These are just three of the manufacturing techniques that have their pay-off
in reliability. They are supported by special quality control techniques using
over $500,000 worth of test equipment, to help assure G -E transistors do not
fail or permanently change parameters.

Military specifications call for dozens of rugged tests. But commercial and
industrial transistors undergo most of them also, plus a few of their own.
Here are some examples: Shock test: a transistor is mounted on a heavy metal
block and dropped as much as 4 feet to a metal base. 20,000 G centrifuge
test: transistors are spun about 36,000 rpm in various positions, then checked
both mechanically and electrically. 15 minute temperature cycling test:
transistors are frozen at -65°C and then immediately placed in an oven set
at maximum temperature (up to 250°C). Vibration test: transistors are .-attled
at 40 to 100 cps for 96 hours. Salt spray test: corrosion and hermetic sealing
properties are tested for periods ranging up to 12 days.

G -E Silicon Stud -mounted Rectifiers
If you're looking for greater current at higher tem-
peratures, with no sacrifice of chassis space . . .

this is just one of several advantages offered in G -E
silicon low -current stud -mounted rectifiers. Other
features include:  Ratings up to 170°C ambient
 Low forward drop  Forward current up to
1.5 Amperes  Low leakage at high temperatures
 Operating reliability assured under all condi-
tions  May be mounted directly to heat sink using
a tapped hole or a nut and lockwasher, or electri-
cally insulated with mounting kit which is supplied
with each unit.

RATINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS
m

60 cps, resistive or
inductive

Pa NO

Peok inverse voltage 100 200 300 400 v
RMS voltage 70 140 210 280 v
Cont. Reverse DC V 100 200 300 400 v
DC Output C

(150°C Case Temp.) 600 600 600 600 ma
DC Output C

(85°C Case Temp.) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 amps
Full load forward voltage

drop (Full -cycle owe at
150°C) .65 .65 .65 .65 v

Leakage current (Full -cycle
awe at 150°C) 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 ma

Mox. operating freq. 100 100 100 100 kc
Ambient operating temp. 170 170 170 170°C max.

-65 -65 -65 -65°C min.
Storage temp. 175 175 175 175°C max.

-65 -65 -65 -65°C min.

STANDARD TERMINAL
.070 NOM.DIA.

/135 MAX PA

1

/25A050

NO.10-32

f125 'Oa

*DO MAX

070 NM

375

435.050

nct Paz -Li

1.25MAX

NOM M IN LISS MAXIMUM
ALLIMME MORE NUM

Need a few semiconductors in a hurry?
Check your local G -E distributor

Quick -reference transistor manual-This famous
pocket-size teference is now in its enlarged
second edition. Gives you all the facts-basic
semiconductor theory, parameter symbols, speci-
fications of G -E transistor types, circuit dia-
grams, applications, registered types of all
manufacturers, and other data frequently
needed. 112 pages. Available at your local
G -E Tube distributor, or enclose 50 cents (no
stamps, please).

For fast delivery of transistors and rectifiers, see your local G -E distributor first.
Just check and see, for yourself, if his service facilities and prices don't work
out to your great advantage.

Florida engineers, for example, can call on Thurow Distributors. Thurow re-
cently put in the most complete line of semiconductors available (G.E. of course)
to better serve the greatly expanding electronic and aircraft industries throughout
Florida. Shown at left are Thurow and General Electric executives looking at part
of their initial shipment of G -E semiconductors.

YOUR G -E will be glad to give you further information and specifications on General
SEMICONDUCTOR Electric transistors and rectifiers. Manual, bulletins, and other data can also

SALES be obtained by writing Section 525158, Semiconductor Products Dept., Gen -
REPRESENTATIVE eral Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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More than just a product
Iron Fireman skill in developing slip rings and brushes for special
applications is well illustrated in the Ampex Videotape Recorder.
Ampex required a slip ring of exceptionally high standards and with
unusual characteristics. Iron Fireman perfected a design to meet
this specific need.

If you have a precision slip ring application Iron Fireman can
- be of service to you, too. Write to the address below for detailed

information.

DIVISION
2838 8. E. NINTH AJENUE, PORTLAND 2, OREGON
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Here's the answer to prototype parts
and short run production ...

KAUPP SAVES TIME

REDUCES COSTS-

DEEP DRAWING, HYDROFORMING,
SPINNING, STAMPING, PIERCING,
ASSEMBLING, SPOT WELDING,
ANNEALING, TOOL MAKING, ETC.

MU METAL
BRASS

INCONEL

ALUMINUM
COPPER

CARBON STEEL
STAINLESS STEEL
NICKEL
LEAD

PEWTER

ZINC

MAGNESIUM
MOLYBDENUM
TITANIUM
SILVER
SPECIAL ALLOYS

PRECISION METAL
FORMING

For AIRCRAFT... AUTOMOTIVE

ELECTRONICS... ELECTRICAL...,

LIGHTING TELEVISION . .

Complete Service
from Design to Delivery!

Consult KAUPP for accurate metal
components in production quantities,

short runs or prototype pieces.
Precision metal -working machines

combined with a quarter century of
experience assures high speed metal

forming to closest tolerances. KAUPP
engineers will be happy to discuss

your requirements and make
recommendations on the economical

production of ,:our precision metal
parts or sub -assemblies. New

catalogs and bulletins available now.
RequCst your copies, today!

C. B. KAUPP & SONS
NEWARK WAY, MAPLEY'700D, N.J.-Tel. SOuth Orange 3-2490 (

. aegeo

I

Metal Craftsmen
since 1924



Mallory "Tan -Sol"*
Solid Electrolyte
Tantalum Capacitors

NOW available from stock - the new Mallory
"Tan -Sol" type TAS . . . a solid electrolyte

tantalum capacitor for use wherever miniaturized
designs call for high quality and extreme reliability.
The electrolyte used in Mallory "Tan -Sol" capaci-
tors is a solid semi -conducting material that is not
subject to corrosion. The design enables the use
of these capacitors in severe environmental operating
conditions including those specified for military
applications. Shelf life is indefinite.
This new series adds to the complete Mallory line of
tantalum capacitors which includes subminiature
types TNT and STNT, and the XT and XTM
types for 175°C operation. Mallory "Tan -Sol" type

Trade Mark

MFo

TAS capacitors have exceptionally stable capacity
and dissipation factor over the range from -80 to
+85°C -are particularly good at the low tem-
perature end.
Mechanical construction features include axial leads
with hermetic glass -to -metal end seals. Tinned
nickel lead wires are 11, -inch long .020 wire, and
are completely free of external welds.
Standard capacity values, in EIA ratings, are avail-
able for shipment from stock. Prototypes of special
designs can be shipped in less than three weeks.
Write for complete technical information on the
Mallory "Tan -Sol" type TAS -solid electrolyte
tantalum capacitors.

Serving Industry with These Products

Electromechanical - Resistors Switches Tuning Devices Vibrators

Electrochemical - Capacitors Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Metallurgical -Contacts Special Metals Welding Materials

Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory
standard components for your convenience.

Expect more...get more from

P.

MALLORY
R. MALLORY 8. co.. Inc.

P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Crevasse detector has made it possible to explore many hun-
dreds of miles of ice and snow in the Arctic and Antarctic and has
never failed to detect a crevasse (see cover)

electronics
engineering edition
JANUARY 17, 1958

FIG. 1-Sketch shows the electrical field set up by sled electrodes
in contact with glacier surface. A three dimensional pattern
flows through the ice. Crevasse is detected by electrodes

Crevasse Detector
Blazes Glacial Trails

SUMMARY Sled Electrodes, in contact with ice -snow surface, set up an
electrical field in ice pack and pick up constant readings when ice is solid
and safe for travel. As tractor approaches a crevasse, bridged with snow, the
flow of electrical current is disrupted and an alarm warns operator of hidden
chasm. Transistorized system uses the crevasse walls to simulate capacitor

By H. P. Van ECKHARDT Project Engineer, Pathfinding Section, Mine Detection Branch,
Research and Development Laboratories, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Belvoir, Virginia

CREVASSES, hidden pitfalls often
wide and deep enough to

swallow men and equipment, have
haunted Arctic explorers for many
years. Bridged over slightly with
snow, these chasms in the ice are
particularly dangerous, in summer
Arctic white outs and snow storms.

Detecting Methods
Until recent years, the only meth-

ods used for detecting crevasses
were aerial photography and hand -
probing with long rods. Aerial ob-

servation proved effective only
under highly favorable weather
conditions and hand -probing was
extremely tiring, tedious and slow.

A research program resulted in
the development of electronic tech-
niques employing surface -elec-
trodes for the effective detection
of crevasses.

T119, detector employs a double-
syste n of electrodes. A wide sys-
tem letects crevasses in a path
arouhd and in front of a vehicle.
A long system detects crevasses

with extra thick snow roofs missed
by the wide system, and distin-
guishes between large crevasses and
narrow cracks.

System Details
Each system consists of four

large dish -pan -shaped sled elec-
trodes in contact with the ice -snow
surface. The wide -system electrodes
are pushed in front of the vehicle
in a fan -wise arrangement on
wooden booms. Two pans act as
current electrodes which set up an
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Recorder chassis and alarm box at right.
The frequency selector switch provides
for reception on four different bands,
corresponding to those of the transmitter,
plus one for the 60 -cps vibrator supply
used in an emergency

electrical field in the surrounding
ice pack. The remaining two sig-
nal electrodes pick up readings from
this electrical field. When the ice
is solid and safe for travel, the
signal is comparatively constant.
As the vehicle approaches a cre-
vasse, the flow of the electrical
field is disrupted and an alarm sig-
nals danger.

The long system operates simul-
taneously with the wide, but on a
separate frequency. Its electrodes
are arranged differently. One elec-
trode is pushed ahead by the vehicle,
which also acts as an electrode, and
the other two are towed behind at
20 -ft intervals.

Alarm

As the vehicle travels over the
glacial surfaces the detector reports
its findings by a two -channel re-
corder, mounted in the vehicle. An
alarm box containing a pair of spe-

el,

20

Is

40

SCALE IN FEET

FIG. 2-Electrode arrangement found to
produce the best detection results

cial relay meters, a red light and a
buzzer warns the driver of cre-
vasses. Audio warning is also avail-
able through earphones. A light
and a buzzer signify component
failure in the detector.

Electrode Pattern

The sled electrodes are in contact
with the glacier surface. As seen
in Fig. 1, a source of alternating
current, I, is connected between two
current electrodes /, and I2 and a
three-dimensional pattern of cur-
rent flows through the ice. Since
ice is a nonconductor, this is dis-
placement current, like that flowing
through the dielectric of a capacitor
connected to an a -c source.

A potential -difference measuring
device is connected between the sig-
nal electrodes e, and e_. Any marked
distortion of current pattern by an
obstruction, such as a crevasse near
the electrodes, will cause a change
in the voltage reading, e.

Ice Coupling

The electrodes are large enough
to provide good coupling to the ice.
Since the assembly moves over the
surface to determine safe trails, the
electrodes' effectiveness in contact
with snow and ice is bound to vary.
The resulting variations in the elec-
trode -voltage drops should not be
allowed to affect either the input
current or the output voltage read-
ing appreciably.

Spacings and arrangement of the
electrodes determine the ice -sam-
pling depth. In general, the small-

est practical spacing between any
pair of the four electrodes should
exceed the depth of the thickest
snow bridge anticipated. Also, the
spacing should be several times the
dimensions of the electrodes them-
selves so that the variations in snow
contact will not appreciably alter
the effective electrode spacings.

Symmetrical electrode patterns
are avoided as they place the elec-
trodes on a common equipotential
in the current field and would fail
to indicate crevasses oriented par-
allel to that equipotential plane.
The most suitable arrangement
found is shown in Fig. 2.

A block diagram of the crevasse
detector is shown in Fig. 3. The
system is operated from a 24-v
system that can be readily changed
for use entirely from the 12-v ve-
hicle storage battery.

Transmitter

The main transmitter consists
of a bridge -T oscillator and a
power amplifier. These two assem-
blies are bolted within the trans-
mitter chassis which is provided
with three front -panel controls.

The oscillator, Fig. 4A incorpo-
rates heavy degenerative feedback
in which a small incandescent lamp
is used as a nonlinear compensating
resistance. The oscillator provides
constant output frequency and volt-
age for any supply between 12 and
32 volts at temperatures as low as
-20 F. Oscillation frequency is
governed by capacitors C, in Fig.
4A. Various values of these ca -

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

H -V POWER
TRANSFORMER

CWER
ELECTRODES

SIGNAL
ELECTRODES

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

OSC

TRANS

TO WEASEL

OSC AMP 1-1.
TRANS

L_ ___J

24-V BATTERIES

BATTERY
CONVERTER BOX

12-V BATTERY
VEHICLE

REC

RECORDER

H SIGNAL
BOX REC

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

H -V POWER
TRANSFORMER

POWER
ELECTRODES

SIGNAL
ELECTRODES

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

ISOLATION
RANSFORNER

LONG SYSTEM WIDE SYSTEM

FIG. 3-Block diagram of crevasse detector showing the double -electrode system that
distinguishes between k.,rge crevasses and narrow cracks The detector operates from
a 24-v source that can be converted to operation from the 12-v vehicle storage battery
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FIG. 4- The main transmitter consists of two distinct parts, a bridge -T oscillator (A) and a power amplifier (B)

pacitors provide frequencies of 100,
150, 230 and 350 cps. These fre-
quencies are adjusted by the 500 -
ohm trimmer control which varies
a shunt resistance in the tuning
circuit. The oscillator fine -fre-
quency trimmer is adjusted slowly
since there is a frequency -change
lag in the nonlinear feedback sta-
bilizing system.

Audio Output

Oscillator a -f output is fed to the
power amplifier shown in Fig. 4B,
consisting of a phase -inverter and
two push-pull stages. The input
amplifier and phase -inverter employ
two 2N107 transistors, coupled
through transformer T, to the in-
termediate stage employing two
TI 355 pnp transistors which are
operating class AB. These, in turn,
apply driving power to the low -
resistance interstage transformer
T,, manufactured to order.

The interstage transformer,

which drives the final power stage,
employs a pair of P11 transistors
operating Class B. Types XH-25
or XH-10 may be substituted for
these transistors which are no
longer manufactured.

Receivers

The receiver input signal, Fig. 5,
from the electrodes and isolating
or matching transformers is at-
tenuated to a suitable level at a
constant impedance of 1,000 ohms
by the T -pad and passed to the pre-
amplifier. The supply voltage of
the 2N107 preamplifier is stabilized
at 5.8 volts by a reversed TI 620
silicon diode shunt, operating at
the Zener point. Signal voltage then
passes through a band-pass L -C
filter employing a 10 -henry induc-
tor, is further amplified and ap-
plied to the driver circuit employing
two 2N185 transistors in push-pull.

The signal is applied to the final
output amplifier which uses a 355

100K

2 N 107

220

ADJ

--cf1CHECK
SIG

10 K
6

SELECT FOR
DESIRED B
PASS

T I 620

I MEG

1,000

220 K

00
2N185 1100

AMP
1N91

AGC

AGC

VEHICLE

355 SIGNAL

ST

3,300

+ 12 V

VEHICLE

CALIBRATION
SIGNAL

RECORDER INPUT SIGNAL

K.. X 1,000

-PART OF JUNCTION ASSY

FIG. 5-Receiver of the crevasse detector showing the driver circuit for one recorder
channel along with checking and adjusting circuitry

transistor operating class A and to
one of the large voltage step-up
driver transformers mounted on a
separate chassis. The signal power
is rectified in push-pull and applied
to the recorder pen motor and to
the relay -meter. The frequency -
selector switch shown in Fig. 5

provides for reception on four dif-
ferent bands corresponding to those
of the transmitter plus one for the
60 -cps emergency vibrator supply.

Test Results

In tests covering a 200 -mile un-
explored trail in Greenland, the
unit never failed to detect a cre-
vasse. The U. S. Navy has also en-
joyed complete success with the use
of the detector in its Antarctic
operations.

Exhaustive tests have shown
that: operating frequencies of 200
cps or lower give the largest
crevasse indications relative to
background fluctuations. The back-
ground signal fluctuations are some-
times so complex that crevasse
anomalies may be disguised. How-
ever, proper electrode spacings and
visible recording of the signal over
the distance travelled assist in dis-
tinguishing the crevasse anomalies.

In addition to crevasses, buried
buildings, other large objects are
readily detected. Small portable
outfits towed by a man are fairly
successful, providing adequate elec-
trode spacings are used.

The crevasse detector works best
at low temperatures when near sur-
face melt moisture is absent. How-
ever, frictional electric noise gen-
erated by motion of the potential
electrodes is bad at low tempera-
tures.
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FIG. I-Block diagram of linearizer memory shows basic relationship3 between one magnetic -core memory plane and transistorized in-
put and output circuits. Each of the other 24 planes have identical arrangements to provide a total capacity of 6,400 volts. Driving and
sense circuits are completely transistorized

Transistorized Memory
SUMMARY - Telemetered data from U. S. earth satellite will be decoded

by transistor -operated magnetic -core memory. Circuits required to numeri-
cally translate input information and present modified output information
use alloy -junction transistors as current drivers, gated -pulse amplifiers, volt-
age amplifiers, high-speed switches and flip-flops. Memory storage capacity is
6,400 bits' arranged as 256 characters of 25 bits each

By C. S. WARREN, W. G. RUMBLE and W. A. HELBIG
Defense Electronic Products, Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey

ONE OF THE FIRST transistor -op-
erated magnetic -core memo-

ries used in the field for the U.S.
earth satellite program Vanguard
uses a unit, known as a linearizer
memory. This memory is essenti-
ally a data converter which oper-

ates on input information accord-
ing to a predetermined numerical
transformation and presents it in
modified form as an output. Input
data is used to address the memory
and the desired output data is
stored in corresponding memory

locations. Provision is also made
for monitoring the outcoming data
with an automatic plotter or simi-
lar device.

Data telemetered from the earth
satellite to a receiving unit may be
coded in any desired manner since
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Paper tape reader preloads linearizer memory with calibration
information. Coded input signals telemetered from the earth
satellite are digitally converted by the calibrated memory

Memory plane assembly, shown with cover removed, has thermo-
static control to provide stabilized temperature for ferrite cores.
Transistorized circuits facilitate high-speed random access

Monitors Earth Satellite
the linearizer memory can be pre -
calibrated to decode the signals.
For example, if the information re-
ceived originated from a tempera-
ture sensing instrument it the

satellite, the linearizer memory can
convert the coded telemetered data
into a directly usable output which
is fed into other types of com-
puters. The entire data from a

rl
10 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I

TIME IN MICROSECONDS

CLOCK PULSE
TRIGGER PULSE

READ

REWRITE

INHIBIT

STROBE

FIG. 2-Timing diagram shows reguence of pulses controlling memory cycle

satellite can be recorded on mag-
netic tape and read into the linear-
izer at a later time.

Storage Capacity
The memory system, shown in

the block diagram in Fig. 1 uses
25 memory planes, each having 256
memory cores, which provide a
6,400 -bit storage capacity. Each
memory matrix is square and has
16 cores along each axis. Since the
X-axis planes are connected in
series as are the Y-axis planes, an
excitation voltage applied to one X
winding and one Y winding selects
25 cores which are identically
placed in each of the memory
planes. Information stored, there-
fore, is arranged into 256 char-
acters of 25 bits each. Each plane
has inhibit and sense windings.

At the start of the memory cycle,
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FIG. 3-Simplified diagram of one mem-
ory plane matrix. Sixteen access lines
on both the X and Y axes provide 256 -bit
storage in each plane

FIG. 4-Simplified bas:c transistor switch
used in access driver circuits

the memory location to be inter-
rogated is set into an address
register by the 0.5 -µsec trigger
pulse shown on the timing dia-
gram in Fig. 2. The address reg-
ister consists of eight flip-flops;
four address the X axis and four
address the Y axis.

Outputs from the two groups of
transistor switch pairs feed the
access windings along the X and
Y coordinates of the memory ma-
trices. Current drivers associated
with each group cf switches sup-
ply the current pulses which excite
the memory. Each driver consists
of two pulse amplifiers; one for
read polarity and one for rewrite
polarity. These circuits control am-
plitude and rise time of the driving
pulses.

Read Pulse

When the address. flip-flop and
decoder settle out, a read pulse of
the proper polarity to drive the
selected memory core to the ZERO
state is applied. A voltage then ap-
pears on the sensing wire output if
on ONE was previously stored.

Following the read pulse, a re-
write pulse is applied, driving the
selected core to the ONE state. To
allow writing of a ONE, each of the
25 planes is provided with an in-
hibit winding and driver. These
apply a half excitation -current
pulse having the same polarity as
the read pulse to all the cores in a
plane when ZERO is to be stored or
regenerated.

Regeneration

Regeneration circuits consist of
two parts: the sensing amplifier
with its associated output gate and
the digit -plane driver with its as-
sociated input gate. Sense windings
series -link the cores in each plane
and* connect to amplifiers which
rectify and amplify all signals
above a predetermined threshold
value. The sense amplifier output
sets an information register flip-
flop. The information output is ob-
tained from the sense output gate
3 µsec after the start of the cycle.

During interrogation of the mem-
ory, the sense amplifier output is
gated into the information register
by the digit -plane drive. When
new information is to be stored
the sensing output gate is blocked
and information from the com-
puter is supplied to the register.

Memory Plane
Memory plane construction and

winding arrangements are shown
in Fig. 3. Equal numbers of cores
along any one access line are linked
in opposite senses to cancel a large
percentage of noise resulting from

half -excited cores in the memory.
Three characteristics were con-

sidered in selecting the memory
core: switching time, drive current
and noise voltage. Since the
switching time of the core is in-
versely related to the current and
voltage drive requirements, it was
considered desirable to select a
memory core having a long switch-
ing time which is consistent with
reasonable access time.

To allow the core itself to partici-
pate in the switching required for
its selection, the hysteresis loop
generated by the drive current must
be square. Although good rectangu-
larity improves the signal-to-noise
ratio, noise voltage is reflected
back to the drivers when the in-
duced voltage peaks. This is caused
by half excitation of the memory
cores and appears as reverse bias
across the transistor driver.

Memory cores selected for appli-
cation in this memory have an out-
side diameter of 0.08 in. and a full
excitation drive current of 500 ma.
With a 0.5 itsec rise time for the
driving current pulse, the core re-
quires 2 µsec (measured from the
10 percent point of the drive
pulse) to reverse its state of mag-
netization. The maximum voltage
readout for half excitation is 10
my; the voltage output for full ex-
citation of a care storing a ONE is
approximately 100 my.

Temperature Effects
Since the ferrite cores are the

most temperature sensitive ele-
ments in the memory, stabilization
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FIG. 5-Decoder and switch circuits. In circuit used with linearizer memory, switches Q
and Q each are made up of two parallel connected transistors
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of operating temperatures is re-
qired to assure that the signal and
disturb or noise outputs of the
memory do not vary. Present
memories maintain an adequate
signal-to-noise ratio over a limited
temperature range of 10C. The
range can be extended by the fol-
lowing methods: selecting im-
proved ferrite material; providing
automatic temperature compensa-
tion in sensing circuits; providing
automatic temperature compensa-
tion in drive circuits: or maintain-
ing the memory core matrices at the
maximum required operational
temperature.

Only the last method was found
both feasible and presently attain-
able. Using this technique, the
memory core matrices are main-
tained at 45 C 5 C. Stable opera-
tion was accomplished by enclosing
each core in an insulated box and
thermostatically controlling the
temperature.

Access Drivers and Switch

A fast, efficient switch capable
of handling large current pulses is
required between the single source
input and the appropriate line of
the memory matrix. Transistors
are ideally suited for this because
their low saturation impedance
permits relatively large currents to
pass with low power dissipation.
Since current gain and speed are
also desirable, the transistor must
not be operated too far into satura-
tion. Operation at the knee of the
grounded -base collector character-
istic curve assures low storage and
low dissipation at full current gain.

A circuit which operates at this
point without the use of an addi-
tional collector voltage supply is
shown in Fig. 4. If a low -value re-
sistor is used for R, the transistor
will present a low input imped-
ance.' In the switching circuit de-
scribed here, base resistor R, is re-
placed with an emitter -follower
which provides extra current gain
and low base resistance.

Drive Pulses

The 250 -ma read and rewrite
current pulses that drive the
memory cores are generated by a

FIG. 6-Sense amplifier. Reverse bias on
triggering

constant -current pulse driver and
directed into the proper access line
by the voltage -selected transistor
switch. Figure 5 shows the switch
circuit for a single line of the
matrix. Two switch transistors are
used for each memory access line
through the plane; one for the read
pulse and the other for the rewrite
pulse.

Recovery Time

Since the switch transistors are
operated in saturation, a symmetri-
cal emitter follower is required to
insure fast recovery between
memory cycles. During each
memory cycle, emitter circuits of
all read and rewrite transistors are
pulsed from the read constant -cur-
rent drive. By transformer -coupling
the current pulses to the memory
plane with T only one access wire
is required for both the read and
rewrite pulses.

To prevent additional reverse
voltages from appearing across the
emitter -base diode of the switch
transistor, the output pulse trans-
former is specially designed to give
low leakage inductance. By using
a toroidal core made from high -
permeability ferrite wound with
trifilar windings having a one-to-
one turns ratio the low leakage in-
ductance is obtained.

Decoder

The decoder consists of a 64 -
diode matrix having 16 outputs,
each of which feeds one transistor

base of transistor amplifier Q prevents false

amplifier. The circuit for one de-
coder output is shown in Fig. 5.

Each decoder output feeds the
base of an emitter follower associ-
ated with the address switch.

Input current requirements of
the decoder are low enough that
amplifiers are not required between
the address register and the decod-
ing matrix. Decoding is accom-
plished in less than 1.5 µsec after
the arrival of the information
pulse at the address register.

Sensing Amplifier

The sensing amplifier shown in
Fig. 6 contains a blocking -oscil-
lator type transistor amplifier
which is triggered by the output
from a diode bridge network. Since
the memory sensing wire exhibits
a low output impedance, sufficient
amplification of the readout signal
input is obtained by transformer
coupling.

To assure that readout voltages
of both polarities are sensed, the
signal is rectified by the diode
bridge network. Because semi-
conductor rectifiers respond non -
linearly to voltage signals, small
signals are greatly attenuated re-
lative to large signals. This factor
increases the s/n ratio at the recti-
fier output to about twenty to one.

Complete elimination of spurious
signals and the standardization of
all readout signals from the
memory is accomplished with
transistor amplifier Q,. All signals
below a specified level are pre -
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FIG. 7-Digit-plane driver. Sensing amplifier output is gated through information
register during interrogation but is blocked out during storage of new information.
Double emitter follower reduces input requirements of circuit that drives inhibit winding

vented from triggering the ampli-
fier by a small adjustable reverse
bias applied to the emitter -base of
Qi by potentiometer R,. A signal
of at least 12 my above the con-
trolled threshold level is required
to obtain a full output from the
sense amplifier. Since the noise
impulses appearing on the sense
wires are relatively few, a minimum
s/n ratio of ten to one is obtained,
therefore, the problem of false
triggering is eliminated.

Digit Plane Driver
The digit plane driver shown in

Fig. 7 contains a high -current
pulse amplifier capable of supplying
half excitation -current pulses to all
of the cores within a given plane.
Voltage and current drive require-
ments are dictated by the size of
the memory matrix.

A conventional grounded -emitter
amplifier with the memory load in
the collector circuit makes up the
output stage of the amplifier. The
transistor is operated in saturation;
therefore, the collector -current am-
plitude is a function only of the
collector voltage and the 100 -ohm
variable resistance.

When a high -frequency tran-
sistor is used, the rise time of the
current pulse is controlled by the
time constant L/R of the collector
circuit. In this instance, L repre-
sents the inductance of the memory
matrix plus a small added induct-
ance. To reduce the input require-
ments, an emitter follower drives
the output stage.

Gate requirements for the in-
hibit function are provided by a
gated pulse amplifier. The gating
function of the circuit is accom-
plished in the base -emitter diode
of the transistor. When the control
level from the information register
flip-flop is at ground, the emitter
diode remains reverse biased under
the maximum excursion of the
positive 3-v input pulse. However,
when the control level is at a nega-
tive six volts, the pulse forward
biases the emitter -base diode and
an output pulse results. Thus the
inhibit pulse is gated through only
if there is no readout from the
sense wire.

A power gain of approximately
ten is obtained from this circuit
using currently available pnp tran-
sistors. The inhibit -pulse gate can
be designed to handle pulses having
a 5 -µsec duration.

Logic Circuits
Flip-flops throughout the mem-

ory use a complementary sym-
metry circuit with two pnp and two
npn transistors.' At any one time,
one pnp and one npn are conduct-
ing in saturation while the other
two are held in the 'cutoff region.
Address register flip-flops are con-
servatively designed to supply a
maximum current of 10 ma with a
voltage drop of 6 v.

Because of their many applica-
tions and variations, both pnp and
npn transistor gated pulse -ampli-
fier circuits are used in the logic
associated with the memory.' A

basic circuit of this type is part of
the inhibit gate shown in Fig. 7.

Future Memories
Transistor operated memories

are an answer to the need for high-
speed random-access storage in
cases where power requirements,
size and weight must be minim-
ized. Application of transistor cir-
cuits is not limited to the size and
type of memory described here.
With the exception of the sensing
amplifier and decoder, these cir-
cuits could be extended to a 64 by
64 memory plane without much
change.

In extrapolating the above cir-
cuits as building blocks for larger
memories, three problems have
arisen. First, increased voltage is
required for driving and switching
circuits. Second, better discrimina-
tion in the sensing amplifier is
necessary to overcome the decreas-
ing signal-to-noise ratio. Third,
larger address decoders are needed
to retain speed of operation and
output current requirements.

Solutions
The first problem results from

larger inductive loads presented by
larger memory planes. Its solution
is a function of the availability of
transistors with high inverse volt-
age breakdown characteristics.

Since the s/n ratio of the read-
out from a 64 by 64 plane is low,
the sensing amplifier must incor-
porate an additional stage of am-
plification. A strobe gate would
be required at first output to dis-
criminate between the read-out sig--
nal and the noise generated from
half -excited cores.

A 64 -output decoder using 80
transistors and 180 diodes is now
being tested. It is expected that
decoding will be accomplished in
less than 1 µsec with a maximum
output current of 10 ma with this
unit.
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Self -Setting Servo Gate
SUMMARY - Simple circuit, used in ionospheric pulse experiments, picks

out pulses transmitted at a fixed repetition frequency in the presence of ran-

dom noise and improves reliability of synchronizing link by factor of 50

By E. R. SCHMERLING
Ionosphere Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Penn.

IN ionospheric pulse experiments,
a synchronizing link triggers

time -bases at a receiving site about
five miles from the main transmit-
ter. The main transmitter emits
150 #2sec pulses at 75 kc with a prf
of 12 pps. Receivers record these
pulses, together with pulses re-
turned from the ionosphere. A 27-
mc transmitter, emitting 20 psec
pulses, in advance of the main
transmitter pulse, provides syn-
chronization that is relatively free
from atmospherics.

However, frequent false trigger-
ing due to man-made interference,
occurs during the 1/12 sec interval
between pulses. The simple self -
gating circuit described reduces
this interference by a factor of 50.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Input before and after amplitude
selection is monitored at test
points A and B. A monostable
screen -coupled Phantastron V2 is
triggered at the anode via diode

V,,. After triggering, the circuit is
reset just before the expected ar-
rival of the next pulse. For max-
imum efficiency, cathode follower
V29 speeds up fly -back by provid-
ing a low impedance recharging
path for C,. With the values se-
lected for R., and C sweep time is
adjusted to 1/12 sec by R,

Flyback

The screen pulse is differentiated
by C2 and R, where the negative
pulse corresponds to the commence-
ment of fly -back, and the positive
pulse to the start of the sweep.
Pulses are applied to the grid of
V35, biased to cut-off by R6. The
positive pulse produces a negative
output and the negative pulse is
ineffective. The outgoing negative
pulse, coincident with the leading
edge of the incoming pulse, is used
to trigger recording equipment.

The amplitude of the incoming
pulse is adjusted for triggering at

R,, in this instance to 12 v. The
anode waveform is then checked
at point C. The top pedestal is ad-
justed at R2 and is made as nar-
row as possible, consistent with
stability. Pedestal width, repre-
senting the sensitive interval dur-
ing which triggering is possible,
can be made as small as 1/50 of
the pulse interval, reducing the
possibility of triggering from ran-
dom pulses by the same fraction.
Output pulse is monitored at D and
R6 adjusted for a negative pulse.
Amplitude of the output pulse is
200 v, with a 1 µsec width.

The research program leading to
this development was sponsored by
the Geophysics Research Director-
ate of the Air Force Cambridge
Research Center, ARDC, under Con-
tract AF19 (604) -1304.
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Highlight Equalizer
1.1111MARY Equalization of only the gray -to -white highlight region in
the video signal provides better signal-to-noise ratio and improved definition
over conventional aperture equalizers covering the full brightness range.
Since most image -orthicon noise is in the lowlight region, the improvement
stems from a division of the signal into two parts with only the relatively quiet
highlight portion equalized for better tonal reproduction

By MICHAEL V. SULLIVAN Project Engineer, CBS Laboratories, New York, N. Y.

RESENT APERTURE equalization
of television signals has the

severe limitation that high -fre-
quency noise is increased with high -
frequency picture signal informa-
tion.

Noise Limitations
The amount that the high -fre-

quency fine detail can be increased
is therefore limited by the unde-
sired noise. The highlight aperture
equalizer provides more equalization
without increasing the noise in the
same proportion. This feature is

:111111111

FIG. 1-Test pattern covering 0.5 to 5 mc

obtained by dividing the video sig-
nal into two parts with respect to
amplitude and equalizing the por-
tion that is relatively free of noise.
The circuit has been successfully
tested in both monochrome and
color television.

Distortion Compensation
Aperture equalization is a well

known television technique. It is
required to compensate for the dis-
tortion introduced by the finite size
of the scanning aperture.

The cross-sectional area of the

FIG. 2-Common waveform from scan of Fig. 1

scanning beam suppresses the sig-
nal amplitude at high frequencies.
As a result, the fine definition in
reproduced images is impaired. The
loss in resolution contributed by
the beam cross section can be com-
pared to the loss obtained when
attempting to copy a fine drawing
with a blunt pencil. It also occurs
in kinescopes during picture repro-
duction, for here too the beam has
a finite size.

High -Frequency Losses

The loss at high frequencies is
clearly illustrated by Figs. 1 and 2.
Figure 1 is a black and white pat-
tern comprising six groups of ver-
tical lines representing video fre-
quencies of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
mc.

Figure 2 shows the video signal
waveform, at line rate, obtained
when this pattern is scanned by a
good -quality flying -spot scanner and
shows that upper frequencies are
down in amplitude. Aperture dis-
tortion is free of phase shift, how-
ever, provided the scanning beam
is symmetrical with respect to
cross-sectional area.

Conventional Equalization

To equalize for aperture distor-
tion an amplitude boost to the high
frequencies of the video signal is
required. Linear phase (constant
delay) at all frequencies must be
preserved to prevent phase distor-
tion. This compensation restores
the high frequencies to their proper
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Sharpens Tv Pictures

Test pattern reproduction using transversal -filter aperture equalizer Improved test pattern definition achieved by highlight equalizer

amplitude to reproduce a high -def-
inition image on the picture tube.

Of a number of equalizer designs,
one popular circuit that has con-
siderable flexibility of adjustment
is the transversal type of filter,
in which video voltages are tapped
at various points along a delay line.
The tapped voltages are properly
summed together to form the equal-
izer.

Flat Frequency Response

An inherent characteristic of
this filter is that it is free of phase
shift. Two front panel controls are
usually available to determine how
the voltages at tapped points are
weighted and they can be set to
give a flat response or a rise with
frequency.

Although the present aperture -
equalizing circuits increase the
sharpness of television pictures,
the disadvantage is that the high -
frequency noise present in the video
signal is also increased.

It is quite often necessary
in practice to effect a compromise
whereby the fine picture detail is
improved to a point where further
equalization will introduce more
than a tolerable amount of noise.

Minimizing Noise
The highlight aperture equal-

izer to be described operates with-
out excessive increase of noise. As

its name implies, it equalizes the
picture highlight portion only, that
is, the gray -to -white region. This
is effective when the video signal
is generated by a camera that uses
an image orthicon, for such a sig-
nal has most of the noise concen-
trated in the lowlight levels.

Beam Discharge

The electron beam of an image
orthicon camera tube discharges
the target and it is the return
beam to the multiplier that conveys
the video information. This return
beam is minimum at scene high-
lights and maximum at lowlights.
The noise in the output of an image
orthicon is proportional to the
square root of the return beam
current. Thus the noise is greatest
in the lowlights where the return
beam is maximum.

The human eye is most sensitive

VIDEO

IN

DIFF

AMP

APERTURE

'EQUALIZER

AMP

HOR

DRIVE

WH TE
CLIPPER

CLAMP

SUMMING

AMP

DELAY

VIDEO
OUT

FIG. 3 Functions of highlight equalizer

to fine detail in the highlights and
less sensitive to details in the sha-
dows.

Therefore by aperture equalizing
just the highlights of the video
signal the sharpness of the picture
is increased where the eye is most
sensitive and the noise increase
resulting from equalization is far
below that obtained when the en-
tire signal is equalized.

Equalizer Functions

A block diagram of the high-
light equalizing circuit is shown in
Fig. 3. The complete video signal
is amplified and applied to two dif-
ferent stages, a white clipper and
a difference amplifier. Horizontal
drive is also applied to the clamp
portion of the circuit. The video
signal is clamped at the white
clipper where the highlights are
clipped from the signal. From the
clipper stage the signal is applied
to the difference amplifier and also
to the delay block.

Highlight Extraction
The inputs to the difference

plifier are the full video signal
the clipped signal. The clipped
nal is subtracted from the full

am -
and
sig-
sig-

nal and the remainder is the same
portion of the highlights which
was cut off in the clipper stage.

From the difference amplifier the
highlight portion is applied to the
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equalizing circuit. This circuit
boosts the high -frequency compo-
nents present in the highlight
portion of the signal. Since the aper-
ture equalizer is the transversal -
filter type, the highlight portion of
the signal is delayed approximately
0.2 psec. An equal amount of delay
must be introduced in the path of
the unequalized lowlight portion of
the signal.

Combined Signals

The signals from both paths are
applied to a summing amplifier
where they are combined to form
the full video output signal. The
clipping level is adjustable. With
nothing clipped from the signal
there is complete cancellation in
the difference amplifier and noth-
ing is equalized.

On the other hand note that
if the entire signal is clipped, there
is no subtraction in the difference
amplifier and the entire signal is
equalized. Thus the clipping level
determines what portion of the sig-
nal highlights is to be equalized.

The difference amplifier portion
of the circuit comprises V2 and V2
of Fig. 4. The subtraction takes
place in the double -triode section.
The full video signal is applied to
the lower control grid and the same

signal with the whites clipped off
is applied to the upper control grid.
The difference, which is the scene
whites or highlights, is applied to
the next stage.

Subtraction

The double -triode stage can be
analyzed briefly by considering
both of the cathode resistors to be
shorted. The plate of the lower sec-
tion works into the cathode of the
upper section which presents an
impedance equal to 1/G.. Thus the
gain of the lower section is ap-
proximately unity.

In operation the upper section
can be thought of as a cathode
follower also having a gain of ap-
proximately unity. Subtraction
takes place when the signal of the
lower section goes through a polar-
ity reversal while the signal of the
cathode -follower section does not.

Summing

With the resistors in the circuit
the potentiometer is adjusted to
equalize the gains which are less
than unity. The 6CL6 stage drives
the standard aperture equalizer
having 75 ohms input impedance.
For the summing amplifier the
same circuit as that shown for the
difference amplifier is used, except

that the polarities of the two in-
puts are arranged to provide sum-
mation rather than subtraction.

System Performance

The highlight aperture equalizer
was laboratory tested using a black -
and -white image -orthicon chain
and performed as expected. The
fine detail was enhanced in the
highlights without an objection-
able increase of noise. When the
clipping control was adjusted to
equalize the entire signal with the
same equalizing setting the noise
became objectionable.

The highlight unit has also been
used with an NTSC color system
by placing it in the Y path of a
color encoder.

When placed in this position the
luminance portion of the signal is
aperture equalized and it sharpens
the picture without an objection-
able amount of noise characteristic
of a standard equalizer.

Noticeable improvements in pic-
ture resolution can be obtained by
equalizing only the top 10 to 15
percent of the hightlights, but
initial experience with the circuit
indicates that most desirable re-
sults are obtained when the top
25 to 50 percent of the signal is
equalized.
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Matching Transistor -Diodes
SUMMARY - Emitter -to -base circuit of transistor has characteristics com-

parable to ordinary diode. Variable resistor connected between collector
and base alters characteristics to achieve matching

By ARTHUR GILL Research Division, Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Massachusetts

MISMATCH between a pair of
diodes in a modulator or de.

modulator sets a lower limit to
sensitivity and linearity.

Difficulties normally encountered
with ordinary diodes are overcome
by employing emitter diodes of
transistors. Matching is accom-
plished by varying a resistor con-
nected between the collector and
base of the transistor. Since active
elements are not involved, most re-
jected transistors can serve as
transistorized diodes.

Control

The diode in the emitter -base
circuit of a transistor has charac-
teristics comparable to those of an
ordinary diode of similar size and
material. Forward and reverse re-
sistances of a transistorized diode
are lower when the collector is
shorted to the base than when the
collector is open circuited.

Experimental investigations with
2N131 a -f germanium transistors
showed that a certain amount of
control can be exercised over the
diode characteristics with a vari-
able resistor R, connected between
the collector and the base.

Varying R between zero and in-
finity increases the forward resist-
ance r, by a factor of 2.6 and the
reverse resistance r, by a factor of
1.5.

Resistance Change

Most of the change in r, occurs
when R is varied between 50 and
500 ohms and most of the change
in r, occurs when R, is varied be-
tween 1 to .50,000 ohms. Conse-
quently, adjusting r, leaves r, vir-
tually intact and vice versa. Vary-
ing R, rotates the entire diode
characteristics about the origin of
the V -I field.

A graph of r,, at I = 5 Ina and r,
at V = -6 v as functions of R, for
a 2N131 transistor is shown in
Fig. 1A. The volt-ampere charac-
teristics of a similar transistor-
ized diode with R, equal to zero
and infinity are shown above in
Fig. 1B.

Performance

The circut used to evaluate the
matching conditions between tran-
sistorized diodes is shown in Fig.
2. Since the 10,000 -ohm resistors

precision components, the
null voltage V was taken as a
measure of the mismatch between
the two diodes. Source voltage and
impedance were chosen for a peak
forward current of about 5 ma
through the diodes and a peak
reverse voltage of about 12 v

across them.

Components

A pair of 2N131 transistors, Q,
and were found to have the fol-
lowing characteristics : 40 < rfl <
110 ohms, 1.6 < r < 2.2 meg-
ohms, 44 < < 120 ohms and
1.8 < r,,, < 3 megohms. Match-
ing by adjusting r,, and rf, was ac-
complished by using 50,000 -ohm and
500 -ohm potentiometers for R and
R, respectively.

With R,, = R = oo, V was 1.1
v p -p. With R = R = 0, V was
1 v p -p. With R = 10,000 ohms and
R,, = 300 ohms, the minimum null
voltage of 0.1 v p -p was obtained.
Balance condition was thus im-
proved by a factor of ten.

Where the initial mismatch in
characteristics is more pronounced,
the improvement using this match-
ing method is greater.
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UMMARY - Test instrument measures hysteresis properties of small
magnetic toroids used in coincident -current memories and high-speed mag-

netic amplifiers. Flux, drive current, remanent flux to maximum flux ratio,
squareness ratio and ratio of coercive force to maximum magnetizing force
are read directly from window potentiometers as B -H loop is presented on
crt. Performance of single -turn, 60 -cps hysteresis loop equipment is accurate
to within one percent on measurements of the B -H coordinates of any point
on the loop of samples with a saturation flux linkage of one maxwell-turn

By T. H. BONN, R. D. TORREY Remington Rand Univac, Division of Sperry Rand Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

and F. BERNSTEIN Fischer and Porter Co., Hatboro, Pa.

B -H Tester Measures
PRODUCTION of small, high-speed
magnetic amplifiers and ferrite

memory cores for use in digital
computers required the develop-
ment of a suitable instrument for
measuring magnetic parameters of
small toroids. Standard methods
do not provide accurate and sensi-
tive measurement of cores with a
flux of about one maxwell. The bal-
listic galvanometer and Cioffi flux -
meter lack required sensitivity.
Conventional crt techniques also do
not provide sufficiently accurate
and sensitive core measurement.

The single -turn, 60 -cycle hystere-
sis loop tester described here is
about 200 times more sensitive
than previously described flux -
meters. Measurements with the
tester can be performed with an
accuracy within one percent on
magnetic parameters of a core
whose saturation flux is one max -
well. Since the tester is a single -
turn device and no multiturn wind-
ings are necessary, operation is
rapid and simple.

The entire tester is contained in
a 6 -ft relay type rack. Main ele-
ments of the tester are within easy
reach of the operator. Rack also

contains the oscilloscope, power
supplies, battery charger and
standardizing meters.

All parameters are measured by
a null or coincidence method,
using a crt as the indicator. Meas-
urements are independent of scope
linearity. The instrument provides
a coordinate display of flux as a
function of magnetizing force.
From 10 -turn, three -window linear
potentiometers, direct readings
may be taken of flux, drive current,
the ratio of remanent flux to maxi-
mum flux squareness ratio,
and the ratio of coercive force to
maximum magnetizing force H/
H.,. Squareness ratio is important
in evaluating rectangular -loop
memory -core performance. Quan-
tities B,/B,,, and H,,/H,,, are impor-
tant for evaluating rectangular -
loop cores in both memory and
magnetic amplifier applications.
The tester can be easily adapted to
measure directly other points on
the hysteresis loop.

Block Diagram

Block diagram of the hysteresis
loop tester is shown in Fig. 1. A
60 -cps drive current 1(t) is pro-

duced by an adjustable current
source. This magnetizes the core
which generates a core flux, 4(0.
The flux links the pickup winding
of the core to produce a voltage de-
pendent on the time rate -of -change
of flux. The signal is then inte-
grated to produce an output volt-
age directly proportional to OM
and is presented on the Y-axis of
the oscilloscope.

Output of the integrator may
be sampled and measured with the

DRIVE

X RELAY
NET

JIG

4
FLUX

STANDARD

HINTEGRATOR

CATHODE RAY
OSCILLOSCOPE

LHY RELAY

NET

FIG. 1-Block diagram of hysteresis loop
tester. Flux standard is conventional
mutual inductor of 1.198 41 used to gener-
ate artifical ideal loop. Drive circuits
magnetize core in test jig. Core generates
flux that links pickup winding of core to
produce a voltage which is integrated
and presented on Y-axis of scope. The
X-axis signal produced is proportional to
drive current for proper display
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Test jig is used for mounting unwound
magnetic core. Jig consists of coaxial
single -turn drive wire and pickup tube

Operator performs measurements on fer-
rite memory core used in digital com-
puters. Hysteresis loop of core is dis-
played on scope. Tester consists of long
time -constant transformer, integrator, vari-
ous measuring circuits and a jig which is
at right on table platform

Memory Core Parameters
scope as the indicator. The X-axis
signal voltage is proportional to the
drive current and, hence, to mag-
netizing force. X-axis signals may
be modified or switched synchro-
nously with the Y-axis signals to
provide the display desired. The
oscilloscope serves also as an indi-
cator for X-axis measurements.

Drive and Pickup Circuits

Drive and pickup circuits are
shown in Fig. 2. Drive current is
determined by a variable 60 -cps
voltage source E in conjunction
with a bank of five resistors whose
values are known to within one
percent.

The test jig which consists of a
coaxial single -turn drive wire and
pickup tube called core rod, holds
the core to be tested. The front
cover plate has been removed. The
bottom part of the jig has contact
tabs that are glued in each of four
vertical slots under the core rod.
Connections are made from these
tabs to a pickup transformer,
located beneath the jig. Insulated
spring fingers, mounted on the
hinged top of the jig, press on the
core rod to ensure good contact be-

tween the tabs and the various sec-
tions of the core rod. Two phenolic
blocks on the core rod are for posi-
tioning.

The pickup tube is divided into
two insulated sections so that an
air flux cancellation loop, having
the same area and position with
respect to the drive wire as the
pickup loop, can be used. The can-
cellation loop rejects any signal in
the pickup loop because of drive
current in the absence of the core.
This permits the insertion of the
core to produce an output as a re-
sult of core flux only. Tube and
contact tabs are gold-plated to
minimize contact resistance.

The entire jig, including contact
tabs, pickup loop and air flux can-
cellation loop, is extremely rigid.
A narrow slot automatically posi-
tions the core rod in a repeatable
manner whenever the jig is closed.
Careful measures to ensure rigid-
ity are necessary to maintain con-
stant air flux compensation and to
keep contact resistance to the core
rod at a low value.

Made of a supermalloy core with
a 15 -turn primary and a 15,000 -
turn secondary, the transformer

has a voltage gain of 1,000 and
must pass a wide frequency spec-
trum. Analysis shows that for an
H, 5H, the upper 3 db point re-
quired for a one percent error in
H, is 20 kc. The lower 3 db point
for production of B,/B, to an ac-
curacy of one -quarter percent is
less than one cps. A long time -con-
stant primary is necessary to en-
sure undistorted 60 -cps compo-
nents. The time constant is limited
because primary resistance must
be at least 100 times the contact re-
sistance variation of the jig to
avoid significant errors as a result
of changes in contact resistance.

Since the transformer has a
small time constant, 0.08 second,
the overall system must be com-
pensated with a bass -boost circuit.
Compensation requires that the
hysteresis loop of an ideal material
be reproduced with fidelity. This
hysteresis -loop tester reproduces
an ideal B -H loop, one which has a
B,/B, of unity, to within one
quarter of one percent.

Another transformer design con-
sideration is that the equivalent
primary impedance be sufficiently
large to avoid loading the core be -
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'COAXIAL PICKUP TUBE

ARROWHEADS INDICATE CONTACTS TO
PICKUP TUBE AND COAXIAL DRIVE WIRE

FIG. 2-Schematic of drive and pickup
circuits. Voltage source E consists of
variac and 6-v, 20-a filament transformer
enabling precise control over drive cur-
rent during test

ing tested. Loading impedance is
the open -circuit primary induct-
ance in parallel with the reflected
value of the integrating resistor.
The transformer, in conjunction
with an integrating resistor of 4.7
megohms, permits better than one
percent reproduction of coercive
force as small as 0.1 oersted and a
mean diameter as small as 0.1 inch.
Cores may be driven with a maxi-
mum magnetizing force five times
the coercive force and still main-
tain one -percent accuracy in H,.
For larger cores, a transformer
with a higher primary inductance
and a lower turns ratio is required.

Integrator and Buffer

Integrator circuitry and buffer
amplifiers are shown in Fig. 3.
Overall system compensator located
in the buffer amplifier chassis is
also shown. The integrator con-
sists of a 6CL6 starved -pentode
Miller feedback amplifier, d -c

coupled to a 12AX7 cathode fol-
lower. This follower supplies low -
impedance coupling to the signal
grid of the 6CL6 for the integrat-
ing -feedback capacitor. The 12AX7
is also coupled to the 6CL6 screen
to improve stability. Forward gain
of the integrating amplifier is 600.
Both the integrator and buffer use
battery supplies for hum -free op-
eration.

The integrator must be capable
of producing a square wave from
an impulse whose repetition rate
is 60 cps, such as the output of a
rectangular -loop core under high
drive conditions. Response of the
integrator to a unit impulse is E-1/'
One percent droop over a period of
8.3 milliseconds (one-half of a 60 -
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FIG. 3-Schematic of integrator and buffer amplifier. Integrator generates output voltage
directly proportional to 4)(t) for eventual display on crt

cps period) requires an R -C time
constant of 0.83 second. A time -con-
stant of about 1.25 seconds is used
in this tester to compensate for
tube aging.

Flicker -effect noise is a major
limitation of the sensitivity of the
amplifiers. At low frequencies, it
may greatly exceed shot noise.
This is because flicker -effect power
for each cycle varies inversely with
frequency while shot -noise power
is invariant. Furthermore, because
of its gain characteristic at low
frequencies, a 60 -cps integrator en-
hances flicker -effect noise. For
example, with an integrator time -
constant of 0.83 second, the gain at
0.6 cps is about 70 times the gain
at 60 cps.

Other disturbances considered
are microphonics and normal tube
noises such as shot noise and in-
duced grid noise. Shock mounting
of the integrator minimizes micro -
phonics. Low -frequency compo-
nents of the other tube noises are

PART OF
HYSTERESIS LOOP
VISIBLE DURING DISPLAY -7

B

FIG. 4-Example of hysteresis loop being
measured for drive current as generated
by two synchronized relays

trivial compared to flicker effect.
High frequency components are in-
tegrated and cause no disturbance.

Maximum Magnetizing Force

Main core parameters to be
determined are the maximum mag-
netizing force H, coercive force
H,, maximum flux density B,, vari-
ous ratios such as remanent flux
density to maximum flux density
B,/B., and squareness ratio.

To determine H. peak drive cur-
rent of the core being tested must
be known. This is found by meas-
uring the voltage across the accu-
rately known, current -limiting drive
resistors. The quantity 11., is re-
lated to the current by the physical
dimensions of the core and may
be determined with a nomograph.

The crt display during this meas-
urement is a simultaneous presen-
tation of part of a hysteresis loop
and a vertical line. Displacement
of the vertical line from the X-axis
is determined by a variable d -c

Y I N PUT FROM INTEGRATOR Y OUTPUT TO

3.9 MEG 0.1 I I SCOPE
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4.7
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NE2
= 270V
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= 24V
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M IC ROPO-
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K=XI,000
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MILLISEC
RELAY

MI LLISEC
RELAY

IN91

N91

I N91
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4.7K

IN91 IN91

X OUTPUT TO SCOPE

FIG. 5-H calibrator circuit provides ac-
curate reading of instantaneous value of
H occurring at any point on loop
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voltage. This voltage is taken from
the adjustable arm of a direct,
window -reading potentiometer.

The scope presentation may be ex-
panded several times to determine
precisely the coincidence of the
loop tip and the vertical line. A typ-
ical example of a hysteresis loop
being measured for drive current
is shown in Fig. 4. This display
is generated with two synchronized
relays. The X-axis oscilloscope in-
put is chopped between the signal
normally present with a hysteresis
loop display, the 60 -cps voltage
across the current -limiting drive
resistors, and the d -c measuring
voltage.

Switching

The Y-axis input is chopped be-
tween the input normally present
with a hysteresis loop display and
a circuit used to produce the ver-
tical line. The circuit producing
the vertical line or Y-axis is a
neon -bulb sawtooth oscillator oper-
ating at a frequency of approxi-
mately 3 kc. See Fig. 5, H cali-
brator. Relay timing permits the
neon -bulb oscillator and the d -c
calibrating voltage to be presented
simultaneously. The relays display
the hysteresis loop in such a way
that approximately half of the loop
is shown, usually the right half,
together with a vertical line. The
H calibrator measures the value of
H of the intersection of vertical line
and the hysteresis loop. The Y de-
flection of vertical line is obtained
from precision d -c sources. The cir-
cuit is adjusted so that the micropo-

B

H

NORMAL LOOP IDEAL LOOP

B

H

NONREFLECTED
COMPOSITE

PATTERN

REFLECTED COMPOSITE
PATTERN

FIG. 6-Illustration of technique used in
flux measurement. To obtain maximum
flux, size of artificial loop is adjusted
until the tips of reflected composite pat-
tern are on same horizontal line

tentiometer always has 10 v d -c
across it.

Quantity B, is evaluated by the
formula B, =4),.,/A. Cross-sec-
tional area A of the core being
tested can be measured directly.
The technique for measuring max-
imum flux is to subtract an a^,cu-
rately known artificial, ideal hys-
teresis loop from the loop under
test. The artificial ideal loop is
generated by driving an accurately
known mutual inductor (flux stand-
ard) located in the primary side

posite pattern about its vertical axis
making tips coincident.

Square -Wave Source

Square -wave current is gener-
ated by a relay chopper in series
with a storage battery and current -
limiting potentiometers. A precise
monitoring resistor in series with
the mutual inductor establishes a
voltage directly proportional to the
square -wave current peak value.

After the loop tips have been
made coincident, the chopper relay

60 CPS
R

X- AXIS
SIGNAL

ArNI)

SQUARENESS RATIO MEASUREMENT

60 CPS
X-AXIS
SIGNAL

441\eln

/Hm MEASUREMENT

60 CPS

NEGATIVE BIAS
CURRENT -

X- AXIS
\ SIGNAL

R

Br/13, MEASUREMENT I

INTEGRATED
CORE.

OUTPUT

RELAY

Y-AXIS
SIGNAL

FIG. 7-Networks for measuring squareness ratio, Br/B., and 11,/H,0

of the pickup transformer, with a
square -wave current as shown in
Fig. 2. This introduces a voltage
impulse into the primary of the
pickup transformer which is equiv-
alent to the output of an ideal rec-
tangular -loop core. The mutual in-
ductor output is 180 degrees out
of phase with respect to the out-
put of the core and, therefore, sub-
tracts from it.

The inductor consists of a phe-
nolic toroid with a multiturn pri-
mary and a single -turn secondary,
electrostatically shielded. The sin-
gle -turn secondary is in series with
the primary of the pickup trans-
former. The phenolic mutual in-
ductor and pickup transformer are
potted together in a mu -metal
shield can.

Technique used in flux measure-
ment is illustrated in Fig. 6. To
measure maximum flux, the square
wave current amplitude, hence the
size of the artificial loop, is ad-
justed until the tips of the compo-
site scope pattern are on the same
horizontal line. This is most ac-
curately done by reflecting the com-

is kept closed. A second relay com-
pares the d -c voltage across the
monitoring resistor with an accu-
rately -known voltage read directly
from a window -reading potentiom-
eter previously adjusted to a full
scale value of, for example, 10 max-
wells. The crt is used to determine
the equality of the d -c voltages. By
referring to the fundamental rela-
tionship for the air -core mutual
inductor the window -reading linear
potentiometer is adjusted for direct
reading. This relationship is rep-
resented by

M/ = 2N4) x 10-s
where M is the value of mutual
inductance; I is the peak value of
square -wave current; 4) is the value
of flux of core under test; and N
is the number of pickup turns.

Considering this relationship for
a single -turn device, the basic meas-
urement is

Flux = MI 108/2
Making the oscilloscope pattern tips
coincident requires cancelling peak -
to -peak flux and gives rise to the
factor of 2. To set the full-scale
reading of the 0, potentiometer,
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FIG. 8-Illustration of definition of square-
ness ratio as found by tester

FIG. 9-Displays for measurement of ratio
of coercive force to maximum magnetizing
force and ratio of remanent flux to maxi-
mum flux as produced by tester

an accurately known d -c correspond-
ing to, for example, 10 maxwells,
is passed through the precisely
known monitoring resistor. Then
the full-scale voltage of the window -
reading potentiometer is adjusted
until it is exactly equal to the volt-
age of the monitoring resistor.

Ratio Measurements

Ratio measurements useful in
evaluating magnetic materials are
B,./B 11,/H and squareness ra-
tio. Circuits used in these meas-
urements are illustrated in Fig. 7.

In general, the Y-axis oscilloscope
input in all the displays is obtained
by sampling either the full or an
adjustable portion of the integra-
tor signal with a relay. The X-axis
input is either the full amplitude
or an adjustable part of a full -
wave. rectified 60 -cps sine wave
which is in phase with the drive
current. The 60 -cps sine wave is not
varied as the drive is varied.

The principle can be shown by
explaining the determination of
squareness ratio. Squareness ratio
is useful in evaluating signal-to-
noise performance of cores in

digital -computer coincident -current
memory applications. Its definition
is illustrated in Fig. 8A. Symme-
try of the B -H loop permits a
knowledge of a -±B and a -±B,
to determine the squareness ratio.

The quality H is one-half of
H,,,. The -H side of the hysteresis
loop is reflected about the vertical
axis and the H attenuated by one-
half. This is accomplished by sub-
stituting the waveform shown for
the normal sinusoidal X-axis sig-
nal. The output of one of the two
diode rectifiers is attenuated by
one-half with a resistor divider.
This locates the - B. tip at ± 0.5
H,, hence along the same vertical
reference line as -B, in Fig. 8B.

While the X-axis input is being
presented, a relay in series with
Y-axis input switches alternately
between the full -amplitude inte-
grated signal and a specific part of
it. The integrated signal is im-
pressed across a linear window -
reading potentiometer.

The Y-axis relay chops between
the top of the potentiometer and
the adjustable arm. Timing of the
relay permits the full rectified X-
axis signal and the full -amplitude
Y-axis signal to be presented to-
gether. The half -amplitude recti-
fied X-axis signal and the adjust-
able reflected Y-axis signal are
formed with the coordinates dur-
ing the next half cycle. Then, the
reflected - B. is adjusted with the
potentiometer until it is coincident
with the hysteresis loop in Fig. 8C.

Oscilloscope gain can be in-
creased by a large factor for closer
inspection of the coincidence. Di-
rect reading from the window dial

-50 100

-25 75

-0 50

25 25

50

FIG. 10 -Hysteresis loop of a single ferrite
memory core used in computers

of the potentiometer gives a quick
and precise determination of
squareness ratio.

An optimum squareness ratio is
the largest possible with a given
core. The independent variable is
the exciting current. Maximum
squareness ratio can be readily
determined by observing the coin-
cidence on the scope while slowly
varying the drive current Variac
and readjusting the squareness
ratio potentiometer until the high-
est reading is obtained.

Determining B,/B. and He/Fin,

Displays for BrIB, and 11,/H,,,
evaluations are shown in Fig. 9.
Determination of Br/B. is similar
to the technique for finding square-
ness ratio, except that the adjust-
able - B,,, tip is arranged to occur
exactly at the point of zero mag-
netizing force. The X-axis voltage
is obtained by inserting a negative
current at the resistor divider
junction and adjusting its value to
position the - B, tip correctly.
This adjustment is independent of
the peak drive since the X-axis
voltage is fixed, although the drive
is variable.

The H,,/H,,, ratio differs from the
squareness ratio in that the Y-axis
signal relay chops between the full
integrated signal and zero signal.
This chopping forms a horizontal
line which lies on the H -axis of the
hysteresis loop. The X-axis display
is changed so the output of one of
the diodes can be adjusted with a
linear window -reading potentiom-
eter. This potentiometer is ad-
justed until the horizontal line is
coincident with the side of the loop.
The dial shows H,/H. directly.

A hysteresis loop display for a
single core is shown in Fig. 10.

The authors thank W. J. Bartik,
D. N. Lipkin and R. W. Spencer
for their contributions to this
article, also the MIT Project
Lincoln, which made the authors
aware of the technique for deter-
mining squareness ratio.
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Zero -balance is set at front panel Rack mounted unit contains two 4 -way electronic selector switches

Electronic Switch Doubles
as Cathode Follower

SUMMARY Basic two-way electronic switch may be expanded to multi -

way unit by adding input selector circuits, or may be used as a precision

cathode follower by eliminating the selector. Circuit has near -infinite input

impedance and near -zero output impedance. Comparator compensation per-
mits accuracy of 0.1 percent over ±100 volts

By R. BENJAMIN Senior Principal Scientific Officer, Royal Naval Scientific Service,
Admiralty Signal and Radar Establishment, Portsmouth. Haute, England

MANY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS re-
quire a device to sample two

or more voltage sources and present
the instantaneous values of the in-
put functions to other units in the
system. The sources being sampled
may consist of steady voltages,
pulse trains or complex waveforms.
The simpler electronic switches
such as the conventional diode type,
are not sufficiently accurate for
many purposes, while the additional
requirements of high input im-
pedance and low output impedance
frequently arise.

The switch described here is de-
signed to reproduce input voltages
of -±100 v with an accuracy of
0.1 percent. The inputs to be
sampled are selected by appropriate
switching pulses. The input im-

pedance of the switch is virtually
infinite while the output impedance
is extremely low. By omitting the
selector portions of the circuit the
unit can be used as a precision
cathode follower.

Basic Switch

The general form of a switch
for sampling two voltage sources is
shown in Fig. 1. Comparator cir-
cuit C, compares one of the input
voltages with the output. Any dif-
ference between these voltages
causes a change in the output of the
comparator and this error is fed
to amplifier A, bringing the output
signal into alignment with the in-
put. Similarly C, compares the sec-
ond input voltage with the output.
At any particular instant only one

of the comparators is operative,
their conduction determined by the
switching pulses S, and S,. Any
number of sources may be sampled
by this means if more comparators
and suitably -timed switching pulses
are provided.

In an ideal comparator circuit
the output voltage should depend
only on the difference between the
two input voltages and be inde-
pendent of the actual levels. This
condition can be achieved by the
arrangement shown in Fig. 2, in
which identical comparator tubes
are supplied from a constant -cur-
rent source.

If equal voltages are applied to
the two grids the constant current
will divide equally between the
tubes and the output of each will
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FIG. 1-Basic 2 -way switch with feedback
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FIG. 2-Identical comparator tubes with
constant -current source keep output re-
sponsive only to input difference

remain constant. Any difference
between the voltages applied to the
grids, however, will cause a change
in the output. If the tubes are not
identical the constant current di-
vides unequally between them and
the division of current will vary as
the level of the equal input voltages
changes.

This produces false error volt-
ages at the plates even though the
grids are driven by identical sig-
nals. Consequently errors will occur
in the output of the circuit of Fig. 3
where the comparator is connected
to a high -gain feedback amplifier to
cause the output to follow a given
input. The division of current be-
tween the tubes when the grid volt-
ages are identical can be adjusted
for any input level by resistor 115.

Tubes do not normally remain
balanced over the whole dynamic
range of input voltages, however,
and a further source of error in
this sample system results from the
fact that amplifier A has a finite
gain. Hence some voltage difference
must occur in order that the out-
put may follow the input even ap-
proximately. Refinements to the
basic circuit are therefore necessary
to mitigate these defects.

If the simple comparator of Fig.
3 is balanced at one particular
value of cathode current and input
voltage, this condition will remain
undisturbed as long as the cathode
current and plate voltage remain
constant. As the cathodes are al-
ready supplied from a constant -
current source, it only remains to
provide a source of constant po-
tential for the two plates. This can
be achieved in principle by the
circuit shown in Fig. 4 where the
cathode followers V24 and V2,, pro-
vide the plates of V14 and V,. with
a voltage which always exceeds Eo
(and at balance E,) by the constant
voltage -difference Ei, represented
here by a battery. With this ar-
rangement only the small imper-
fections in the operation of the
constant -current and constant -volt-
age circuits can influence V, and R,
can be used to correct any initial
asymmentry of the circuit.

An additional advantage of this
arrangement is that, since the plate
potential of the comparator tube
remains constant, the maximum
possible gain of 0.5 g,R,, is provided
for differences between the volt-
ages applied to its grids; the factor
0.5 arises because the voltage dif-
ference between the two grids
is shared equally by the tubes.

In a practical system there still
remain errors due to the finite gain
of the amplifier which follows the
comparator, since some change of
voltage at the input to the ampli-
fier must occur in order that its
output follow any changes in the
input to the complete unit. For an
ideal unity -gain comparator fol-
lowed by an amplifier of gain A, an
error voltage E./A must exist at
the input to the amplifier. If the
amplifier gain is known this error
voltage may be artificially produced
by reducing the output voltage by
a potentiometer chain in the ratio
(A -1)/A before applying it to the
comparator. In this way E. can re-
main equal to E, while the com-
parator produces a control voltage
of E/A.

Residual errors due to differ-
ences between the gain of particular
amplifier and the gain for which
the correction was designed will
still remain if a fixed correction
circuit is used, but if unusually
high accuracy is required for a

short period the correction circuit
can be adjusted to suit the gain
existing at the time of use. Al-
ternatively negative feedback
with n the amplifier may be used
to st ibilize its gain.

practical Two -Way Switch

The circuit of a two-way sam-
pling switch employing two compen-
sated comparators is shown in Fig.
5. The currents of comparator tubes
V1 and V2 are maintained constant
by V,4 and V.. while V. is the com-
pensating tube which maintains
constant plate voltage on these
tubes. The 47,000 -ohm resistor R,
is shared by V34 and V.., which are
controlled by switching pulses,
allowing only one of the constant -
current tubes to conduct and only
one of the comparators to function
at any particular time.

To avoid discontinuities in the
output voltage of the system the
switching pulses should be arranged
so that when one comparator is
switched off the other becomes op-
erative. The output of the compen-
sating tube V, is applied to a dif-
ferential amplifier V, to reduce the
effects of supply -voltage variation
and stray pickup, and this is coupled
to the output cathode follower V7.

Any loss of either gain or dy-
namic range associated with the
d -c coupling circuit between V, and

INPUT

II

OUTPUT

CONSTANT -
CURRENT
SOURCE

FIG. 3-Feedback added to comparator
pair of Fig. 2

FIG. 4-Constant comparator potential
is maintained by cathode followers
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FIG. 5-Circuit of 2 -way electronic sampling switch. Two compensated comparators are shown, any number of positions may be added
Used as multi -way switch, circuit needs three extra tubes for every two additional switch positions

V, is avoided by a constant volt-
age -difference coupling comprising
R, and f?, and constant -current tube
V.. Since the current in the cou-
pling resistors is kept constant by
V. the potential at their junction
will exceed the grid voltage of V,
and hence the output voltage by a
fixed amount. This potential is
thus suitable for supplying the
grids of tube V..

The output cathode -follower
stage V, was designed for a particu-
lar application in which it was de-
sired to feed a number of long
cables via the series resistors
shown. This stage therefore had
to be capable of supplying the
charging current required by the
cables when the output voltage
changed from its maximum nega-
tive value to its maximum positive
value or conversely. The unit will
maintain a voltage accurate to ±0.1
percent at the ends of the remain-
ing cables even when two of them
are short-circuited.

If an extremely low output im-
pedance is desired connection can
be made directly to the cathode of

the impedance at this point be-

ing about 0.1 ohm. Extremely high
input impedance is another feature
of the circuit due to the potentials
of both plate and cathode of the
input comparator tube following
changes in the grid potential. Thus
in the absence of external leakage
resistance and stray capacitance the
input impedance would be infinite.

Switching arrangements for bal-
ancing the comparators are not
shown, but provision is necessary
for switching off each comparator
in turn and grounding the input of
the alternate one. The circuit then
operates as a cathode follower and
the output voltage at the cathode
of V, can be set to zero by the
potentiometer in the cathode circuit
of the active comparator.

Practical Applications
The unit shown can be enlarged

to allow for additional input sources
merely by adding sub -units similar
to that enclosed by the dashed lines
of Fig. 5. Conversely, by deleting
the portion of the circuit within
the dashed lines, the unit can be
reduced to a precision cathode fol-
lower. In this case the switching

pulse coupling capacitor C, can also
be omitted and CRi replaced by a
simple leak resistor.

As a cathode follower the circuit
is valuable in the detection, trans-
fer or measurement of voltages
whenever the output device must
not load the source. Typical appli-
cations arise in scientific instru-
ments and analog computers.

As a multi -way switch the cir-
cuit requires three extra tubes for
every two additional switch posi-
tions. However an n -way electronic
switch can be used in conjunction
with n electromechanical stepping
switches of x ways each, to give a
total of nx discrete selections. Each
electromechanical switch would
then receive a stepping impulse as
soon as it has been sampled by the
electronic switch. It must then com-
plete its step during the time taken
by the electronic switch in sampling
the outputs of the remaining
(n, - 1) stepping switches.

The author thanks H. S. Tomlin,
who was responsible for the associ-
ated experimental work and the
Admiralty for permission to pub-
lish.
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Cathode -Ray Recorder
SUMMARY Selected portions of time base lines of different channels

can be related and examined. Sweep speed is recorded. Closely -grouped
cathode-ray tubes for each of 12 channels are photographed on 4 by 5 in. film.
Projector, located in reading desk, enlarges film negative images to twice crt
display size and presents four crt images simultaneously

By C. W. HARGENS Senior Staff Engineer, The Franklin Institute,
Laboratories for Research and Development, Philadelphia, Pa.

TN RECORDING electrical phenom-
ena simultaneously it is fre-

quently desirable to show their
relationship on different time bases
or to select a portion of a time base
and exclude the rest. This require-
ment led to the development of an

electronic recorder system which
permits the important portion of
the trace to be selected and ex-
amined critically.

Twelve closely -grouped cathode-
ray tubes, one for each channel of
the system, are photographed by a

Cathode-ray tube controls for each of 12 channels. Telephone -program dial is at right

4 by 5 -in still camera.
To study the records, a projector

is used to enlarge the film negative
to twice the size of the crt image.
A reading desk which incorporates
the projector permits close examina-
tion of four crt images simul-

A -/N
(A)

(B)

FIG. 1-Four signals are observed on
common time -base records (A) and in
closeup records

FIG. 2-Components of final film image
are a base trace, a dotted calibration
line and the signal transient
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Compares Transients
taneously. Time bases of all chan-
nels can be related to each other.
Other pertinent data are also re-
corded on the film automatically by
auxiliary coding.

Timing

System timing is provided by an
initiator pulse produced by the in-
strument for triggering the phe-
nomenon or device under study. At
various times thereafter signals
arrive at the channel inputs to be
recorded. Since each channel has
its own crt display with an indi-
vidual sweep circuit, any arrival
time may be accommodated.

In a typical signal sequence,
shown in Fig. 1, the signals vary in
duration as well as occurrence time.
Considerable variety in sweep speed
and delay is required. For example,
signal A might have a duration and
a delay of approximately 1/4 milli -
sec. On the other hand, signal D
appears best using a 2-millisec
sweep and a delay of 4 millisec.

Calibration

In addition to the signal, other
traces are provided on the cathode-
ray tubes. A solid baseline trace
appears followed by a displaced
trace composed of dashes. Since the
displacement between traces pro-
vides the signal amplitude calibra-
tion and the dashes are of accurate
time duration, this presentation
provides calibration in both the X
and the Y directions. Following
these two calibrating traces, the
signal transient is presented on a
third sweep. The three steps are
shown in Fig. 2 together with the
composite image which appears on
the exposed film.

Along the periphery of the com-
posite presentation a series of il-
luminated dots appears. These indi-
cations register on the film and are
permanent records of the sweep
delay and attenuator settings of a
particular channel.

Sweep -Speed Record

Provision was made for five
sweep delays and for three at -

PROGRAMMER

1 I H
SYNC

CONTROLS CD

(DENT
SYMBOLS ++

ZCD
kx X

ELECTRONIC
DELAY
SWITCHES

STAIRCASE
FROM
SCALER

DECADE

SCALER

IKC

CAMERA

0 0 0
0 CD CD 0 CD 0

AXIS Z

SWEEP
SPEED

AXIS Y

A

AXIS

SIGNAL AMP

12 CATHODE-
RAY TUBES

VAR AT T
xx x

ADJ CAL
LEVEL

TRANSDUCERS

SYNC PULSE
TO TEST DEVICE

SCALE -OF -TWO
COUNTER

o4,

Cr O
TIME MARKS
DISCONNECT

GATE

RECORD -OBSERVE
S5

START

2 -KC

MULTIVIBRATOR

FIG. 3-System diagram for 12 cathode-ray tubes shows sweep generators and amplifiers
for only a single channel

tenuator settings. Since the same
set of time marks is used for all
channels, the dashed sweep provides
a permanent record of the sweep
speed used in each case. These time
marks are 1/4 millisec duration and
appear in numbers corresponding
to the sweep speed on the screens.

Electronic System

The novelty of the system rests
upon the timing and synchronizing
circuits. Time constants -supplied
are illustrative and can be changed
to suit the intended application of
the instrument.

The synchronizing method may
be traced in the system block
diagram of Fig. 3. Twelve cathode-
ray tubes of the display with their
associated X, Y, and Z axis con-
nections are indicated. Sweep gen-
erators and amplifiers are shown
for a single channel. Signals
originating in the transducers on
the right pass through the variable
attenuators and into the channel
signal amplifiers.

Modulation

Timing pulses generated in the
2-kc multivibrator modulate the Z
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axis of all cathode-ray tubes,
thereby producing the timing
marks. The marks may appear de-
pending upon the demands of the
programming system for a dashed
or solid trace. They can be re-
moved by the action of the pro-
gram switching system, simplified
in the diagram by the time marks
disconnect switch.

The 2-kc square waves also pass
through an electronic gate to a
scale -of -two circuit in which they
are counted down to 1 kc. The 1-kc
pulses are then introduced into a
decade scaler consisting of four
binaries connected to produce a
scale -of -ten and a 1-millsec step
decade staircase.

Single Trace Recording

A single 100 -cps output pulse is
also produced and returned to the
electronic gate. When only a single
trace is required on the oscillo-
scopes the record switch closes the
gate and prevents the further pass-

age of the basic 2-kc pulses.
Staircase output from the decade

scaler is applied to two electronic
switches S, and S2 which operate at
preset voltage levels. Each switch
is set to produce a pulse at the time
occurrence of a selected level on the
staircase wave.

Delay pulses that are spaced
at 1-millisec intervals are selected
to trigger the sweep generators of
the twelve oscilloscopes. Each chan-
nel may be switched individually to
any of the five fixed delays.

Trace Types

Two types of operation are avail-
able. If the reset -pulse return path
from the decade scaler to the gate
is opened, the system runs free and
traces constantly appear on the
cathode-ray tubes. This is useful in
making adjustments.

In the normal recording opera-
tion, the free -run switch S5 is
manually closed, and a single trace
is produced each time the gate is

With central door of compartment opened, display tubes are visible during channel
adjustments. Attenuator and delay code lights can be seen around periphery of each tube

switched to the start condition. A
synchronizing pulse, made available
after passing through the gate and
scale -of -two circuit, can initiate the
test device being studied.

Common Delay

Individual crt sweeps are, there-
fore, related by a common delay
system keyed to the initiator pulse.
By providing a finite number of
delay possibilities for any channel,
it is possible to code the record with
the channel delay.

This form of coding is done by
having the program turn on a
number of tiny lights arranged
around the periphery of each tube.
Each light corresponds to the de-
lay selected. The start of each trace
is consequently known relative to
the zero time reference represented
by the initiator pulse.

Similarly, the sweep speed of
each trace is adjustable in steps.
Sweep speed is coded on the record
by programming an extra sweep
and simultaneously modulating the
beam intensity. The resulting
dashed trace indicates the prevail-
ing sweep speed as a function of the
length, spacing or number of
dashes.

Synchronizing Circuits

Gate V, of Fig. 4 controls the
passage of 2-kc pulses produced by
free -running multivibrator
Pulses on one grid are amplified
and can be cut off by a suitable d -c
voltage on another grid.

Bistable multivibrator V:, divides
the signal to 1-kc pulses which pro-
vide the basic delay increments for
the system. The 1-kc pulses are
passed through the four binary
circuits and the staircase output is
applied to cathode follower VIA and
then to a parallel group of electronic
delay switches.

The delay switches transform
the staircase timing wave into a
series of delay pulses suitable for
application to the synchronizing in-
puts of the oscilloscope sweep cir-
cuits.

There are a total of five electronic
switches in this design, each pro-
ducing a 1-millisec delay. Overall
delays of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 millisec
can be selected.
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FIG. 4-Synchronization circuit has free -running 2-kc multivibrator which sets the basic time reference of the system

Each electronic delay switch re-
sponds to one of the successive steps
in the staircase wave. Selector
switches connect the individual
channels to one of the delay busses.
These are multiple -circuit switches
which energize the correct number
of code lights on all channels cor-
responding to delay settings.

Biased monostable multivibrators
are the electronic delay switches.
When the staircase voltage rises to
the bias level of the cathode -coupled
multivibrator, a rapid exchange of
conducting and nonconducting
states between its two halves pro-
duces a sharp output pulse. This
pulse is applied to the delay busses
and switched to synchronize the
oscilloscopes.

Staircase Generation

In normal operation with the
gate opened by the program cir-
cuits, each pulse advances the
counter one step; the staircase rises
the correct amount to apply a
millisec delay pulse to one of the
delay buses.

When the tenth pulse signals the
end of a recording cycle, no more
traces are produced on the oscillo-
scopes. Reset action is achieved by
applying the counter output pulse
to flip-flop V,. This stage provides
a control voltage for opening and
closing the gate.

Tube V, may be switched on man-
ually and reset electronically by the
output of the counter. It remains
in either of the two stable condi-
tions indefinitely. When the B half
is nonconducting, the gate will be
open ; when the A half is noncon-
ducting, the gate will be closed.

Operation

System operation is initiated
when the manually dialed program
applies a pulse to the start terminal
of V,.

The gate, V4, is opened and the
oscillator pulses pass. The first
pulse is the time index for all events
that follow and each electronic
sweep is precisely tined with re-
spect to it. The initial start pulse
is produced by the program circuits

and is derived simply from a

charged capacitor.
Sweep and delay settings are

manually adjusted. The sweeps may
be expanded in the critical regions
and the necessary delays intro-
duced to make recording conditions
optimum for the signal in each
channel. Programming for both
calibration and recording is there-
after automatic.

Application

This system can be useful in re-
cording mechanical strains, in
studying chemical kinetics where
drum cameras have been employed
in the past and possibly in neu-
rological research. Expensive pre-
cision mechanical parts of the drum
camera have been eliminated.

Thanks are due to J. C. Hesel-
wood for his contribution in de-
signing the main structure of the
recorder; J. H. Brinton and R. H.
Field who assisted with the elec-
tronic components. Development of
the system was sponsored by the
Army Ordnance Corps, Watertown
Arsenal Laboratory.
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Rear view of the counter shows the
neat layout of the eight beam -switching
tubes used for both counting and storing
functions

Front -panel view of the counter shows
a visual storage readout. Trigger -level
control and zero -set button are seen at
the right of the two front -panel connec-
tions. The operator is using a laboratory
oscillator to provide the drive signal

Decade Decimal Counter
SUMMARY - High-speed circuit uses magnetron beam -switching tubes to

sample, store and provide multioutput functions without stopping the
original count or losing input information during readout. Use of decimal
counter obviates need for decoding unit to translate when adding -machine
printers are used. Readout may be presented visually, or printed
By ROGER W. WOLFE
Manager, Applications Engineering Department, Electronic Tube Division, Burroughs Corporation, Plainfield, New Jersey
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of the four -decade counter. Counts are stored until a transfer pulse
is received. The counter is zero -set automatically and the unit continues to count input
pulses without loss of sampling. Readout is continuous except for 30 sec transfer time

THE TIME -INTERVAL COUNTER to
be described incorporates two

fundamental changes that overcome
limitations of some existing elec-
tronic -counter circuits. First, the
transfer -storage counter uses a
basic circuit that stores the old
sample while a new one is being
taken. And second, the improved
counter uses a decimal instead of a
binary system. The first change
allows the sample to be processed
by printing or visual observation
while a new sample is taken. The
second change, use of a decimal
storage element, greatly simplifies
the problem of using a decimal
printer.

Called the Optimeter for occur-
rences -per -time -interval meter, this
instrument is a four -decade counter
having a maximum input frequency
of 100 kc. As shown in the block
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Speeds Printed Readout
diagram, Fig. 1, each decade con-
sists of one beam -switching tube
and a flip-flop driver. A second
beam -switching tube, associated
with each decade, serves as a tem-
porary storage element.

Upon receipt of a transfer pulse,
which may be from a time base gen-
erator, the count is stored until re-
ceipt of the next transfer pulse.
After the count has been stored, the
counter is reset to zero automat-
ically and may continue to count
input pulses. The entire operation
of transferring, storing, and reset-
ting to zero is done in 50 µsec.

Readout

Readout connected to the storage
tubes, may consist of either relays
or a type 6844 Nixie numerical in-
dicator. When the 6844 is used, the
readout is continuous except for a
30 -µsec transfer time, too short to
be observed. When measuring a
constant input frequency, the read-
out is continuous and, assuming an
appropriate transfer time is used,
will directly indicate the input fre-
quency. If the input frequency
varies, the readout will follow the
frequency variations at a rate de-
termined by the transfer time. The
actual process of counting is not

displayed on the readout device.
The Schmitt trigger input cir-

cuit, Fig. 2, accepts either sine
waves or pulses. An adjustable
input level control allows the trig-
ger to occur on any desired portion
of the input waveshape.

An amplifier drives the flip-flop

of the units decade directly. The
pentode, with suppressor grid char-
acteristics suitable for gating, in-
hibits the input pulses during the
30 -µsec interval it takes to transfer
the count to the storage tubes.

Zero Set

The primary design problem was
to find a method of zero setting the
switching tube and its associated
flip-flop, and keep the load on the
reset gate as small as possible. The
tube is cleared by cutting off a
series triode in the cathode of the
beam switching tube as in Fig. 3.

The clearing -tube current keeps
both the cathode of the flip-flop and
the beam -switching tube cathode
resistor clamped to ground by the
clamp diode. When the clearing
tube is cut off by the reset gate, the
cathodes of both the flip-flop and
the beam -switching tube rise in po-
tential. This clears the beam -
switching tube and sets the flip-flop

to the odd -grid state.
The beam -switching tube is zero

set automatically by the action of
the reset tube. When the beam -
switching tube clears, the reset tube
loses its cathode bias voltage sup-
plied from the cathode resistor of
the switching tube. The reset tube
conducts and lowers the zero spade
which sets the beam to zero.
Cathode bias is restored to the reset
tube as a result of the beam current
in the switching tube and the reset
tube cuts off until a new reset gate
signal is received.

It takes about 12 iLsec to clear
and zero set. A high current
bleeder, connected from the plate
of the clearing tube to B+ would
speed up the clearing time, but this
would increase power consumption.
The zero -setting circuit is straight-
forward, reliable and presents a
high impedance to the initiating
gate.

Transfer -Storage

Figure 4 shows the connections
of switching and transfer tubes
used to store the accumulated count.
Transfer -storage operation takes
place as follows :

A suitable gating waveform, sup-
plied to the transfer tube and the
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FIG. 4-Transfer-storage circuitry shows
connections of beam -switching tube and
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accumulated count

beam -switching tube counter (see
Fig. 3), cuts off the transfer tube
and raises the spade voltage on the
counter switching tube. Spade volt-
age rise establishes a sufficient dif-
ference between the spades of the
storage tube and insures that the
storage tube will be set to the lower
spade voltage.

The interruption of current
through the bleeder resistor causes
the storage tube cathode to rise
rapidly toward B+, clearing the
storage tube. As the transfer gate,
applied to the transfer tube, begins
to decay through the relatively
short grid coupling time constant,
the transfer tube plate is pulled
down to the clamping level estab-
lished by the clamping diode. When
the cathode -to -spade potential of
the storage tube reaches the critical
voltage, a beam is formed in the
position having the lowest spade
voltage. This position, of course,
corresponds to the one in which the
beam is located in the counter tube.

At the termination of the gate,
the reduced spade voltage on the
counter tube lowers the target volt-
age of the counter and insures that
the beam will not advance in the
storage tube as the counter con-
tinues to count the input pulses.
The spade connections to the stor-
age tube are wired so that nine ad-
ditional counts must be received by
the counter before the leading spade
in the storage tube is lowered. This
precaution insures beam stability

in the stored position.
The spade load resistor values

were chosen to insure that spade
current, available during transfer
is sufficient to set the storage tube.
The target resistors maintain the
target voltage above the knee of
the target pentode characteristic.
The storage tube grid operates at
a high potential to further insure
stability. Since the storage tube is
not switched in the conventional
manner, the grid electrodes are not
used for switching. A diode clamps
the cathode resistor of the storage
tube at ground potential for a
stable reference level.

It is important that the cathode -
to -spade voltage on the storage tube
is not increased so rapidly that the
beam fails to form. Five micro-
seconds is about the maximum
speed. Since the capacitance asso-
ciated with the spade is about
8 14, a spade time constant of
about 1 sec results. This means
that the spade must be allowed
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FIG. 5-Two monostable multivibrators
generate the transfer and reset gates that
control the operation of the time -interval
counter with a high degree of accuracy

approximately 5 µsec to reach a
stable condition.

There is no limit to the speed at
which the storage tube can be
cleared, in theory. A practical limit
occurs, however, because increasing
the speed at which the storage tube
clears depends upon increasing the
bleeder current through the bleeder
resistor. This current, of course,
is supplied by the transfer tube,
thus increasing plate dissipation of
the transfer tube.

Two monostable multivibrators,
Fig. 5, generate the gates: the
transfer -gate generator and the
reset -gate generator.

The transfer -gate generator is
triggered directly upon receipt of
a transfer pulse. Waveshapes from
this generator control the following
functions.
(1) Increase spade voltage on all
decade counters to increase the tar-
get voltage in preparation for
transferring the count to storage.
(2) Cut-off the series triode in each
of the storage tubes to clear the
storage tubes and start storage of
a new count.
(3) Inhibit input counts for the
duration of the transfer time.
(4) Initiate the rest -gate gener-
ator at the termination of the count.

The reset -gate generator which
is triggered by the termination of
the transfer -gate waveform:
(1) Clears all of the decades so
that they will zero -set automat-
ically.
(2) Inhibits the operation of all
the decade counter flip-flops so that
the zero setting action, which gen-
erates an output pulse in the zero
position, will not falsely trigger any
of the flip-flops.

The percentage error in the count
is dependent only on the sampling

time and equal to : 50 x10-6 X 100
2

where t is the sampling time
in seconds. The factor 50 x 10'
is the transfer and resetting time.
Since transfer and resetting time is
constant and known, a correction
applied to the readout count would
give accurate results to within 1
count or cycle.

Further circuit refinements could
increase the maximum operating
frequency to approximately 500
kc. At higher frequencies, basic
changes to the interstage coupling
networks would achieve the desired
results.
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3.

Tropo-Scatter System
Design Charts

SUMMARY - Design charts facilitate estimation of system parameters for
any frequency -division multiplex tropospheric scatter system, either f -m or
ssb a -m. By consecutive use of graphs with a tracer line the unweighted
signal -to -thermal noise power ratio for a single hop system may be obtained.
Charts may also be entered at any point or from both ends to determine only
unknown if all other parameters in graphs are known

By L. P. YEH Fellow Engineer, UHF Communications Engineering Section,
Electronics Division, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland

SCATTER GEOMETRY is based on
smooth spherical earth with a

minimum scattering angle 0 = d/r
and both transmitter and receiver
antennas at zero height, where d
is the path length and r is 5,000
miles, the modified radius of the
earth.

Use of the Charts

The unweighted channel signal -
to -thermal noise power ratio for a
single hop may be obtained by the
consecutive use of graphs 1, 2, 3,
4-A or 4-B, 5-A or 5-B and (for
f -m only) graph 6. First read the
median total transmission loss
from graph 1 at predetermined
path length, carrier frequency and
antenna aperture. If only the path
length is known, graph 1 may be
used to determine the optimum car-
rier frequency to be employed with
various antenna apertures. The op-
timum frequency should be the one
that gives minimum total transmis-
sion loss.

Then read the median ssb peak
or f -m average received carrier
power in graph 2 with the known
transmitter power. If only the ssb
average transmitter power is
known, it is suggested that a peak
factor of 10 db (99.9 percent time)
be used to obtain the peak power.
Next locate the number of channels
in graph 3 and locate the channel
thermal noise power in graph 4-A

or 4-B with the known effective re-
ceiver noise figure. For the f -m
system obtain deviation ratio M,
from graph 8 with the desired
channel signal -to -thermal noise
power ratio at threshold and num-
ber of channels in the system.

Then for ssb read the channel
median signal -to -thermal noise
power ratio from graph 4-B with
the known effective receiver noise
figure, or for f -m from graph 5-A
with the known deviation ratio.
Finally read the unweighted chan-
nel signal -to -thermal noise power
ratio from graphs 5-B or 6 at the
required allowance for fading L,
as determined by graph 7-A or 7-B.

Example for SSB

Given a path length of 200 miles,
a carrier frequency of 2,000 mc, an
antenna aperture of 30 ft, a trans-
mitter power of 1 kw peak and a
system capacity of 24 channels be-
tween 12 and 112 kc; a receiver
noise figure of 10 db, system re-
liability of 99.5 percent, dual -com-
biner diversity, channel spacing of
4 kc and channel bandwidth of 3
kc, the following results are ob-
tained by a tracer line starting
from graph 1.

A median total transmission loss
of - 145 db is found from graph
1. The system median peak re-
ceived carrier power from graph 2
becomes - 115 dbw. Graph 3

shows the number of channels to be
24, and from graph 4-B the chan-
nel median signal -to -thermal noise
power ratio for F = 10 is found to
be 26 db. The value of allowance
for fading, L, = (11.5 - 1.5) =
10 db, is obtained from graph 7-B
for 99.5 percent system reliability
with dual -combiner diversity. Fin-
ally for this value of L1 graph 5-B
indicates a channel signal -to -ther-
mal noise power ratio of 16 db.

Example for F -M

Given the same operating condi-
tions as for ssb, except that the
transmitter power is 1 kw average
and the channel signal -to -thermal
noise power ratio at threshold is
20 db, the results for f -m will be
identical as a trace line run through
graphs 1, 2 and 3.

Then on graph 4-A locate the
channel thermal noise power with
the known noise figure, the result
being - 156 db. From graph 8 the
value of M1 is found to be 2. Using
this figure on graph 5, the channel
median signal -to -thermal noise
power ratio becomes 29 db.

A value for L, of 10 db is ob-
tained from graph 7-A, which in
turn is used to determine from
graph 6 a channel signal -to -thermal
noise power ratio of 19 db. Since
this is below the threshold, the de-
sired 99.5 -percent reliability could
not be obtained.
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10

FIG. 1-Construction method used to determine jA when
matching ZL=(2-1-12)R. to R. for either network

FIG. 2-Diagram shows values of Zr for which no proper T
or it network exists

T and Pi Network Design
SUMMARY Technique using Smith chart speeds design of T and pi net-

works and uses lumped parameters. Second chart shows at a glance imped-
ances that cannot be matched with either T or pi networks

By H. F. MATHIS Goodyear Aircraft Corp. Akron, Ohio

SMITH CHARTS are useful
tools for designing match-

ing networks. As an example,
it is desired to match the imped-
ance ZL = (2 + 52)R, to R. with
the T matching network shown
in Fig. 1 or the it matching net-
work also shown in Fig. 1. Ele-
ments in these matching net-
works are assumed lossless. All
impedances are normalized with
respect to R..

Plotting Points
A circle, with its center at the

center C (Fig. 1) of the chart,
is drawn through ZL. The points
of intersection of this circle
with the R = 1 circle are de-
noted by A and B. Lines are
drawn from C through A, B and
Z0. The points of intersection

of these lines with the R = 0
circle are denoted by M, P and
N, respectively. The point N' is
located at Z = oo. The points
M' and P' are located on the
R = 0 circle so the distance
from N' to M' is the same as the
distance from N to M and the
distance from N' to P' is the
same as the distance from N to
P. It is necessary that M', N'
and P' be in the same order as
M, N and P. Two possible values
of jA are read off the chart at
the points M' and P'. These
values are 55.16 and - 51.16.

Values of Br are computed
from :

Br = (R)- A,

where R = Z0. In this

case, Br = -3.16 when A -=
5.16 and Br = 3.16 when A =
- 1.16. Values of B, are com-
puted from:

Bn= -(AR-A-nX)A/(AR-A-X).
In this case, B, = - 1.896 when
A = 5.16 and B. = 1,896 when
A = - 1.16.

The values of Z0 which can-
not be matched with lossless T
and IT matching networks are
indicated in Fig. 2. When Z,
lies on the circle Kr, there is no
proper T matching network and
only one proper Tr matching net-
work. When ZL lies on the circle
K., there is no proper Tr match-
ing network and only one proper
T matching network. These re-
marks are not valid when Z. =
0, 1, or oo.
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KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

Here's how magnetic amplifier design will be
affected by tape wound core standardization

If you design and manufacture magnetic amplifiers,
you'll welcome news that standard sizes for tape wound
cores have been proposed by the A.I.E.E.* You are
going to benefit from a high in consistency of core per-
formance, brought about by our being able to concen-
trate on your most important sizes. Here's how . . .
Magnetics, Inc. is now stocking all of the proposed
standard core sizes in both aluminum and phenolic
core boxes for immediate delivery. Consistency of core
performance is increased because each size is made
in large lots taken from the same alloy batch and
dry hydrogen anneal. They all bear our exdusive
Per

We shall be happy to send size, construction and
magnetic material data upon request. Please write to
Magnetics, inc., Dept. E-44, Butler, Pa.

Ararar-
11711017ETICS inc.

Paper 57-206, Proposed Size Standards for Toroidal Magnetic
Tape Wound Cores. Report of the Magnetic Amplifiers Material
Sub -Committee, at the 1957 Winter General Meeting,

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January 17, 1958 CIRCLE 57 READERS SERVICE CAtD 95



ELECTRONS AT WORK

Number Reader Speeds Paper Work

Hand written number reader can operate other data-processing gear

HANDWRITTEN numbers can be
identified by a device about the size
of a portable typewriter. With
modifications, the equipment can be
made to read handwritten letters as
they are being written.

The system has just been an-
nounced by Bell Labs and is ex-
pected to be a boon in the process-
ing of the paper work for about two
billion long-distance telephone calls
a year. Bell thinks it may find ap-
plications wherever it is necessary
to write and identify large quanti-
ties of numbers.

In order that written numerals
may be read with a minimum pos-
sibility of error, mild restrictions
must be placed on their size and
form. The constraints consist of
two vertically aligned dots, around
which the numerals must be formed.
Three radius vectors extend out
from each of these dots, a seventh
joins the two. Numerals are then
sensed by determining which of
these radius vectors are crossed.

Information as to which vectors
have been crossed is transmitted
to a translator, which contains tran-
sistorized logic circuits. Since each
numeral has a corresponding set of
crossings which is unique, the
translator needs only to be able to
distinguish each of the sets in order
to produce a different output for
each numeral. The outputs are em-
ployed in the utilization circuit to
illuminate a number, operate a tele-
typewriter, feed the information to
a computer or perform any other
desired operation.

To recognize written numerals, a
specially prepared plate is employed
on which each radius vector appears
as a closely spaced, insulated par-
allel set of conductors. The nu-
merals must be written with a con-
ductive pencil on a sheet of paper
or a card. When this writing is su-
perimposed on the printed plate and
properly oriented; the appropriate
sets of conductors are shorted out.

To recognize numerals as they

are being written, a writing sur-
face is provided on which there are
two guide dots and in which seven
radius vectors, made of conducting
material, are embedded in plastic.
The writing is done with a metal
stylus on the writing surface.
Whenever a conductor is crossed,
the information is fed to the trans-
lator and logic circuit.

As necessary crossings are made
for a particular numeral, the trans-
lator again sends the proper infor-
mation to the utilization circuit. To
clear the system for the start of
the next numeral, a conducting
plate is touched by the stylus.

Transistorized Trigger
and Delay Generators

By H. L. ARMSTRONG*
Pacific Semiconductors, Inc.

Culver City, Calif.

PULSE TECHNIQUES are used in a
variety of modern electronic equip-
ment, including digital computers,
pulse code modulation systems,
telemetering and radar. The advan-
tages of transistors are being ex-
ploited more and more in these
pulse circuits. The blocking oscilla-
tor type trigger generator and the
multivibrator delay generator de-
scribed here are examples.

Trigger Generator

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is a
trigger generator that generates
relatively narrow pulses at an ad-
justable repetition rate. The trans-
 Formerly with National Research
Colicil, Ottawa, Canada

Vertical scale of 2 volts per cm and hori-
zontal scale of 3 milliseconds per cm
to show trigger generator output
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I.

epco
the most complete line

TRANSISTORIZED of POWER SUPPLIES

V. R. P. S.
I REGULATION (for line or load) 0.03%

or 0.003 Volts (whichever is greater)

 RIPPLE 3 my. rms

 RECOVERY TIME 50 microseconds

 STABILITY (for 8 hours) 0.03% or 0.003
Volts (whichever is greater)

 0.005% resolution with 10 turn
voltage control.

 Continuously variably output voltage
without switching.

IN External overload and short circuit
protection included.

II Either positive or negative
can be grounded.

II Units can be series connected.
 Suitable for square wave pulsed loading.
 Power requirements: 105-125 volts,

50-400 cycle.
IN Terminations on front and rear of unit.
 High efficiency.
II Low heat dissipation.
 Compact, light weight. LABORATORIES, INC.
 Color: grey hammer tone. 131.38 SANFORD AVENUE  FLUSHING 55, N.Y.

III Suitable for bench or rack use. INDEPENDENCE 1.7000
 Voltmeter and ammeter provided.

VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES

Model
Output
Volts

Output
Amps.

Output
Impedance

Ohms
DC-
1 KC

1 KC-
100 KC

Rack
W

Mount
H D

SC -32-0.5 0-32 0-0.5 0.02 0.2 19" 31/2" 11"

SC -32-1 0-32 0.1 0.01 0.1 19" 31/2" 11"

SC -32-1.5 0.32 0-1.5 0.01 0.1 19" 31/2" 11"

2SC-32-1.5 0-32 0-1.5 0.01 0.1

DUAL OUTPUT 0-32 0-1.5 0.01 0.1
19 11"

SC -32-2.5 0-32 0-2.5 0.01 0.1 19" 31/2" 11"

SC -32-5 0-32 0-5 0.005 0.05 19" 51/4" 13"

SC -32-10 0.32 0-10 0.001 0.01 19" 83/4" 13"

SC -32-15 0-32 0-15 0.001 0.01 19" 101/2" 13"

2SC-100-0.2 0-100 0-0.2 0.1 1.0

DUAL OUTPUT 0-100 0-0.2 0.1 1.0
19" 51/4 " 11"

SC -150-1 0-150 0-1 0.05 0.5 19" 51/4" 13"

SC -300.1 0-300 0-1 0.1 1.0 19" 83/4" 13"

igr!-TayaL,
KEPCO

KEPCO OFFERS MORE THAN 120 STANDARD VOLTAGE REGULATED POWER
SUPPLIES COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF MAGNETIC, TRANSISTOR AND TUBE
TYPES. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK. SEND FOR BROCHURE B-581

4* -.IF

Model

SC -32-0.5

SC -32-1

SC -32-1.5

SC -32-2.5
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Double -beam oscilloscope was used to
show positive trigger in and negative
trigger out of delay generator

former for this blocking oscillator
is not a regular pulse transformer
but a miniature audio type giving
a three -to -one step down from col-
lector to base. The 2.5 megohm
variable resistor controls repetition
rate.

Delay Generator
It is often desired to introduce a

controllable delay somewhere in the
train of pulse circuitry. For ex-
ample, to see the leading edge of a
multivibrator pulse on an oscillo-
scope, the scope would have to be
triggered before the multivibrator.
This can be done with the delay
generator shown in Fig. 2.

Output of the trigger generator
can be applied directly to start the

A -C Zero Locator
By L. COSTRELL

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C.

THE CIRCUIT of Fig. 1 locates the
zero of an a -c voltage within a
small fraction of a cycle. Its op -

oscilloscope sweep and at the same
time applied to the delay generator.
After a set time, the delay gen-
erator will produce a pulse that is
used to trigger the multivibrator.

The delay generator is a transis-
torized monostable multivibrator.
The trailing edge of the pulse at the
collector of T, is sharpened and
used as the delayed trigger. The
delay is controlled by the 10,000 -
ohm potentiometer.

In some cases, it may be possible
to dispense with the potentiometer,

2.5 MEG

301

Ilk

OUTPUT

FIG.
vide
lator

1-Audio transformer is used to pro -
positive feedback in blocking oscil-
type trigger generator

eration is independent of input sig-
nal amplitude over a wide range.

Because of the nonlinear divid-
ing action between the oppositely
connected diodes and the series re -

FIG. 1- -The a -c zero locater circuit uses oppositely connected diodes and series resistors
for wave shaping. Zeros are located within 0.1 sec for 50-kc input signal between 0.15
and 30 volts peak -to -peak

18 K

1500

N34

DELAYED

NEGATIVE

TRIGGER

OUT

o,

4.1K

NEGATIVE

TRIGGER

IN

POSITIVE

00 TRIGGER

IN

6V

OA

FIG. 2-Positive or negative delayed trig-
gers can be gotten from transistorized
monostable multivibrator

as well as the associated diode and
capacitor. The delay may be con-
trolled by switching in other ca-
pacitors in place of the 0.1 of ca-
pacitor that coupes T, to T,. A
variable resistor of up to a few
thousand ohms in series with this
capacitor will also give a certain
amount of control of the delay.

These circuits are quite eco-
nomical of battery power. The delay
generator draws about one milli-
ampere, of which half goes to the
10,000 -ohm potentiometer for the
delay control. The trigger genera-
tor, in typical use, drew only 15
microamperes.

Although pnp transistors were
used in these circuits, npn types
would work as well. Then all polari-
ties would be reversed, and the
diodes used in the delay generator
would have to be reversed.

sistors in stages 2 and 3, the out-
put of V has steep sides and
rounded top and bottom. The sig-
nal is differentiated at the input to
V, and the lower half of the posi-
tive pulse is eliminated by grid
limiting in the second half of V,.
The output of V, locates the zeros
with 0.1 µsec for a 50 kc input sig-
nal between 0.15 and 30 volts peak -
to -peak. Both accuracy and range
can be increased by adding more
diode stages and improving stage
V, linearity. For high input signals
the first stage can be omitted. The
output stage V6 is tailored to the
particular application.

In one application an accurate
measurement of the time interval
between a given number of cycles
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MAINTENANCE -FREE LONG LIFE

INDEFINITE STORAGE NON -GASSING

HIGH PEAK CURRENTS SINTERED PLATES

HERMETICALLY SEALED

TUBULAR NICKEL -
IRON OR NICKEL

CADMIUM

FOCKET NICKEL -
IRON OR NICKEL

CADMIUM

SINTERED PLATE
NICKEL

CADMIUM

lie new
miniature

rechargeable

nickel cadmium

BUTTON . CELL

BATTERY
Gulton Button  Cell batteries are
available in capacities of 250 and 500
milliampere hours. Each Button  Cell
has a nominal capacity of 1.2 volts.
Multiple cells are packaged in any
desired voltage combination to meet
your specifications.
The Button Cell is only one of a
complete line of nickel cadmium, nickel
iron and battery and charger units
from a new source - Gulton Industries
Alkaline Battery Division.

Write today for complete technical
information - please mention
your application.

HERMETICAL LY
SEALED NICKEL

CADMIUM

..0000
ins

SELF-CONTAINED
BATTERY AND

CHARGER UNITS

Alkaline Battery Division

itanw Gulton industries Inc.
u ton

NI NEW JERSEY
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P&B PRO GRE S S
HIGH SHOCK CRYSTAL -CASE RELAYS

2 NEW RELAYS
Crystal -Case Size! Permanent Magnet Design.

No Contact Openings. Shock: 100g. Vibration: 30g 55 to 2000 cps.

SC NON -LATCHING TYPE-This micro -miniature relay sets new standards-in design,
in performance, in reliability. Yet the SC conforms to standard dimensions and circuitry
and may be used to replace ordinary crystal -case relays. A permanent magnet in the
structure provides at least twice the contact pressure found in relays of compar-
able size. This extra force accounts for the extremely high shock and vibration resistance
shown in the specifications.

SL LATCHING TYPE - Unique magnetic latch assures positioning of armature and
exceptional pressure. A 1 watt, 3 ms. pulse to either coil transfers contacts. Transfer time
is only 0.5 ms. Coils are designed for continuous duty. Has the same exceptional shock
and vibration characteristics as the SC.

POTTER & BRUMFIELD, INC., PRINCETON, INDIANA/SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY

-fS

Over 40 Pall Basic Relays
More than 20:000 Variations



915 MAX. 205

.375 -0J

-1 1215

444)-
+359 MAX".

SL-dual coil latching relay.
Operates on a 1 watt, 3 ms. pulse
at nominal voltage. Permanent
magnet latch locks the armature
in either position.

1+-

0
16-3

@ ®

C

+359 MAX-

SC-non-latching relay with
series -connected dual coils.
Operates on approximately 1

watt at nominal voltage. Coils
must remain energized to hold the
armature in the operate position.

SC and SL Series Engineering Data
GENERAL: Insulation Resistance: 10,000 megohms, min.

Breakdown Voltage: 1,000 V. RMS.
Shock: 100g.
Vibration: 30g 55 to 2000 cps.; 0.195" max.
excursions from 10-55 cps.
Temperature Range: -65° C. to +125° C.
Weight: 17.5 grams (5/8 oz.).
Operate Time: 3 MS. max. with 550 ohm coil
@ 24 V. DC. (SL: 630 ohm coil at 24 V. DC).
Transfer Time: 0.5 MS max.
Terminals: (1) Plug-in for microminiature recep-
tacle of printed circuit board.
(2) Hook end solder for one #20 AWG wire.

Hermetically sealed.

CONTACTS: Arrangement: 2 Form C.
Material: Gold flashed palladium.
Load: 2 amps @ 28 V. DC, resistive; 1 amp
@ 115 V. AC, resistive.
Pressure: SC -13 grams min.; SL -16 grams min.

COIL: Power: Approx. 1.0 watt at Nominal Voltage.
Resistance: SL -40 to 1400 ohms; SC -35 to
1250 ohms.
Duty: Continuous.

MOUNTINGS: Bracket, stud and plug-in.
P&B STANDARD RELAYS ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC,

ELECTRICAL AND REFRIGERATION DISTRIBUTORS

Pottoti f, 13/tuntfuld,
PRINCETON, INDIANA

SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY
Manufacturing Divisions also in Franklin, Ky. and Laconia, N.H.

Mail coupon below for further engineering data on P81 -B's new SC and
SL Series relays plus new compact catalog of standard type relays.
If you need answers to a specific application problem, write in detail.

Potter & Brumfield, Inc., Princeton, Indiana
Attn: T. B. White, Brig. Gen. USMC (Ret.)

Special Projects Engineer
Please send me complete data on the new SC and SL Series
relays, plus the new compact catalog of P& B standard relays.

Company Dept. No

Address

City Zone State

See our catalog in Sweet's Product Design File

of an exponentially decaying 50-kc
signal was required. An accuracy
of 0.1 psec necessitated location of
a specified point, such as the zero
crossing, within 1/200th of a cycle.
The lowest input voltage that could
be accurately handled was deter-
mined by the signal to noise ratio
of the preceding amplifier.

With a sharply tuned amplifier
the maximum phase shift 0 result-
ing from a signal to noise ratio of
S/N occurs when (S/N) Sing -± Sin
(0 + 77-,) = 0. This gives csc B =

S/N. The maximum time jitter
due to noise is therefore ±
(S/N)]/ (2171) sec. For reasonably
high signal-to-noise ratios this be-
comes 1/ [274 (S/N)].

At frequencies below the 50 kc
the coupling and cathode bypass
capacitors should be increased to
reduce phase shifts.

Designing Cold-

Cathode Tube Circuits
BY M. H. GOOSEY

Savannah River Laboratory
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Aiken, South Carolina

INPUT
PULSE

Vpa

5

R6

C4

C3

VB

FIG. 1-General cold -cathode count -rate
circuit

IN TYPICAL, three -element, cold -
cathode tubes, the trigger is lo-
cated physically between the anode
and the cathode, much like the grid
in a conventional thyratron. The
anode -cathode and trigger -cathode
gaps are each characterized by two
voltages and a value of current.

The ignition potentials of the
anode -cathode gap and the trigger -
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PRECISION
ENGINEERED

Sub -Miniature
Pilot Lights

...facilitate the solution of
miniaturization problems.

15"
32

No.
1074930-951

No.
101.4630.951

Example: Here
are 2 Dialco units with

but a tiny difference
in o.d. of bushing:

A refinement
that helps to save space

and weight where every fraction counts.

120,CleC
0 n your next miniaturization project,
consult DIALCO for the Pilot Lights.
You will quickly find the proper unit
for use with either tiny Incandescent
bulbs (T-134); or with sub -miniature
Neon bulbs (NE -2D).
TWO -TERMINAL units are fully insulated.
SINGLE -TERMINAL units are for use on
grounded circuits. Also DIMMING or NON -
DIMMING sub -miniatures for every
requirement. Meet
all applicable Mili-
tary Specifications.

Samples for design
purposes on request
at once - no charge.

(actual size)

1 PI
No. 134-3830-375-9 No. 101-3830-951

Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights

DIA,LIGHT
CORPORATION

58 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN 37, N. Y.

HYacinth 7-7600

Dialight Corp., 58 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y.

 Send brochures on Sub -Min. Pilot Lights

 Brochures on other Dialco Pilot Lights
Name

Position

Company

Address

cathode gap, V,. and V1, respec-
tively, are the minimum voltage:,
which, when applied independently
to the specific gap, will cause spon-
taneous conduction in that gap.
Once conduction occurs, the voltage
drop across the gap-Vm or V -,,,-
can only be maintained if the cur-
rent in the gap exceeds a certain
minimum value, /,,, or /,,.

The useful feature of the tube is
that the anode -cathode gap may be
made to conduct, even though the
applied potential is less than Via,
by applying a potential V,,, or
greater, to the trigger. Since the
power required to cause conduction
in the trigger -cathode gap is much
less than the power that can be con-
trolled in the anode -cathode gap,
the cold -cathode tube exhibits a
power gain.

Once the anode -cathode gap has
been ignited, the trigger loses con-
trol until conduction in the gap has
been extinguished by some external
means. This can be done by either
supplying the anode voltage from
an alternating potential source or
by employing a self -extinguishing
circuit, such as the one composed
of the resistor -capacitor network,
RC, shown in Fig. 1, which takes
advantage of the finite value of

Count -Rate Circuit

The design of a cold -cathode,
count -rate circuit can best be under-
stood in terms of the functions of
the components in a basic circuit
such as that shown in Figure 1. The
capacitor, C1, which serves to isolate
the input source from the trigger
bias supply, is usually made as small
as possible so that the input time
constant, R,C is of the same order
of magnitude as the length of the
input pulse. This insures that the
actual bias voltage appearing at
the trigger will not be rate -depend-
ent.

Resistors R, R, and capacitor C,
form an adjustable bias supply. The
bias is set so as to satisfy the con-
dition : + V, > V,,. The resistor
R, serves to limit the instantaneous
trigger current to the value recom-
mended by the manufacturer of the
particular tube. The value of re-
sistor R, is determined by first ob-
taining the value of I,,, either from
the tube specifications or by meas-
urement, and then substituting this

47ppF,

SIGNAL
INPUT

BIAS -
250/C

GI/ 371 K

250 200
K _ K

3-12
pp F

7-45
pp F

INTEGRA
TING
TIME

+300V

RANGE I
SWITCH it

160-I
2,3301
ppF

p pF

HD 6007

1.5 10

T T T
4_ 1,000'

TO

RECORDER

FIG. 2-Cold-cathode probe circuit for
radiation monitor

value into the relation

Rb>
Vss - Vm.

'Ma

This condition insures that the tube
will be incapable of maintaining
conduction from the supply voltage
and will, therefore, be extinguished
when the voltage at the anode drops
to V,,. Resistor R. limits the in-
stantaneous anode current to a safe
value. The value of R. is deter-
mined by substitution in the rela-
tion:

Where I. is the-
maximum instantaneous anode cur-
rent recommended in the tube spe-
cifications.

The combination R,C, forms an
integrating network. The values of
R, and of C, are subject only to the
condition that

Ca >> C.

The lower limit to the value of
C, may be found by substitution
in the relation

R5C, > T
where T is the deionization time for
the tube. A straightforward analy-
sis of the circuit shows that for any
desired output current i,,, with a
count -rate of n per sec

C. = n(V. - Vora)
It should be noted, however, that if
the value of C, obtained from this
equation results in the condition
that R,C, > in, the capacitor C.
does not fully recharge to the
supply potential before the arrival
of another trigger pulse. This causes
a loss of linearity, since the tube
does not transfer the same amount
of charge per pulse. Furthermore
the restriction RC, > 1/4n is valid
only for uniformly spaced input
pulses. In radiation monitoring

io
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NEW

Hhi TIE'
"TAN*MITE'"

HIGH STABILITY
FOR -55°C to + 85°C OPERATION
HIGH CAPACITANCE
SUBMINIATURE SIZES
LONG SHELF LIFE

ANTALUM CAPACITORS

SERIES TW WIRE -TYPE TANTALUM CAPACITORS

These new subminiature, wire -type units feature greater capacitance per unit
volume, lower leakage current and power factor, and small capacitance drop
at extremely low temperatures as compared to other types of electrolytics.
Ultrasmall for low -voltage DC transistorized electronic equipment, these new
tantalum capacitors have high stability, high capacitance, long shelf life, and
excellent performance under temperature extremes of -55°C to + 85°C. Avail-
able in eight subminiature sizes; 0.1 to 80 mfd. over-all capacitance range.

SIZE

UNINSULATED INSUL ATED

D (inches) L (inches) D

*T 075 (344) .156 (352) .082 .203
*S 075 (54.4) .187 (3/14) .082 .234
*M .095 (%2) .172 (11/64 .100 .218
*A 095 (3/32) .250 (1/2) .100 .312
gq3 125 (1/8) .312 (5A6) .134 .375
C .125 (1/s) .500 (1/2) .134 .562
D .125 (Ye) .625 OM .134 .687

.125 (1/a) .750 (3/4) .134 .812

Smallest size is .075 (V4) x .156 (332) inches; the largest is .125 (1/8) x .750 (1/4)
inches. Five stock sizes (*) are available in a wide range of capacitances and
voltages. Units insulated with a tough Mylar® plastic sleeve can be furnished.
Write on company letterhead for Bulletin 148B.

WI

uNINSuLATED CASE

.015

TEFLON

111.1111r

0. TERMINAL
010 DIA
P05 TERMINAL

MAX, 1.005
6 PLASTIC 1.41

EMBEDMENT

WELD

11 g

INSULATED CASE

o7,
-005

rELE'a =AZ.

RADIAL LEAD
OPTIONAL

QUALITY
RESISTORS  RELAYS  TAP SWITCHES omponents
RHEOSTATS  TANTALUM CAPACITORS

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

SERIES IF FOIL -TYPE
These capacitors are tantalum foil,
electrolytic units designed for low
voltage AC and DC applications
where small size, top performance,
and stability of electrical character-
istics are required. Units feature un-
usually long shelf and operating life.

CASE SIZE D. L°

J Y16" 11/16"

K 9/32"
NI,

L
% if

17/16"

*Add ,I.;" to L and IL" to D
when insulating sleeve is used.

Three sizes now available; .25 to 140
mfd. over-all capacitance range.
Standard tolerance is ± 207c. Work-
ing voltage up to 150 volts. Polar
and nonpolar units are available.
Bulletin 152. Design and construction
meet military specification MIL -C-
3965, paragraph 3.3.

AA

POLARITY MARMiNDS
ION POLAR UNITS ONLT I

- /16 !IA. 2.1/6.1

METAL
.0253 (NG 22 Aim) CASE
SOLDERABLE LEAD

TANTALUM LEAD

WELD

BUSHING

TANTALUM FOIL CAPACITOR

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois
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STIFF DOSE
OF SALT

Exposure . . . to the equivalent of a stiff sea spray . . .
on a hot, humid day-one more test the G -M Servos
take in stride.

Not just a promise-but a tested fact.
G -M Servo Motors are built to

deliver the ultimate in performance.
The salt spray test shown above is
just one of a battery of tortures de-
signed to prove G -M Servos under all
extremes of humidity, temperature,
altitude, vibration and salt spray.

At G -M "Designed to Meet Mil.
Environmental Specifications" is
backed by production testing that
does just that!

GM
.116..11111611...

r

4
GOOD REASONS WHY
G -M SERVO MOTORS
SERVE YOU BEST!

1 G -M Servo Motors are avail-
able in standard sizes.

2 Standard G -M Servo Motors
can also be modified to meet
specific requirements.

3 Creative engineering in de-
signing special servo motors
with special characteristics.

4 Fast production- better
service.

S I
G-11
Servo 1 olot s

manufactured by the Componen s Division cf

G -M LABORATORIES INC.
4336 N Knox Avenue  Chicago 41

*hate itkw
for information, or send
for complete G -M

VIM charts and specifica-
tions. No obligation, of
course.

work the input pulses are randomly
distributed in time and in this case
an additional restriction will be
necessary to insure linearity. The
probability of m pulses occurring
within an interval in which the
average number of pulses is x, is

P(m) -

If n is the average count -rate to be
associated with the value of C and
if it is desired to reduce to one per-
cent the probability that an input
pulse occurs within a time 1?,,C.

after the previous one, we have
x = n RGC4 = average number of

pulses
m = 1

POO = 0.01
and if n R,,C, is small, as is usually
the case,

or
0.01 = n R6C4

C4 - 0.01
n R5

This condition defines the upper
limit to the value of C, from the
standpoint of linearity. The limits
on the value of C. determine a range
of values for the output current i,
through the equation i, = n C,
(V. - V..). The application of
these equations will determine the
circuit parameters to an accuracy
within that of the components
(±20 percent) in most cases. Ca-
pacitor C, is generally made up of
a fixed capacitor plus a variable one
in order that the output current
may be adjusted to the desired
value.

Applications

A complete monitor, suitable for
detection of alpha particles, is
shown in Fig. 2. The light output
from a ZnS screen coupled to the
6292 photomultiplier is sufficient to
give the required pulse height at
the photomultiplier anode, for op-
eration of a sensitive cold -cathode
tube without further amplification.
The cold -cathode tube used in this
case contains four elements; an
anode, a trigger, a cathode, and an
auxiliary cathode.

A small amount of current is per-
mitted to flow between the trigger
and the auxiliary cathode. This
current, limited by R15, creates a
supply of ions just less than the
amount necessary to cause ioniza-
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high current selenium r ctifier
yes up to 50% in space altd cost

CONVENTIONAL CELL
VICKERS
HIGH CURRENT CELL

Same rating ... but look at the difference in cell size!
That's why the cost is lower!

The exclusive Vickers process combines improved
vacuum techniques with the Vickers inorganic barrier
to produce a rectifier not only with higher ratings
at lower cost, but with the added advantages of

LONGER LIFE
SAFETY AT HIGHER TEMPERATURES
HIGHER OVERLOAD CAPACITY
HIGHER EFFICIENCY

Cell Ratings: 18, 22, 26, 30, 33 and 36 volts.

Another typical example of cost and space savings
with the new Vickers HIGH CURRENT Rectifier

TYPE OF
R

D -C OUTPUT RATING
(Self -cooled)

SPACE
(Total Cell

area in sq. in.
COST

(. .List Price)
VOLTS AMPERES

CONVENTIONAL
28 108

1620 $139.30
VICKERS HIGH

CURRENT 810 $70.90

'Subject to usual quantity discount.

FREE! Bulletin 3116-1 gives detailed in-
formation on the new Vickers High Current
Selenium Rectifier, including performance
data, rating tables and engineering applica-
tion data. Write today for your free copy
and prices.

VICKERS INCORPORATED
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

ELECTRIC Pi. OIL ACTS DIVISION
1 8 0 1 LOCUST STREET  SAINT LOUIS 3, MISSOURI
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Incidentally, we
know these are hot
pots mechanically
... but they're also
hot for tempera-
ture, too. Power
derates to zero at
165°C standard -
225°C special.

 Patent Pending

2,000

CYCLE

VIBRATION!

Palladium contact

0.0. Torque spring

Insulating
bushing

- Jewel pivot

Now a totally different
mechanical design over-
comes limitations of con-
ventional precision poten-
tiometers. The heart of the
matter is "dynamic bal-
ance" - (1) arm dynami-
cally balanced on shaft
(2) contact assembly dy-
namically balanced on
arm. Advantages: low
mass, low inertia, long
life, .1% linearity, excep-
tional stability under ex-
tremes of vibration, shock
and acceleration.

"Dynamic Balance" . . . it's the very essence
of the "1000 series" of linear and functional
precision potentiometers. It means a new dimension
in circuitry design! Proved operationally successful
in a variety of military equipments even under
severe environmental conditions, "1000 series"
pots open the way to reliable electronic
systems withstanding higher frequencies
and temperatures.
Get complete engineering data on the "1000 series"
line. Write today.

kintronic Division of
_ Chicago Aerial Industries. Inc.

10265 Franklin Avenue Franklin Park, Illinois

tion of the gas in the anode -cathode
gap. A negative voltage pulse ap-
plied to the auxiliary cathode causes
a momentary increase in the cur-
rent flowing between the trigger
and the auxiliary cathode, this, in
turn, creates a. larger number of
ions and subsequently causes ioni-
zation of the anode -cathode gap.
Capacitor C, permits this momen-
tary flow of current due to the in-
put pulse without allowing the
voltage at the trigger to fall below
the extinguishing potential. In all
other respects this tube operates
much as the three element tubes al -

FIG. 3-Count rate circuit using diode
section to eliminate photosensitivity of
triode section

ready discussed. It should be noted,
however, that if counting losses
are to be restricted to 5 percent or
less, it will not be possible to use a
conventional microammeter owing
to the small output current from
the circuit. Millivolt recorders of
the chopper -amplifier type, however,
can be substituted. The practical
maximum counting rate for this
circuit is of the order of 100 counts
per second, depending upon the cir-
cuit parameters.

A circuit having a much greater
maximum counting rate is shown in
Fig. 3. This circuit uses a cold -
cathode tube of the triode type
which contains a separate cold -
cathode diode. The purpose of this
diode section is to produce a glow
discharge that illuminates the trig-
ger -cathode gap of the triode sec-
tion to eliminate the photosensi-
tivity shown by most cold -cathode
devices. The practical maximum op-
erating speed of this tube, for
counting purposes, is approximately
2 kc.

The input pulse should be at
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Type F: Miniature 1 2 -po-
sition, 30-60° throw, can
be mounted in 1-5/16"
circle; phenolic, Mycalex
or steatite.

Series 20: Simple switch
for tone controls, band
switching, and talk -listen
circuits.

Type H: Standard 1 2 -po-
sition; 1 -7/8" diameter;
15-30-60° throw; pheno-
lic, Mycalex or steatite.

For Printed Circuits:
Special lug design for in-
sertion into printed circuit
boards.

Types J, K, N: 1 -1 7/32"
diameter; provides for
flexibility of layout; inter-
changeable sections,
phenolic or steatite.

Multiple Shafts com-
bined to operate snap
switches and potentiome-
ters; many different sec-
tion types.

 No matter what you need in low -current switches,
you are most sure to find it in an OAK switch design. In the
last 25 years, OAK has produced over a quarter billion
switches-rotary, slider, pushbutton, plug, and door switches-
in thousands of variations. Why not take advantage of
OAK's unmatched, switch engineering background . . .

production facilities ... and huge inventory of tooling?

Type L or DL: Using dual
eyelet fastening; 18 -posi-
tion; mounts in 2-9/32"
circle, phenolic, Mycalex.

Type MF: 24 -position
switch may be mounted
in 2-5/16" circle; in
phenolic insulation.

an INFINITE VARIETY

from standard parts

WRITE FOR your copy of the OAK Switch Catalog which
covers the most popular of OAK's standard switches.

Type 160 Rotary Slid-
er: 7/8" height allows
shallow chassis; leads are
readily accessible.

Type 185: New lever -
operated version of the
standard Oak rotary
switches.

SWITCHES
CHOPPERS
ROTARY SOLENOIDS*
SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES
VIBRATORS

AK
MFG. CO.

Dept. G, 1260 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 10, III.

Telephone: MOhawk 4-2222
."Manufactured under License from G. H. Leland, Inc.

Type 130 Pushbutton:
Available with from one
to 24 buttons, 32 contacts
each button.

Type 80 Pushbutton:
Very adaptable. Used in
communication equip-
ment; economical for less
complex applications.
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field serviceab e

actual size
of entire

family
of new

connectors!

for RG-196/U Teflon* Subminax cable

improved cable clamping

plug cross-section shows
how center contact

is secured

Miniature field serviceable 50 ohm Subminax RF connectors have been
added to AMPHENOL'S line of Subminax components. With parts kept to
absolute minimum, and requiring no special tools for assembly, these
new Subminax connectors represent an improved design approach in
two ways:

1. Superior cable retention through improved cable clamp
mechanism.

2. Center contact is strongly secured, prevents possible contact
movement.

The field serviceable connectors, in other ways, are similar to AMPHENOL'S
standard Subminax connectors: Constant impedance, small and light-
weight, electro-gold finish and Teflon dielectrics. The new connectors
will also mate with the 50 ohm types in the standard line.

Plugs, jacks, bulkhead jacks and right angle plugs are available in
screw -on and push -on coupling designs. For complete part numbering
and assembly instructions, send for catalog sheet.

OUONT T. N.

AMPHENOL Industrial Distributors carry stocks of stand-
ard AMPHENOL components in order to provide immediate
service to your rush requirements.
AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION.

chicago 50, illinois
AMPHENOL CANADA LIMITED toronto 9, ontario

MPH 'S&

least +30 v high and 20 µsec long.
Since this tube has a fairly well de-
fined threshold, the bias control
can be used as a simple integral
discriminator in some applications.

Cube -Oriented Steel
Magnetizes More Easily

Cube -oriented steel coming out of lab
furnace promises more efficient airborne
transformers and relays
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MAGNETIZING FORGE IN OERSTEDS

Fig. 1-The shaded area shows the in-
crease in energy required to magnetize
nonoriented steel

METALLURGICAL developments can
have far-reaching implications for
the electronics industry. This was
proved recently by a development
announced by Westinghouse called
Cubex.

The three -percent silicon -iron al-
loy itself is not new. However, a
method for orienting the crystal
structure has been developed that
can cut manufacturing costs and
improve efficiency of transformers,
motors, relays.

The processes for preparing



swis_lzrx..xiv-4/0/72,6 Voltage Regulators

"Here's how to Build -in STABILINE type IE (Instantaneous Electronic) is available in 115
volt units - input range frorr 95-135v. and 230 volt units - in-
put range from 195-255v. STABILINE type 1E5101R shown above.

Automatic Voltage Regulation"
"No matter how good your control instrumentation is, it is not going

to be precisely accurate at all times unless the input voltage is precisely
constant.

"You just can't get better automatic voltage regulation equipment than
with this STABILINE. At no load, full load or any intermediate stage it
maintains constant output voltage regardless of line fluctuations.

"This sensitive, yet ruggedly constructed, automatic voltage regulator
is a must component in today's voltage sensitive apparatus."

Be sure to see
SUPERIOR ELECTRIC'S

Mobile Display
when it is In your area

Three types of STABILINES
are available for

individual needs:
Type IE (Instantaneous Electronic) is
completely electronic, instantaneous in
action. with no moving parts. Constant
output voltage is maintained regardless
of line or lood fluctuations.
Type EM (Electro Mechanical) has zero
waveform distortion. Insensitive to mag-
nitude and power factor of the load.
Highly efficient.
Type TM (Tubeless Magnetic) has no
moving parts ... no tubes ... no tran-
sistors. Ideal for unattended locations or
where failure can never be tolerated.

THE SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
201 BRADLEY AVENUE, BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

Please send STABILINE Bulletin S657 
Have your representative call 

Name
Offices: Los Angeles, California San
Francisco, California Miami, Florida Company
Chicago, Illinois Baltimore, Maryland
Detroit, Michigan New York, New York Address
Cleveland, Ohio Dallas, Texas Seattle,

Wasbinaton City Zone State
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... specify
REVERE TEFLON* CABLE

Electronic cables, the "nerves" of monitoring and test-
ing systems in missiles, rockets and aircraft, are con-
stantly being stressed by the searing heat around jet
engines . . . the sub -zero cold of the stratosphere .. .
immersion in fuels, chemicals or solvents. Revere Teflon
Cable meets these high service requirements . . . and
those of computer and radar applications, too.

Revere Teflon Cables are available with 1, 2, 3 or 4
teflon-insulated, silver plated, stranded copper con-
ductors, rated for continuous operation from -90°C.
to +210°C. Cables are shielded with silver plated cop-
per to give 90% coverage. Jackets to suit application
- silicone treated glass braid, teflon, Kel-F**, vinyl,
nylon, etc.

Conductor size: 24 to 18 gage in .008" (300 volt),
.010" (600 volt) and .015" (1000 volt) wall thicknesses.
Ten and fifteen mil wall conductors meet applicable
requirements of MIL -W-16878, Type E and EE.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS - Single Conductor Teflon Insulation

Spark Test Voltage 3000 volts
Insulation Resistance ..Greater than 104 megohm/1000 ft.
Continuous Operating Range -90°C. to +210°C. (t)
Dielectric Constant @ 1 MC/Sec 2.5 maximum
Power Factor @ 1 MC/Sec Less than 0.0003
Flammability Does not support combustion
Shrinkage Less than 1/2" in 18" @ 250°C for 96 hrs.
Abrasion (per MIL -T-5438) Passes 38" of 400 grit,

aluminum oxide, 1/z lb. weight
Moisture Absorption 0.0%
Specific Gravity 2.2 average
Chemical and Solvent Resistance Excellent

REVERE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Wallingford, Connecticut

A SUBSIDIARY OF NEPTUNE METER COMPANY

*E.I. du Pont trademark
"M.W. Kellogg trademark
t Wire passes 500 hr.,

250°C heat -aging test
, also cold bend test

Write today
for Engineering

Bulletin 1905 describing
Revere TEFLON CABLE.

nepgne

cube -oriented silicon -iron were orig-
inated in Germany by the Vacuum-
schmelze division of Siemens-
Halske. Westinghouse is working
to provide more basic information
about the alloy and to extend the
range of useful thicknesses.

Three -percent silicon -iron was se-
lected for the study because it has
a saturation magnetization close to
that of pure iron, a high resistivity,
one crystal structure up to the melt-
ing point and is basically an inex-
pensive raw material.

The alloy has a cubic crystal
structure. Cube edges provide the
easiest path of magnetization when
a magnetic field is applied parallel
to the cube edges.

If the cubes in a sample are posi-
tioned randomly, there is no easy
path for magnetization of the sam-
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I I I I

CAW -ORIENTED RICRAC

OF OMIT AND CROSS

15.000

SINGLY ORIENTEDSTRAMNT

110:0

CRAIN OUT ---
SOO ORIENTE
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MD
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CUSS CRAIN
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ss

LOCO

TWO

SRICL -OMEN Ul C110
CRAM ONLY

I

n ot 0.3 54 05 06 57 0109 LO 15 23

WE LOSS IN WATTS PER LB AT 60 CPS

Fig. 2-Cube-oriented alloy has lower
average losses for two directions than
singly oriented in the direction of the
grain

ple. An applied magnetic field can-
not be oriented in such a way that
it is always parallel to cube edges.

In the singly oriented silicon -iron
often used for transformers and
motors, the cubes are oriented so
that an easy path of magnetization
exists in one direction of the sam-
ple. The graph in Fig. 1 shows the
difference in energy required to
magnetize randomly oriented and
singly oriented samples.

In the new material, crystals are
oriented so that cube edges are
parallel to length, width and height
of the sample. Therefore, easy paths
of magnetization exist in these
three directions. The loss curves
shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate the im-
proved efficiency of cube oriented
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WIDE CAPABILITY... HIGH DEPENDABILITY

*pr .ce -$490 with model 0143 power supply

NEW HALLAMORE DC AMPLIFIER The combination of low drift and noise with high stability and broad bandwidth constitutes
an instrument very nearly ideal for applications requiring the amplification of DC signals. The Hallamore Model 0142 affords
DC gain accuracy of 1% or better and DC gain stability of .05%, with a drift of less than ± 2 microvolts , referred to input
with 10% regulated line. Applications include telemetering, data handling and process control. The unit is also employed as
an oscilloscope pre -amplifier, galvanometer driver, or error amplifier. Model 0142 is immediately available as a plug-in unit or
as an element in a module of eight amplifiers with eight Model 0143 power supplies or one Model 0144 regulated power supply.
For general laboratory use, the amplifier has been combined with a Hallamore power supply in a convenient, portable cabinet,
Model 0146. Write or phone for PUB 543, full description of Model 0142 DC Amplifier. Address: 8352 Brookhurst Avenue,
Anaheim, California.

HALLAMORE ELECTRONICS COMPANY a division of the SIEGLER CORPORATION

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January 17, 1958
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ADVANCE M
HIGH PRECISION
SUBMINIATURE RELAY

Pe,p/e4.si/seideseezi,tee./
. . . crystal can size
Advance's MV rates superior to other
high performance relays, yet is less
than an inch long and weighs less
than half an ounce. It meets military
specifications and is designed for
continuous use in the -65'C to 125'C
temperature range. The MV has a life

rating of 100,000 operations minimum
at rated load. This relay is in produc-
tion now and prompt delivery is as
sured. For computers, control sys-
tems, and every installation that re-
quires both dependable performance
AND miniature size . . . specify MV.

Available from stock at leading distributors all over the country

SPECIFICATIONS

VIBRATION 10 to 34 cycles per second at maximum
excursions of .04"-34 to 2000 CPS 20G's
acceleration

SHOCK 50G's for 11 milliseconds
LIFE 100,000 operations minimum at rated

current
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE -65°C to 125°C
DUTY Continuous
OPERATING POWER Nominal 1.2 watts at ambient temperature
CONTACT ARRANGEMENT DPDT (2 Form C)
CONTACT RATING 2 amps resistive at 32VDC or 115VAC
CONTACT MATERIAL Silver -Magnesium -Nickel, Gold-plated
CONTACT RESISTANCE 0 05 ohms
OPERATING TIME 5 milliseconds maximum at nominal power
RELEASE TIME 5 milliseconds maximum
ALTITUDE Voltage breakdown of relay is 1000 volts

AC at sea level -450 volts AC to 70,000
feet

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 1000 volts RMS
INSULATION RESISTANCE 100 megohms minimum at 125° C
STANDARD COIL RESISTANCES 30, 120, 600, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10,000

ohms; others available
SIZE 0 875 high x .797 wide x .359 thick

maximum
WEIGHT 0 45 ounces (maximum)
MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT Angle bracket (as shown), strap bracket

or plug-in
TERMINAL ARRANGEMENT Solder -hook (as shown), or plug-in

pDVANc..

("1* -r -a" ADVANCE RELAYSiiIZLA(5--F

1

ROCA DEPARTMENT OF ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
ELGIN, ILLINOIS AND BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

CIRCLE 77 READERS SERVICE CARD
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INCREASING MAGNETIZING FORCE-+r

Fig. 3-As well as being more easily
magnetized, cube -oriented steel only re-
quires 0.175 oersted coersive force, while
single oriented requires 0.40 Oersted

over single oriented structure in
2 -mil samples.

In some transformer manufac-
ture, four separate pieces are cut
and welded together into a rec-
tangular frame in order to get easy
paths around the rectangle. Cube
makes it possible to make the rec-
tangular frame out of one stamping
from a single sheet. The graph in
Fig. 3 shows the reduced amount
of magnetizing force required when
one-piece rectangular frames are
cut from singly oriented and cube -
oriented silicon -iron.

General Electric is also produc-
ing cube -oriented steel experiment-
ally. The firm believes that event-
ually the new material can be
produced at approximately the same
cost as presently used materials. It
adds, however, that it cannot pre-
dict at this time how long it will be
before it is produced in quantity.

Gold Measures
River Flow

RADIOACTIVE GOLD is being used to
test the volume of water flow in a
fast-moving stream. The technique,
originally designed for use in
petroleum refineries, has been
adapted to stream measurement in
the planning of flood control and
irrigation programs and in map -

112 CIRCLE 66 READERS SERVICE CARD



Eimac Klystron Produces
Super Power For Missile Tracker
Development of the super -powered radar ballistic
missile tracker, now in operation at the Lincoln Labora-
tory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, required
an electron tube that would produce tremendous
amounts of RF energy at the desired frequency. Long
experience in pioneering ceramic -metal power klystrons
enabled Eimac to design a super,klystron that efficiently
and reliably produces the tremendous RF pulse power
required for this application. It was built for Continental
Electronics Manufacturing Company, the transmitter
manufacturer, under sponsorship of the Air Research
and Development Command's Rome Air Development
Center of the United States Air Force.

Eimac super -power klystron
being lowered into circuitry
ire Eimac laboratory.

Similar to the tube shown above, this super klystron is
the largest electron tube in the world; even this ten -foot
giant will soon be dwarfed by 17 -foot Eimac klystrons
now under development.
Equipment engineers throughout the world are finding
that the uniqueness of Eimac klystrons makes the
difference in simple, efficient and reliable equipment
design for tropospheric scatter, commercial television,
telephone relay and high power radar applications.
Eimac today manufactures CW and pulse amplifier
klystrons covering the spectrum into the X Band and to
megawatts of power.

For further information on Eimac klystrons write our Application

Engineering Department for a cony of Klystron Facts Case 4

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA
eot C et tie for high power amplifier klystrons

Products Designed and Manufactared by Eirnac

Negative Grid Tubes

Reflex and Amplifies Klystrons

Ceramic Receiving Tubes

Vacuum Tube Accessories

Vacuum Switches

Vacuum Pumps

Includes the most extensive line cf ceramic electron 'ubes



FOR MISSILE AND AIRCRAFT SERVO APPLICATIONS

TRAINSY-41Aq
3.5 - 6 - 1 0 - 16 WATT

SERVII
A/LIPPLAVAER

Completely self-contained, this
"minimum space" unit requires

no externa. power supply, de-
modulator or preamplifier. High

performance servo loop is ob-
tained without added amplifying

elements and achieved by use of
stabilized silicon transistor pre-

amplifier with a high speed, fast
response miniaturized magnetic

amplifier output stage Send for
complete data, Bulletin 100-106.

 Transistor -Magnetic
 High Gain

 1/2 Cycle Response
 Miniaturized

 -55 to plus 100° C

S.160
gi

§1.1

.,-
Wi 20 CHARACTERISTIC-

TRANSFER

.0 I5 10 .5 100 15 2.1

IOU PHASE
-AC INPUT VOLTAGE
.SOTO OHMS IMPEDANCE

'J.;

20 'S -AC OUTPUT..-
0 PHASE

VOLTAGE

5000 OHMS_
o .

40 4
IMPEDANCE

c.n I

MODEL NUMBER MIA -405014X TMA-40601-KX TMA.41001.10I TMA-41601KX

MAXIMUM

OUTPUT POWER
33 6 10 16

TYPICAL

MOTOR LOAD

BuOrd Mk. 14
Kearto11 R119

BuOrd Mk. 7
Keorlott 8110

BuOrd Mk. 8
Keorfolt R111 Rode 0112

REFERENCE

SUPPLY
115 volts, 400 on, single phase

SENSITIvin
RESPONSE

See transfer characteristics
0.0013 acands

AMBIENT

TEMPERATURE
-Sr C to +100 C.

WEIGHT -31 10 I 14 I 20 I 30

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS INC.
632 TINTON AVENUE.  NEW YORK 55, N.Y.  CYPRESS 2.6610

West Coast Division

136 WASHINGTON ST. EL SEGUNDO, CAL.  OREGON 8-2665

ping watershed run-off.
The test, which would have re-

quired several days to complete
with conventional water -flow meas-
urement apparatus, took less than
two hours.

A solution of radioactive gold
particles is dropped into the water.
Then about a mile downstream per-
sonnel measure radiation from the
passing gold with a Geiger counter
on the end of a fishing pole. Cal-
culations based on the number

Sensing head of Geiger counter is lowered
into position in river to gage flow of water
containing radioactive gold

count rate as the gold flows past
disclose how many cubic feet of
water per second move past the
point of measurement. The flow
of the American River in Cali-
fornia was measured at 1,060 cu
ft per sec.

Previously tested under labora-
tory conditions indoors and on the
small Navarro River 100 miles
north of San Francisco, the new
technique promises to save time
and labor in surveying water re-
sources in regions not equipped
with regular gaging stations,
which require dams or weirs to
gather water flow data.

Use of a gold isotope eliminates
any radiation hazard-gold loses
its radioactivity in a few days com-
pared to some metals which retain
it for years.

The technique developed by Cali-
fornia Research Corp. will be avail-
able for general use under license.
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EDISON
sealed thermostats

feature close control,
lasting stability

Edison Sealed Thermostats are widely used in crystal ovens, electronic ovens and
oscillator compartments-and many other electronic components adversely affected
by temperature variations. Capable of maintaining temperatures within 0.2°C, Edison
sealed thermostats offer these special features:

 Slow -make, slow -brake principle, insures small temperan_re differential.
 Protective gas atmosphere minimizes effects of contact arcing under heavy

loads, resulting in high stability.
 Radiant energy, and conducted or convected heat is rapidly transmitted to

the bimetal by the highly conductive gas fill.
 Long bimetal arm is highly sensitive to temperature changes and assures

accurate control, predictable performance.

For complete data on Edison Sealed Thermostats, write for Bulletin Ni 3009B.

Thomas A. Edison Industries
INSTRUMENT DIVISION

54 LAKESIDE AVENUE, WEST ORANGE, N. J.

,vicGRA\Alf

EDISON 1,
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Waveform Rotates Ultrasonic "Jack Hammer" Drill
BY N. K. MARSHALL
Missile Systems Division
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Palo Alto, Calif.

ULTRASONIC ROTATING DRILL is use-
ful for drilling small holes in ce-
ramic magnets, ferrite magnetic
memory cores and other parts made
of glass -hard materials. A shaped
waveform drives the transducer,
producing a novel rotating "jack
hammer" action which increases
drilling speed and accuracy.

The drill was devised after other
drills, abrasives and etches failed
to produce accurate 0.015 inch
holes required in ferrite cores for
experimental purposes. The drill is
adaptable to production needs.

Basic parts of the drill are a
driving oscillator, power amplifier,
magnetostrictive unit, exponential
cone horn and diamond paste -
loaded drills. Operating frequency
is 28 kc. The drill will produce pre-
cision holes as small as 0.005 inch.

A cemented stack of permendur
laminations is used as a magneto -

Operator wears magnifying glass to observe cutting action of ultrasonic drill while
adjusting square wave generator for maximum cutting action and rotary drilling motion

strictive unit, but other core mate-
rial may be used. After the cone is
cemented in place, 50 turns of num-
ber 28 Formvar or Ceroc wire is
loosely wound over the laminations.

This Teflon serves as a spacer until
the coil cement has dried. Flex-
ible cable is attached to the coil. A
ferrite magnet with transverse
field of 30 gausses is inserted

DESIGN TRENDS: Preassembled Indicator Decades

Preassembled strips of numbered indientor lamps form complete
decades for use singly or in combination in computers, annunci-
ators, matrizes and readouts. Designed by Circon Component
Corp.. Goleta, Calif., each decade is assembled and installed in
its channel in a single, automatic feed, punch press operation.
Each channel is mounted with 2 screws or rivets, reducing
number of fastenings for 24 -decade panel from 240 to 48

Standard size is 1/2 by 1 by 6 inches. Incandescent sPrips take
lamps ranging from 1.3 v to 28 v. Strips for neon lamps may
have built-in dropping resistors for line voltage operation.
Normal neon power consumption is 0.04 watt, current drain is
0.0003 amp and average lamp life is 25,000 hours. Lights may
be combined in one strip. Photos show assembled decade
(left), exploded view (center) and rear of unwired panel
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New design 50 ohm attenuator

0 to 132 db in 1 db steps
DC to 500 MC

db attenuation
values. Maximum error at full attenuation 2 db.
"One -knob" control. Super compact design-size
approximately 2Y2" x 2Y2" x 6".

These are characteristics of the new, rugged, sim-
ple -hp- 355A/B attenuators.

-hp- 355A provides 0 to 12 db in 1 db steps. -hp-
355B provides 0 to 120 db in decade steps. To-
gether, 132 db of attenuation from DC to 500 MC
is available, with simplest possible controls, pre -

'MINIM.

-hp- 355A/B Attenuators

mium
shield 50 ohm connector may be used to intercon-
nect the two attenuators.

These new -hp- attenuators have balanced capac-
ities and completely shielded sections. They are en-
closed in a sturdy metal case, yet weigh only PA
pounds.

Ask your -hp- representative to show you these prac-
tical, minimum -space attenuators this week.

SPECIFICATIONS

Attenuation: -hp- 355A, 12 db in 1 db steps. -hp- 3558, 120 db
in 10 db steps

Frequency Range: DC to 500 MC

Overall Accuracy: -hp- 355A, ±0.25 db, DC to 500 MC. -hp-
355B, ±1 db, DC to 250 MC, ±2 db, 250 to 500 MC

Nominal Impedance: 50 ohms
Maximum SWR: 1.2 to 250 MC, 1.5 to 500 MC

Max. Insertion Loss: 0 at DC, 0.4 db at 60 MC, 1 db at 250 MC,
1.5 db at 500 MC

Power Dissipation: 0.5 watt average; 350 v peak
Connectors: BNC

Size: 2-3/16" wide, 2-5/8" high, 6" long. Net weight 11/2
pounds

Price: -hp- 355A, $125.00. -hp- 355B, $125.00

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4643A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

CABLE "HEWPACK" DAVENPORT 5-4451
FIELD ENGINEERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS

offers over 350 quality electronic test instruments
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Drill assemblies at left and right have
permendur magnetostrictive units. Exper-
imental center unit has barium titanate

into the air gap.
Profile of the cone follows an ex-

ponential curve. Dimensions are
calculated using the velocity of
sound in brass, the material used.
A brass rod, 0.013 in diameter,
fitted loosely into a 0.020 inch hole
centered in the end of the cone,
serves as the drill. The loose fit al -
laws the drill to rotate.

The completed assembly is sus-
pended from an adjustable bracket
by a spring or rubber band so that
the drill rod can balance the entire
weight on a thin point. The driving
oscillator can be any instrument
capable of producing square or tri-
angular waves at 20 to 30 kc. A
model 211A Hewlett-Packard gen-
eratOr serves. A 20 to 40 watt
power amplifier, in this case a 30
watt McIntosh, is also employed.

The cores are cemented to 1 inch
plate glass with Duco. The glass is
placed on top of a mirror so the

Bottom of ferrite core is viewed in mirror
placed under glass mounting block. Drill
is suspended from elastic

drill may be seen cutting through
the core bottoms.

The drill is centered on the hole
location. The amplifier is turned
up to 10 or 15 watts. Oscillator fre-
quency is varied until dust appears
at the drill point. Oscillator fre-
quency is then adjusted for maxi-
mum cutting action. The hole is
started dry with a previously -used
drill for greater accuracy. After
the hole is started, bits of diamond
paste are applied with a toothpick
as needed. Amplifier gain is
slightly raised and the waveform
generator readjusted to produce
the rotary action.

After the core is drilled, it is re-
moved from the glass with a razor
blade and slipped onto a paper clip
to prevent loss. The cement is dis-
solved in solvent Fine copper wire
is threaded through the holes to
provide excitation and pickup
windings. Four holes are used.

Dip Brazing Assembles Magnesium Waveguides
BY WILLIAM J. GRAVES

Dalmo Victor Co.
Belmont, Calif.

MAGNESIUM DIP -BRAZED joints
demonstrate sufficient structural
integrity for waveguide systems.
Basic design of some newer wave -
guide systems is influenced by
availability of the method, which is
somewhat similar to aluminum dip
brazing in that parent metal base
filler alloys as well as chloride base
fluxes are used.

Parts are joined by submersion
Magnesium waveguide rotary joints and
flanges ready for flux bath

ENGINEERS
... cross new

frontiers in system
electronics at THE

GARRETT CORPORATION

Increased activity in the
design and production of sys-

tem electronics has created
openings for engineers in the
following areas:

ELECTRONIC AND AIR DATA
SYSTEMS Required are men of proj-
ect engineering capabilities. Also
required are development and
design engineers with specialized

experience in servo -mechanisms,
circuit and analog computer design
utilizing vacuum tubes, transistors,
and magnetic amplifiers.

SERVO -MECHANISMS
AND ELECTRO-MAGNETICS Complete

working knowledge of electromagnet-
ic theory and familiarity with materi-
als and methods employed in the design
of magnetic amplifiers is required.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND
TRANSDUCER DEVELOPMENT

Requires engineers capable of analyz-
ing performance during preliminary
design and able to prepare proposals
and reports.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS
DESIGN Requires engineers skilled

with the drafting and design of light
mechanisms for production in which
low friction, freedom from vibration
effects and compensation of thermo
expansion are important.

HIGH FREQUENCY MOTORS,
GENERATORS, CONTROLS Requires
electrical design engineers with
BSEE or equivalent interested in
high frequency motors, generators
and associated controls.

Send resume of education
and experience today to:

Mr. G. D. Bradley
Nor

THE GARRETT CORPORATION
9851 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

Los Angeles 45, Calif.
DIVISIONS:

AiResearch Manufacturing
Los Angeles

AiResearch Manufacturing
Phoenix

AiResearch Industrial
Rex-Aero Engineering

Airsupply-Air Cruisers
AiResearch Aviation

Service
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COOLING
CAPACITY

AMBIENT AIR

CONTAINER GAS

Full 1.5 kw at 50,000 ft.

ambient pressure altitude

and inlet conditions

as follows:

TEMPERATURE 10°C.

PRESSURE: 1.7 psia

FLOW: 3.6 lb /min

TEMPERATURE: 85'C.

PRESSURE: 20 psia

FLOW: 9.8 lb/min

THE GARRETT

The AiResearch unit shown above solves another critical electronic
cooling problem in the following manner:

The larger fan, at top left of unit, draws cooling ambient air through the
heat exchanger. Simultaneously, the smaller fan, at bottom center of
unit, circulates dense, non-toxic sulfur hexafluoride (SFA) through the
heat exchanger and over the electronic equipment. The cooled gas
maintains the sealed electronic equipment at the desired temperature.

The 20 by 21, inch honeycomb mounting base for the cooling
components is designed by AiResearch to form an integral part of the
pressurized electronic equipment container.

This cooling package, incorporating standard, proved components,
was developed by AiResearch in minimum time. It and other air or
liquid -cooled units for similar purposes are based on almost 20 years
of experience in the development of cooling systems for aircraft,
missile and nuclear applications.

Send us details of your problems or contact the nearest Airsupply or
Aero Engineering office for further information.

CORPORATION
AiResearch Manuracturing Divisions

AERO ENGINEERING OFFICES:
MINEOLA  AT_ANTA  BALTIMORE  BOSTON  CHICAGO  CINCINNATI  COLUMBUS
DETROIT INDIANAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS SYRACUSE  ORLANDO

Los Angeles 45, California  Phoenix, Arizona

AIRSUPPLY OFFICES:
eEVERLY HILLS DENVER FT. NORTH  KANSAS CITY  SAN DIEGO  SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE  TULSA  WICHITA
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Kew!
For any conceivable

counting job!
A new, low power,
light weight, all

transistor, 150 KC
frequency time

counter

Features maximum reliability, long life and small size.
Direct Digital in -line readout, does not require matrix.
Variable time base permits direct reading of results with-
out consideration of transducer conversion factors.

SPECIFICATIONS
Input Frequency Range

0 to 150 kc

Input Sensitivity
0.1 volt rms, with input attenuation in
decade steps

Accuracy
±1 cycle of measured frequency

Crystal Stability
1 cycle/megacycle/frequency

Registration
5 digits

Display Time
Continuously variable up to 5 seconds on
automatic, until reset on manual

Gate Intervals
Selection of gate duration, from 10 micro-
seconds to 10 seconds is available in 10
microsecond increments

Display
Inline. 5 digit readout

Reset
Manual or automatic recycling

Preset Interval Range
10 microseconds to 10 seconds

Accuracy as Interval Generator
±10 microseconds

Recycling Time
10 microseconds maximum

Output
Independent or simultaneous outputs, 10
volts positive, 500 ohms output impedance

Dimensions
8" wide a 12" high x 15" deep

Weight
20 pounds

Output Connections
'Rear Panel lacks

Priced
Competitively with the best
vacuum tube counters '

At last you can have a high quality,
low -power, lightweight, transistorized
150 kc Frequency Time Counter that
combines the precision of a laboratory
instrument with the ruggedness required
for factory applications and will last
indefinitely.

The new Potter Model 860, Frequency
Time Counter, is a small compact instru-
ment. It may be used to perform normal
counting functions and as a timing and
frequency measuring device.

In addition, the Model 860 may be
used as a preset interval generator to
provide preset intervals, delays or counts
saving the cost of an additional instru-
ment when preset interval generating
functions are required.

Timing and frequency features of the
Model 860 include direct measurement
of frequency from 0 to 150 kc, frequency
ratio determination, period measure
ments for 1 or 10 cycles, and time
interval measurements for intervals
from inputs up to 150 kc. Predetermined
counting to any number up to 9999 with
extension in steps of 10 or 100 to,
999900 and external count gating are
additional features.

Call or write the factory or your
Potter Instrument Company representa-
tive for further information or for assis
tance with your counting problems.

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, Inc,
Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, New York

in a molten flux bath whose tem-
perature is below the melting point
of parts to be joined but above the
melting point of the brazing or
filler alloy.

Successful parent material alloys
include MIA and A Z31B (FSI) ;
brazing filler alloy is A Z 125, and
brazing flux is Dow 452.

Parts must be deburred to facili-
tate even filler alloy flow. Parent
metal parts and filler metal are
cleaned by degreasing, light sand-
ing with aloxite cloth or electrolytic
caustic dip, followed by hot water
rinse and air blast drying. Dow has
several other treatments.

Assembly

Filler metal shims and strips can
be formed or stamped. The parts
are assembled in a brazing fixture,
if needed. Proper clearance for
filled metal flow is 0.004 to 0.006
inch per side, depending on joint
size. Staking, self -positioning or
spring -loading fixtures or tack weld-
ing with MIA rod are some methods
of assembly.

Fixtures should be of minimum

Waveguide parts and brazing before as-
sembly in brazing fixture (top)

size to lessen. flux bath temperature
loss and to avoid flux drag -out. Fix-
ture design must avoid flux entrap-
ment and permit free flow of wa-
ter. Corrosion -resistant materials
should be used. Different expan-
sion of magnesium and fixture steel
with temperature must be con-
sidered.

Brazing

The assembly is preheated in an
oven at 850 F to evaporate
moisture and reduce heat loss
of the flux bath. The assembly
is then immediately immersed in
the flux for I minute to .3 minutes,
depending on size. Immersion time
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BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

DEVELOPS NEW COMPACT

COMPUTER FOR

U. S. AIR FORCE

J. A. Githens, B.S. in E.E., Drexel Institute of Technology, and J. A. Baird, Ph.D. in E.E.,
Texas A. & M., check the control panel of Leprechaun, a new high-speed computer which
solves extremely complex problems in one -tenth of a second. Small size and low power are
made possible by new design principles and Bell Laboratories' invention of the transistor.

The United States Air Force assigned Bell Labs
an interesting assignment: develop a new kind of
electronic computer. The major requirement was
greater simplicity. Of course, no computer is sim-
ple, but this one (known as "Leprechaun" to its
designers) is much smaller and simpler than most
of the computers currently in use.

It has only some 9000 electrical compOnents;
5000 of them are transistors. As a result, Lepre-

chaun has less than one-third the components of
conventional computers. This facilitates testing,
experimentation, assembly and service.

Even in its experimental state, Leprechaun is
a stimulating example of great strides in the sim-
plification and miniaturization of circuitry . . . a
problem of profound interest to all Bell Labora-
tories researchers as they develop radically new
equipment for your future telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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The following popular models of LEDEX Rotary Solenoids
will be shipped the same day or the day after receipt of
order . . . in quantities up to 9 of each model.

MODELS AVAILABLE WITH . . .

Three tapped holes in
armature plate and scroll
type return spring ... or
shaft extension arma-
ture end, dust cover and
scroll type return spring

. . . or shaft extension
base end, dust cover and
scroll type return spring

MODEL
NUMBER

ROTATION
R OR L

TORQUE VALUES
POUND INCHES

BD1E 25 .34
45° .10

BD2E 250 .54
450 .24

BD3E 25° 1.18
45° .68
671/2° .28

BD4E 25° 2.92
45° 1.22
95° .32

BD5S 25° 7.05
450 3.15
95° .60

28 D.C. OR 115 A.C. RECTIFIED

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 10-57-S
contains complete engineering
data on all models available

for immediate delivery

f7fZeegea
I N

123 WEBSTER STREET, DAYTON, OHIO

IN CANADA: Marsland Engineering Ltd., Kitchener, Ontario
IN EUROPE: NSF Ltd., 31-32 Alfred Place, London, England

NSF, GmbH, Further Strasse 101a, Nurnberg, Germany

Waveguide in fixture after brazing

Spring fixture used to hold rotary joint
and waveguide assembly

should be the minimum required
for filler flow because alloying of
filler with parent metal would wash
out or undercut the joint.

After removal from flux bath,
the assembly is allowed to cool
to about 600 F and then plunged
into boiling water to remove the
bulk of frozen flux. A 1 -minute
dip in Dow 1 is followed by a 2 -
hour boil in a 5 -percent sodium
dichromate solution. Finish ma-
chining or protective coating com-
pletes the joint.

Preliminary tests of lap joints
indicates shear strength of 12,000
to 14,000 psi. Various configura-
tions withstand internal pressure
of 35 psi. Percentage of leakers
is less than 1 percent. Some
strength loss in the parent material
may occur.

Moldable Boards for
Printed Wiring
A NEW MANUFACTURING process for
printed wiring boards eliminates
etching or plating and permits
molding of three-dimensional board
shapes at the same time that the
circuit is molded. Hole concentra-
tion can be twice that of punched
XXXP parts, and holes can be
tapered or stepped in depth freedom
of creative designing. In addition,
the technique forms a resin skin
seal over all edges and hole walls,
reducing moisture absorption.

The molding material for the
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process, a cellulose sheet impreg-
nated with a Bakelite phenolic
resin, is supplied uncured by Rog-
ers Corp., Rogers, Conn.

Basically, the technique consists
of a die -stamping or die -blanking
operation which fixes the design on
the board, and a molding operation
which fully cures the board.

In the first step, an adhesive -
backed copper sheet is laid over the
uncured board and the circuit pat-
tern stamped into it. The punch im-
presses the copper below the surface
of the board, adhering those parts
which will form the circuit. Excess
copper is then stripped away by
hand for salvage as scrap.

Raised pattern on heated die corresponds
to desired printed wiring pattern

Copper sheet is placed over die first,
then uncured board

To complete the operation, the
board is fed to a standard compres-
sion molding press, where its final
mechanical and electric properties
are obtained by curing at the proper
time, temperature, and pressure cy-
cle. The mold cavity reproduces
the design features of the finished
board. Once the design is printed
and the board cured, the assembly
is completed in the conventional
manner by mounting the electric
components and dip soldering.

An inherent advantage of this
molding process is the formation of

62
6 3SECOND

aw,

11

MAGMETER

DETECTOR
CHARACT'ERISTICS

Airpex
Type F-S132 Megroeter

detector oper-

ate. entirely
from the input signal.60 ± 3 CPS (other ranges

0 11 special order)
ACCORACr:

Linear within
IA of mid-scale frequency

Reprocluceable
to 1'14%

of aid-scale

INPUT:
Approx. I W of signal power

OUTPUT:
50 Aa at 6,3 CPS

(0 at 57 CPS) into load

of .2200 ohms maximumENLOSURV:
Hermetically

sealed rectangular
can

a.aa' .7 -put solder hook header

1 4" x z 3" with
four 6-.32

bolt -down studs

111 11M1111111MIMOM,
111111.11.111wEmmy FREQUENCY DETECTOR
mummy

11.10'11111MI is used for direct frequency indications
Mr or for servo frequency control. Because
UW
E r of its stability, the Magmeter detector

ilmi ir
simplifies telemetering equipment and

"IMF automatic generator controllers. It is
excellent for constant -speed servos. It
requires no reference.

Measure Frequency of

60 -CPS Power Accurately

Output current of Airpax Magmeter detector Type
F-5132 is directly proportional to frequency deviation.

Response is rapid. Detector can be used-
(1) to display frequency directly on a panel meter,

(2) to record frequency on a chart recorder, or
(3) to control generator through follow-up loop.

A- 4, o

56
49,ti r FROL/NCY

/N CYCLE'S
FE17

59
C144,94CrER/ST/C

OF 4/RP4X
rYFE F-5132

60
6/

14041
PRODUCTS

tiparrFredri ENGINEERS
c& Company,

Seminole
Division,

Fort Lauderdale,
Florida

DESIGNERS
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on

you can wind your filter coils
WITHOUT CORE ADJUSTMENTS

pre -adjusted
filter cores
 guaranteed effective permeabilities within `3%, -=2%
or 1=1% of specifications, instead of the usual 10% to
50% spread

 measured, adjusted and grouped for magnetic charac-
teristics at the factory

 a complete line of pot -type ferrite cores from 5/8" to 13/4"
diameter, with bobbins and hardware for each size

 available in quantity to manufacturers of communica-
tions, telemetering and computer equipment

There's Nothing Else
Even Remotely Like These
Pre -Adjusted Potcores

by fe
Write for literature describing standard sizes available from stock, exact
permeability values, and number of turns required for any given inductance.

FERROXCUBE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
50 East Bridge Street, Saugerties, New York

e
Manufacturers of ferrite cores for recording heads, magnetic memories, TV flyback transformers,

pulse transformers, filters, inductors, high frequency shields and power transformers.

Removing punched and trimmed cured
board from press, ready for use as
behind -dashboard wiring for automobile.
Dash lamp sockets snap into molded holes

Auto radio printed circuit, showing copper
punched into molding board, pattern on
board with excess copper stripped away,
and final molded circuit

a resin skin on all surfaces of the
board during the cure cycle. This
furnishes a protective seal over
edges and holes, appreciably reduc-
ing moisture absorption. In addi-
tion, a safety factor may be in-
corporated, where necessary, by
molding a cover sheet of the same
material as the circuit board over
the printed circuit. The molding
boards themselves are available in
thicknesses from 0.031 inch through
0.125 inch. Heavier thicknesses can
be obtained by molding two or more
boards together.

Dispenser Jig Feeds
Single Laminations
A LAMINATION DISPENSER and coil
holder have speeded and improved
the process of interleaving lamina-
tions in plastic -shell transformer
coils at Lenkurt Electric Co., San
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Arrangement of four lamination dispens-
ers, with stacking jig in center

Operator withdraws lamination from bot-
tom of stack with one finger

Carlos, Calif. The idea, originated
by Dave Tiedemann of the firm's
Transformer Dept., results in less
lamination scrap through reduced
handling of the laminations, which
are now easily drawn from a dis-
penser -type jig.

Previously, laminations were
picked out of a box or from piles
arranged at the operator's work
space. Operators now can use both
hands for stacking, since the coil
is held firmly by a phenolic block
and spring. Before, one hand was

in cloud and bubble chambers

in radiation detecting equipment

win gas discharge devices

 as protective atmospheres for
crystal growing

Rare gases produced by LINDE are continuously analyzed by mass
spectrometer, gas chromatography, and chemical and physical
methods. These analytical checks assure you of the purest rare
gases obtainable.

LINDE argon, neon, helium, xenon and krypton are available
in one- and two -liter glass bulbs, or in steel cylinders urider pres-
sure. Mixtures of gases are also available to your specifications.
Prompt delivery is assured.

For detailed data on the physical and electrical properties of
LINDE Rare Gases, write Dept. BD -4, LINDE COMPANY, Division of
Union Carbide Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17,
N.Y. Offices in other principal cities. In Canada: Linde Company,
Division of Union Carbide Canada Limited.

The terms "Linde"
and "Union Carbide"
are registered
trade -marks of Union
Carbide Corporation.

A LEADING PRODUCER OF NATURE'S RAREST GASES
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All the unusual
qualities required
by precision
equipment

-ochnord

RESISTANCE
WIRE

 FOR HIGH SPECIFIC
RESISTANCE

 LOW TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT AND LOW
THERMAL EMF TO COPPER

 GREAT STABILITY
OVER WIDE TEMPERATURE

RANGES

U

z.04

ig

1-12
V

EVANOHM is recommended
for all precision applications
where complete dependability
over a wide temperature range is
essential. It is especially well
suited for aircraft instruments,
guided missiles, rockets and
other airborne equipment.

EVANOHM RESISTANCE CURVE

Positive TC-

Negate,* TC

-so -40 40 80 120 160

TEMPERATURE IN 'C

ANALYSIS - Ni 74.75%, Cr. 20.00%,
Al 2.75%, Cu 2.50%
CORROSION RESISTANCE - Excellent
RESISTIVITY -800 ohms per circular mil
foot (134 microhm cm.)
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF ELECTRI.
CAL RESISTANCE - Plus or minus .00002
ohms max. per ohm per degree centigrade
between -50°C. and +150°C.
THERMAL E.M.F. VS. COPPER -.0025 my.
per deg. between -50° and +105°C.
(max.)
NON-MAGNETIC

HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH IN FINE SIZES
- 150,000 to 200,000 p.s.i.
WORKABILITY-May be readily welded or
brazed and soft soldered with special care.
AVAILABLE IN: (A) Bare wire .0005 and
heavier. (B) Enamelled .0179 and finer.
(C) Formex .0008 to .0113. (D) Silk, cot-
ton, nylon and glass .0179 to .0015.

a patented, exclusive alloy produced by

WILBUR B.
DRIVER CO.

*Reg. Trade Name
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

IN CANADA
Canadian Wilbur B. Driver Co., Ltd.

85 King Street East, Toronto 1

Phenolic block and spring hold coil,
freeing both hands

needed to hold the coil. The new
process increases stacking speed
about 20 percent.

Panels Hold
Taper -Pins

A COMPACT TAPER -PIN panel as-
sembly meeting flexibility require-
ments of electronic equipment for
a missile launcher has been devel-
oped by Burndy Corp., Norwalk,
Conn. The panels take the firm's
new Stapin solderless taper pins.

Inserting Stapin-terminated conductors in
panels of holding frame

Versatility is achieved with an
aluminum frame in which shielded
panels are snapped and locked.
While a frame will accommodate
as many as five or eight panels,
no more need be used than each
application requires. The frames
can also take bussed panels, panels
for coaxial cable, or grounding in-
serts. The taper -pin sockets are
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molded into the panel.
Insertion of Stapin-terminated

wires into the panel is speeded by
an insertion tool in which the pin
is locked by a twisting action and
from which it is released only when
the inserting cycle is completed.
Uniform, tool-controled impact se-
cures the pin in the panel socket,
from which it can be removed with
a pair of needle -nose pliers. The
Stapins are made from solid stock,
eliminating seams that might be
opened by the impact of insertion,
or weak points that could easily
bend and break.

Adhesive Foam Tape

Tape is pressed on radio dial and cut with
scissors, for cushioning and dust exclusion

PLASTIC FOAM TAPE with chemi-
cally cemented adhesive backing is
used as cushioning, sealing, dust -
excluding or sound proofing ma-
terial for components, instruments
or housings.

The foam is a polyurethane. A
polyvinyl -chloride foil laminated to
the foam forms the carrier for a
pressure -sensitive, inorganic ad-
hesive. A peel -off tape protects the
adhesive until use. Maximum serv-
ice temperatures are 212 F dry
heat, 140 F wet heat or 250 F in-
termittently.

Supplied in various widths to
18i inches and thicknesses of Is, I
and inch, the tape can be cut by
scissors or dies and made fast by
light pressure. American distrib-
utor is United Mineral and Chemi-
cal Corp., New York, N. Y., for P.
Beiersdorf Co., West Germany.

the
head

of the
fcxmilar

Illustrated on the
right are some of
the many possible
mounting variations
available.

The Couch Type 4A relay
heads a family of rugged re-
lays - relays that can with-
stand the extremes of shock,
vibration, and acceleration -
all because of a unique pat-
ented rotary armature design.
The 4A design will answer
your dry circuit switching
problems too. Our Bulletin
132 will tell you more. Write
for it today.

IMPORTANT
SPECIFICATIONS

Contacts: 4PDT 14 Form Cl

Size & weight:
1342" D x 11/2" It, 3.2 ot.

Pull -in power: 1/2 watt

Ambient temperature:
-65°C to 125°C

Vibration resistance:
20G, 5 to 2000 cps

Shock resistance:
75G operating
200G non -operating

A Subsidiary of S. H. Couch Co., Inc.

3 Arlington Street
North Quincy, Mass.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Data Recorders Push Ahead

TELECTRO INDUSTRIES

Benefit Systems Designer
TODAY'S weapons systems and other complex designs require that human
participation in the computation process be held to an absolute min-
imum. This points up the need for data processing equipment.

Telectro Industries Corp., 35-16 37th St., Long Island City, N. V.,
(275) announces model TR-781, an airborne two -speed data recorder
consisting of four shock mounted major units and a portable test meter.
It is designed primarily for recording, simultaneously, data from 14 tele-
metering channels of d -c to 100 kc information. The unit accommodates
1 -in, wide by 2,400 ft long magnetic tape on 101 in. diameter reels.

For recording on -off events, Sanborn Co., 175 Wyman St., Waltham,
54, Mass. (276), has available 4, 8, 16, 24 and 32 -channel event recorders.
The portable units consist of standard recorders with a four -styli
Multi -Marker in place of each conventional galvanometer. To supply
Multi -Marker coil power, a series of special transistor amplifiers has also
been developed. Input impedance is 3,000 ohms (min.), with 2 v (max).

Fischer & Porter Co., Hatboro, Pa. (277), has introduced a data
logger which can handle anywhere from 200 to 2,000 input variables
depending on the scanning method used. It performs a variety of func-
tions and records all readings on an automatic typewriter in digital form.
If desired, readings can be recorded on a punched tape which can then
be used with an analog computer for closed -system control of the process
variables.

Model 204-Al2 dynamic temperature and strain recorder is offered by
Allegany Instrument Co., Inc., 1091 Wills Mountain, Cumberland, Md.
(278). It features 12 channels of simultaneous data in addition to a
calibrated linear time base and zero time on a 10 in. wide by 311 in.
long record.

For more information use READER SERVICE CARD

Push Button Switch
double -pole model
GRAYIIILL, INC., 561 Hillgrove
Ave., La Grange, Ill. The com-
pany's line of miniature push but-
ton switches has been extended to
include a new precision -built
double pole model. It is a silent -
action, momentary contact, dpst
switch, which is rated ampere,
115 v a -c, resistive load. It is

claimed to have a life expectancy of
over 100,000 operations (manual).

Housing and button are of elec-
trical grade molded phenolic. The
switch is equipped with 15/32 in. -
32 threaded mounting bushing with
a hex nut. Designated as Model
33-1, it is now being furnished as

116
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Fidelity of 404 push-button
attenuation is shown in the

multiple exposure of a 1 usec
pulse. The dh levels shown are

11/2, 11/2, 31/2, 51/2, 7"2 and 91 2

0.018 usec
RISE TIME

100,000 pps
REP. RATE

Repetition rates up to 100,000 pps, manual trigger
for single pulse

0.018 usec maximum pulse rise and fall time

Pulse width continuously adjustable from 0.05 to
100 usec

50 volts maximum output into 50 ohm impedance

59.5 db of attenuation in 0.5 db steps with no pulse
degradation

Hard tube circuitry eliminates jitter due to hydro-
gen thyratron erratic firing.

The Du Mont 404 Pulse Generator sets new standards
for stability and versatility, outmoding pulse genera-
tors employing hydrogen thyratrons. The performance
of the 404 reflects the entirely new "hard -tube"
circuitry concept employed.

The capabilities of the 404 provide excellent facili-
ties for ultra -high frequency studies at moderate cost.
Its hair -line firing of sharp -edged pulses, push-button
stepped attenuation, high rep rate, minimum jitter,
easy -to -use front panel and control layout, internal
delay from 2 usec before trigger to 100 usec after-
all add up to a multiple use instrument that's good for
years of dependable performance.

Rack -mounting model $690

Write For Complete Technical Details

DU MONI
-6/411

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT SALES DEPARTMENT, ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC,
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normally open (with red button).
Complete details and prices are
available. Circle 279 on Reader
Service Card.

Audio Oscillator
ultrastable, subminiature

C G ELECTRONICS CORP., SllbSidi-
an, of Gulton Industries, Inc., 212
Durham Ave., Metuchen, N. J.,
has developed an ultrastable sub-
miniature adjustable audio oscilla-
tor. It can be used as a stable tone
modulator for energizing frequency
sensitive relays in remote locations.
Additional applications include its
use as remote frequency audio de-
coders.

The oscillators are can mounted
for plug-in construction and are
available in frequency ranges from
200 to 1,000 cps. Characteristics
include short period drift of 0.1 cy-
cle and less than 0.5 percent over
a temperature range of 0 to 150 F.
Additional characteristics are: dis-
tortion, less than 5 percerit; rms
output, 0 to 30 v; and voltage drift
tolerance, 0.1 percent shift range
33 percent. Circle 280 on Reader
Service Card.

Amplifier Relay
for lower surface speeds

ELLC I RO PRODUCT S LABORATORIES,

INC., 4500 N. Ravenswood Ave.,

Chicago 40, Ill., has devised a new
over/under magnetic amplifier
speed control relay for lower surface
speeds.

Designed for use with a mag-
netic pickup which may be
mounted near a rotating gear,
model 3440 tubeless amplifier and
relay will operate either over or
under a preset critical speed. The
chassis fits in a commercially avail-
able JIC approved wiring box.

Gear teeth passing the pickup at
0.005 in. spacing and traveling 40
to 50 ips peripheral speed provide
a signal which is amplified by this
device to provide spdt switching
of electrical loads up to 5 ampere
noninductive. Critical speed for
the relay is set by adjusting spac-
ing between the magnetic pickup
and actuating metal. Circle 281
on Reader Service Card.

Oximeter Amplifier
used in medical research

ENSCO ENGINEERING SPECIALTY
CO., P. 0. Box 19, Sugarhouse Sta-
tion, Salt Lake City 6, Utah. The
logarithmic Oximeter amplifier has
been developed for use in conjunc-
tion with a Waters' type Cuvette
or Earpiece. The nonlinear output
of the Cuvette or Earpiece is fed
directly into the Oximeter amplifier
which incorporates all circuits and
adjustments necessary for system
balancing and calibration. The
output of the amplifier is a voltage
which is directly proportional to
oxygen saturation or concentration
of dye in blood flowing through
the Cuvette or Earpiece, and it may
be used to drive galvanometers,
oscilloscopes or pen type recording
equipment.

Use of this amplifier virtually
eliminates the need for calibration

from Van Slyke oxygen concentra-
tion determinations. Two -point
calibration for oxygen saturation is
accomplished quickly by observing
outputs corresponding to zero and
100 percent saturation. Two -point
dye curve calibration is accom-
plished by observing outputs cor-
responding to control blood and a
blood sample with known dye
concentration.

Two models of the Oximeter
amplifier are available. The OSA-1
is a single channel unit. The
OSA-2 is a dual channel unit with
independent input and output cir-
cuits and a common power supply.
Circle 282 on Reader Service Card.

Limit Switches
two -circuit devices
MICRO SWITCH, a Division of Min-
neapolis-Honevwell, Freeport, Ill.
A pair of new two -circuit limit
switches that are compact in size
and have high electrical capacities
is now available. These precision
limit switches include a roller -
plunger -actuated switch and a
(push or in -line) plunger -actuated
switch.

I roller -plunger switch (5LSI)
which is especially effective for
cam or slide operations, can be ro-
tated 90 deg from the switch cover
plate. The plunger -actuated type
(2LSI) offers a lull in. of 'over -
travel. Both are completely sealed
and are highly resistant to abuse
and wear.

Contact arrangements of the two
switches are double -throw two -cir-
cuit, single -pole double -break. A
spdt unit can be obtained by tying
together one normally -open and
one normally -closed terminal and
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recording satellite tracking
signals - on 16 channels of

SA.1STBORNT
SYSTEM'S

Radio tracking of IGY earth satellites poses some of the most
difficult problems - and is one of the more elaborate phases - of

the entire satellite program. The Minitrack tracking system, developed
by the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, receives the satellite's signals
and converts them for recording on 8 -channel Sanborn oscillographic
recording systems.

At each of ten stations in the Minitrack chain, two 8 -channel
Model 158-5475 Sanborn systems with 150-2900VA Dual Channel
DC Amplifiers record the data. Of the 16 Minitrack variables fed to
the Sanborn systems, five are timing information and tracking system
performance data, the remaining 11 relating to the satellite's position,
Voltage analogs developed from phase angles of 5 signals will deter-
mine position. Since the analogs vary from 0-60 volts at rates up to
120 volts per second, with flyback from full scale to zero in less than
1 millisecond, the high linearity of the Sanborn recording systems be-
comes extremely important. Six more "position" channels will be used
for digital recording-three for an "east -west" antenna pair, three for a
"north -south" antenna pair. Because these recordings must be clearly
readable to 1 part in 1000, each of the three channels will record tenths,
hundredths and thousandths individually as shown in the actual digital
recording of signals of the satellite transmitter carried in an airplane.
To insure clean, easily read records, the Sanborn systems must record
signals varying from 0 to 0.9 of full scale in a few milliseconds and
recover from the transient in less than 15 milliseconds. The trace in
the margin of the recording is serial coded timing information.

Ask Sanborn for specific recommendations on your oscillographic
recording problems. Short form folder, or complete 16 page catalog,
available on request.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
SANBORN COMPANY
1 75 WYMAN STREET, WALTHAM 5 4, MASS.

... recording the answers to
industrial design,

production and
field testing problems

Flexible Sanborn "150" systems with inter-
changeable plug-in Preamplifiers are solving
countless measurement and recording problems in
industry. Basic advantages of these systems include
clear, inkless recordings in true rectangular co-
ordinates; 1% linearity; choice of 13 front ends
including 11 plug-in Preamps; single to 8 -channel
systems; console or separate case housing. For
analog computer readout, extensive use is made
of Sanborn "150" systems equipped with Dual -
Channel DC Amplifiers (as used in the Minitrack
equipment), and the compact new 6- and 8 -
channel ''5490" and "5495" mobile console
systems wth the 183 Programmer for a utomatiC
Control of various sequences.
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TRANSISTOR
TRANSFORMERS
from

HERMETIC
High compression
nals. Drawn
slot mtg. 15/16"
11/4 oz. Baked

stock!
MIL CASE (M -AG)
Hermetic. Ceramic compression
terminals 1"xl"xl%"H. Wt. 23/6
oz. MIL -T -27a Grade 4, class R.

(M -H) --.-'
glass termi-

hermetic case We"
dia.x17/16"H. Wt.

grey enamel.

MOLDED (M -M)
Epoxy cast. Resists environ-

I mental extremes, for plug-in
printed circuits, .040 pins. %"

0
x P/32" x %"H. Wt. 13/4 OZ.

POTTED (M -A) .:I

Aluminum case. Lug terminal
board, II/16" mtg. with 2-56
screws, %" dia. x 13/16"H. Wt.
11/4 oz.

PLUG-IN (M -P)
Octal plug base. Sealed plastic
housing 13/32" dia. x 115/32"H.
Wt 2 oz.

OPEN FRAME TAB MTG
(M-FPB) /Miniature size. Resin impreg-

nation, 4" color coded vinyl
leads, 13/46" x P/64" x 27/32"H.
Wt. 1% oz.

----

Th---.
OPEN FRAME (VM-F)
Veri-miniature size. Resin im-
pregnation, 4" color coded

, leads for dip soldering. 7/16"x
': 'h'' x7/16" H. Wt..16 oz.

OPEN FRAME (UM -F)
Ultra -miniature size. Resin im-
pregnation, 4" color coded
leads for dip soldering 3/6" x

/32" X3/8" H. Wt. .08 oz.

STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS

Los Angeles, Calif. Graybar Electric Co.
Oakland, Calif. W. D. Brill Co.
Hartford, Conn. Moses Radio Electronics Co.
Washington, D. C. Kenyon Radio Supply Co.
Cambridge, Mass. Electrical Supply Corp.
Minneapolis, Minn. Harry Starks, Inc.
Jamaica, N. Y. Peerless Radio Dist.
Mineola, N. Y. Arrow Electronics Inc.

Write TODAY for catalog and price ,list
of the complete MICROTRAN line.

MICHOT11111
company, Inc.
145 E. MINEOLA AVE.,
VALLEY STREAM, N. Y.

using this as a common terminal.
Electrical rating for the LS series

is: 10 amperes, 120, 240 or 480
v a -c; I hp, 120 v a -c; 1 hp, 240 v
a -c; 0.8 ampere, 115 v d -c; 0.4
ampere, 230 v d -c; 0.1 ampere, 550
v d -c. Pilot duty rating is 600 v
a -c ,maximum. Circle 283 on
Reader Service Card.

Pulse Transformer
for digital recorders
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE Co.,
401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8,
Pa., announces a new pulse trans-
former for high speed digital re-
cording applications. The trans-
former, series 70-3420, is suitable
for high current magnetic record-
ing head drive circuits. Primary
and secondary as well as two sec-
ondaries are close coupled to per-
mit use as a read-write circuit.

Packaging is designed for close
stacking and maximum utilization
of space. The entire unit is potted
in a special high temperature mois-
ture resistant epoxy. Turns ratio of
1:2:1 can be modified to match
circuits for various heads. Circle
284 on Reader Service Card.

Multicontact Relay
small size, low cost
STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., Pitman,
N. J., has introduced a new 180

frame midget telephone type relay
featuring a wide variety of flexing
spring contact arrangements in
small size and at minimum cost. It
finds wide use in low power mili-
tary as well as in computer and
other commercial equipment.

A maximum of 16 flexing contact
springs can be supplied with 8

springs in each of two stacks. Min-
imum power requirements are on
the order of 100 mw per pole.
Standard coils for open -type relays
withstand ambient temperatures to
85 C. Special coils are available for
ambients of 125 C or for use in
enclosed and hermetically -sealed
relay types.

Standard contacts are nominally
rated 115 v a -c and 28 v d -c non -
inductive at 5 amperes for silver
and 2 amperes for palladium con-
tacts. For voice or low level cir-
cuits, other contacts such as gold
alloy or bifurcated palladium can
be furnished. Circle 285 on Reader
Service Card.

Megohmmeter
battery operated
FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC.,
1722 Weirfield St., Brooklyn 27,
N. Y., has introduced their new
500 v d -c test potential portable
megohmmeter, model 2030. This
is a battery operated instrument
with a transistor power supply.
Especially suited for measuring
leakage of transformers, cables and
insulating materials wherever the
power line is inaccessible or where
battery operation is more desirable.

Resistance values are indicated
on a 3 -in. expanded scale meter

CIRCLE 79 READERS SERVICE CARD
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protected against overload. Low
resistance in series with compon-
ent under test provides very short
charging time. Calibration posi-
tion  is provided to check accuracy
of 500 v test potential. The 500 v
test supply is regulated. Resistance
is 5 megohms to 10 million meg-
ohms. Accuracy is ± 3 percent to
100,000 megohms, ± 5 percent to
10 million megohms. Voltage on
unknown is 500 v d -c. Circle 286
on Reader Service Card.

Hybrid Tube
used in automobile radios
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS

INc., 1740 Broadway, New York
19, N. Y. A new addition to the
12-v line, the 12DL8 is a miniature
9 -pin combined twin diode and
space grid tetrode with independent
unipotential cathodes. The diode
section is intended for use as a de-
tector while the tetrode section
is a power amplifier designed to
drive the transistor audio output
stages. All tube elements, including
the heater, operate at a potential
of 12 v which is obtained directly
from the automobile battery. Cir-
cle 287 on Reader Service Card.

Accelerometers
weigh only 0.5 gram
COLUMBIA RESEARCH LABORA-
TORIES, MacDade Blvd. and Bul-

PRINTS FOR

IQUOTATION

SPURS HELICALS WORM AND WORM GEARS STRAIGHT BEVELS

LEAD SCREWS  RATCHETS  CLUSTER GEARS  RACKS  INTERNALS  ODD SHAPES

1021 PARMELE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
CIR:LE 80 ON READERS SERVICE CARD

PORTABLE!
ONLY 221/2 lbs.

NUTRON
regulated DC

POWER SUPPLY
For lab, field or industry. Features con-

tinuously variable output, vernier adjust-
ment, sloping front panel, easily -read
21/2" meters, rated for full load current over
entire voltage range, line cord storage in
rear.

Model PR -I00

$195.00 f.o.b. N. Y.

SPECIFICATIONS
 AC Input: 105-125 V, 50-60 cps.
 DC Output: 120-300 V, 0-100 ma.
 Regulation: line 0.5% for variations from

105-125 V; load 0.1% for no load to
full load.

Internal Impedance: less than 4 ohms.
Ripple & Noise: less than 5 my rms.
Polarity: either terminal may be grounded.

 Overall size (HWD): 8 5/8 " x 6 1/2 " x 1 6 7/8 "
Finish: grey wrinkle.

Model PR -200: same specifications as above except cur-
rent rating is 0-200 ma.

Price: $225.00, f.o.b., N.Y.

Write for Bulletin E-1-17.

NUTRON mfg. co. inc.
67 monroe avenue, staten island 1, n. y.
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FOR VARIETY, AVAILABILITY,

ECONOMY AND QUALITY...

*Translation: You Can't Beat The Bendix "Supermarket"

Before you specify rotating compo-
nents, make sure you talk to Bendix.

Because we produce a greater
variety and greater volume of rotat-
ing components every day than any-
one else, we have become the
"supermarket" of the industry, offer-
ing you availability and economy
with finest quality.

Our line includes the following,
built to practically any specs you
could want:

Synchros and resolvers  Temperature -
compensated tach generators and motor -
driven tachs  Low -inertia servo motors
and motor generators  Motor gearheads
and component packages  External slip
ring synchros  Analog-digital converters
 Gyros  Radar antenna devices.

You'll find your best values at the
Bendix "Supermarket". Try us.
District Offices: Burbank and San Francisco, Calif.; Doyton,
Ohio; Washington, D. C.; Seattle, Wash.; and Miami
Springs, Fla.-Export Sales 8 Service: Bendix International,
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Eclipse -Pioneer Division
TETERBORO, N. J.

AVIATION CORPORATION

lens Lane, Woodlyn, Pa. A line of
subminiature accelerometers of the
600 series, featuring light weight
and small size have been developed
for shock and vibration measure-
ments of small components and
systems.

The transducers employ barium
titanate in compression for the
sensing element attaining a high
natural frequency of 150 kc and a
sensitivity of 1 my/g. An accelera-
tion range extending from 1 g to
40,000 g with a frequency coverage
from 5 cps to 50 kc provide wide
operational characteristics. The
units are equipped with 6 ft lengths
of new subminiature low -noise
cable designed for extreme flexi-
bility to minimize spurious re-
sponse of the test system resulting
from whipping effects and cable
loading. Circle 288 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Voice Recorder
now battery -operated
SOUNDSCRIBER CORP., Middletown
Ave., North Haven, Conn., an-
nounces their portable dictation
machine is now available in a bat-
tery -operated version. Four flash-
light -size dry cells deliver 6 V to
both the 4 -transistor amplifier and
the drive motor. Battery life is
claimed to be 8 hr for standard
cells and 20 hr for the heavy-duty
type, making for an operating cost
of 5¢ an hour.

The stylus embosses 260 ]pi on a
3k -in. vinyl disk which rotates at
33-+ rpm. A square spindle and
center hole prevent slippage during
recording, while permitting com-
patibility with standard LP record
players. Playing time is 71 min on
each side and blanks sell at 5¢
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each. Space and weight arc saved
by using the small dynamic micro-
phone as a speaker as well.

The packaging of the recorder
comprises its own case and carry-
ing handle. Overall weight is 6
pounds, and the unit will easily fit
the average dispatch case with
room to spare for papers and per-
sonal articles. Circle 289 on Read-
er Service Card.

Test Oscillator
battery -operated
ALECTRA DivisioN, Consolidated
Electrodynamics Corp., 325 North
Altadena Drive, Pasadena, Calif.
Model 20A portable test oscillator,
featuring all -transistor circuitry,
printed wiring and self-contained
power supply, is continuously vari-
able over a frequency range of 15
cps to 150 kc at a source impedance
of less than 0.5 ohm.

The unit will maintain its output
level within ± 2 percent as its
frequency is changed from 15 cps
to 150 kc. Its output impedance
is less than 1 ohm. As a result, the
impedance of the circuit into which
it is operating can vary from 400
ohms to megohms without affect-
ing the output level of the oscilla-
tor.

Normal warm-up period re-
quired by vacuum -tube equipment
is eliminated, since inherent char-
acteristics of transistors permit in-
stant operation. The absence of
drift caused by vacuum tube
warm-up assures stable readings as
soon as the instrument is turned
on.

The 20A's compact, self-con-
tained power supply (7 mercury
cells) provides complete independ-
ence from line power and guaran-
tees freedom from disturb:inces

Yowl Best

Source Is

\SW
HERE'S WHY: You can
order in quantity and in
a wide variety of sizes-
and be certain of complete
uniformity throughout.
Our strict density control
assures you thoroughly
non -porous Teflon-
free from any flaws which
might possibly affect
your end use or product.
Dimensions are accurate
to your most critical
tolerances-no rejects,
waste of material or loss
of time. You get product
purity-Teflon at its
best in every one of its
remarkable characteristics.
Delivery is prompt-you
get the quantity you
want when you want it.

Since the availability of
Teflon, "John Crane"
engineers have worked
with Industry to successfully
solve innumerable problems and
develop new applications. You can
benefit from their experience
and know-how.

Thickness Nominal

Inches Size

IA; 12 x 12
342 18 x 18
13/4

24 x 24
2/6 36 x 36*

48 x AD*3/4

Ve

1/2 & Up
* Con be furnished

in V2 sheets

DIAMETER INCHES

3/4 1

sA6 11A6

% 1/4

7A6 1 %

1/2 1 YI
9A6 1 1/2

5/6 1 %
3/4 2

7/6 23/4

2'/2
3

Other diameters
on specification

TYPICAL SIZES

INCHES

O. D. I. D.
% 1/4

1/2 VI
3/4 1/2

1 3/4

11/2 1

21/2 11/2

3 13/4

SHEET

TUBING
Characteristics of Teflon

CHEMICAL
Completely inert.

ELECTRICAL
Very high dielectric strength.
Extremely low power factor.

THERMAL
Temperature range
--300 to +500 F.

MECHANICAL
Strong, flexible, weather
resistant.

LOW COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
Absolutely non-stick.

* DuPont Trademark

Request full information and ask for our bulletin, The Best in Teflon.
Crane Packing Co., 6402 Oakton St., Morton Grove, 111., (Chicago Suburb)

In Canada : co, 0, Ltd.,
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ELI N POWER
OSCILLATORS ...

to "System -mate" Your Equipment
Requirements!

CABINET MODEL
DK-102 (2 watts)
DK-106 (6 watts)

RACK MODEL
DK-102R (2 watts)
DK-106R (6 watts)

Pot. Pending.

In applications concerning strain gauges,
bridge -type transducers, time correlation,

precision 400 cycle gyro testing, process
control and preflight missile checkout,

ELIN Precision Power Oscillators prove
compatible and, in combination with other

equipments, readily yield superior systems!

The desirable features of ultra -precise
frequency and amplitude stability,

low distortion and high output power
capacities, make ELIN Precision Power

Oscillators the ideal "System -mate" in
these applications, and are derived from an

exclusive High -Q LC tuned circuit and a
special voltage -sensitive bridge

combined in a circuit employing a
large amount of negative feedback.

FREQUENCY (FIXED) -250 cps. to 15,000 cps. VOLTAGE (OUTPUT) -10, 30 & 100 volts RMS,
all with floating center -tapped output. DISTORTION -0.1% maximum harmonic content,

0.05% maximum AC hum, 0.01% maximum noise. CALIBRATION ACCURACY-±0.02%
under usual lab ambient conditions*, checked against station WWV as a primary standard.
FREQUENCY STABILITY- ±0.5% maximum, under usual lab ambient conditions*, -±0.02%

maximum per ±10 volts variation in line voltage, ±0.05% maximum, zero to full load.
AMPLITUDE STABILITY- ±0.1% maximum under usual lab ambient conditions*, -±0.02%

maximum, per ±10 volts variation in line voltage, ±-0.2% maximum, zero to full load.

Special models operating from other prime
power sources, with higher power capacities

and at other frequencies supplied to your
specs in cabinet or rack styles. Write today!

II /Precision

*Lab ambient, 10°C to 40°C.

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

Power Oscillators

ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL CO.
145 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California

Special Products Division of International Electronic Research Corporation, Burbank, California

caused by power -line transients. It
weighs only 61 lb and measures
6 by 8 by 6 in. Circle 290 on
Reader Service Card.

Battery Charger
constant current
LEE ELECTRIC AND MFG. CO.,
2806. Clearwater St., Los Angeles
39, Calif. Each magnetic ampli-
fier -silicon diode module shown
supply an adjustable output of 1

to 5 amperes ± 1 percent d -c. The
current is constant into a silver
cell battery system ranging from 1
to 50 cells. This permits auto-
matic charging of many types of
cell configurations with the same
charging unit. Automatic shutoff
is provided by the 4 meter relays
shown. Other units are available.
Circle 291 on Reader Service Card.

Film Resistors
small and stable
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., North
Adams, Mass., announces a new
line . of ceramic -jacketed film re-
sistors, called Filmistors. These car-
bon film resistors are intended for
close tolerance applications in mili-
tary, commercial, and telephone
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electronic equipment where small
size and stability of electrical char-
acteristics are important.

Types 402E, 403E and 404E
are furnished in hermetically -sealed
dense ceramic cases using ceramic -
to -metal solder seals. Protection of
all film resistance elements is most
important since they are unusually
sensitive to moisture and proper
protection is the primary require-
ment for long-term stability of re-
sistance. The ceramic Filmistor
case not only sheds water but is
vapor resistant as well. The ceramic
also provides excellent physical pro-
tection against mechanical damage
during handling or installation.
Since the case is an insulator, Film-
istors may be mounted in contact
with conducting surfaces, thus sav-
ing space.

Ratings for the 402E, 403E and
404E are 1, 1 and 2 w respectively.
The resistors are designed to meet
performance requirements of Mili-
tary Specification MIL -R -10509B.

The resistance element of Filmis-
tors is made by the pyrolitic de-
composition of a hydrocarbon gas
which deposits an ultra -thin film
of pure carbon on a smooth ceramic
rod. The ends of the rod are coated
with silver and the element is then
spiralled to the desired resistance
value. Special low -contact resist-
ance, low -noise end terminations
are pressed on and the unit is then
sealed in the outer ceramic tube by
soldering. Circle 292 on Reader
Service Card.

Precision Pots
single -turn devices
HELIPOT CORP., a Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc., New-
port Beach, Calif., Series 5000 are
new in., single -turn precision po-
tentiometers featuring a tempera-
ture range of - 55 to + 150 C.
Power rating above 5,000 ohms is

only the
electronic brain

equals
the precision

of this

This new NWL laboratory type current transformer measures
power of extreme low power factors down to 3%. It has

a phase angle error to 2.4 minutes leading. The accuracy is 99.5%
(The same accuracy can be applied to instrument potential

transformers) The current rating is 500/5 Amperes. This
instrument can be made from 1 to 10,000 Amperes.

The current transformer, a new member of the well-known
family of NWL Transformers, is made to fit the particular needs

of the user. Each Nothelfer transformer is individually tested for
core loss, polarity, voltage, corona, insulation -breakdown and

aging characteristics and must meet all customer's
requirements before shipment. We shall be glad to receive

your specifications and quote you accordingly.

ESTABLISHEC

NOTHELFER WINDING LABORATORIES, INC., P.O. Box 455, Dept. E1 Trenton, N.1.
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New, improved

RF POWER AMPLIFIER

for Missile Telemetry
NOW! WITH 100 WATT OUTPUT

This improved version of the Model 3052 Amplifier
provides range -extending power for long-distance tele-
metry links. Boosts the 2 -watt output of the conven-
tional transmitter to 100 watts. Same rugged construc-
tion and reliable operation over a wide range of extreme
environments.

Temperature: -55 to +75°C
Shock: 100 g
Vibration: 209, 20-2000 cps
Altitude: to 70,00o feet
Frequency Range: 215-260 MC

RADIATION
INC.

MELBOURNE AND ORLANDO, FLORIDA
ELECTRONICS  AVIONICS  INSTRUMENTATION

Personnel Inquiries Invited.

2.5 w at 60 C, derating to 1 w at
150 C; below 5,000 ohms, 1.5 w
at 60 C, derating to zero at 150 C.
Standard resistance range is 500 to
70,000 ohms with a linearity toler-
ance to ± 0.50 percent. Best prac-
tical linearity tolerance is ± 0.25
percent.

Three models are available, each
weighing 0.3 oz. Model 5001 fea-
tures bushing mount; 5002, servo
mount. For trimming applications
the 5001 may be equipped with a
shaft lock. The model 5016 high -
torque trimmer with slotted bush-
ing mount is available only in pro-
duction orders. Mechanical stops
are standard on the 5001 and 5016.

Series 5000 are available in linear
and nonlinear versions. Circle 293
on Reader Service Card.

Testing System
for electronic components
CANADIAN MARCONI Co., 970 Mc-
Eachran Ave., Outremont, Quebec.
Canada. Complete automation of
environmental testing of compo-
nents and systems is featured in
ALTREC-a system for automatic
life testing and recording of elec-
tronic components.

ALTREC provides in one instru-
ment, facilities for environmental
control and cycling; periodic se-

quential sampling and measure-
ment; as well as a permanent
printed record giving all relevant
data regarding the test and operat-
ing conditions. This elimination
of tedious manual testing means
that large-scale statistical investiga-
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tions of components and systems
become possible and economical.

Components on test are divided
into groups as required, each group
being independently controlled by
a patch board matrix determining
test interval, test conditions and
operating environment.

Measurements can be pro-
grammed at intervals from 1 to
1,000 hours. The measuring de-
vice is a digital voltmeter having
automatic ranging to give four
significant figures and permitting
measurements from 1 my to
999.9 v. On the printed record ap-
pears such information as compo-
nent number, time, group, test
designation, test voltages and the
actual reading.

Typical uses of ALTREC are life
testing of resistors, capacitors, pho-
tocells, tubes, diodes, equipments
and the like. Circle 294 on Reader
Service Card.

H -V Power Supply
uses selenium rectifiers
BETA ELECTRIC Division of Soren-
sen & Co., Inc., 333 E. 103rd St.,
New York 29, N. Y. Model 4250-2,
an air -insulated selenium -rectified
250 kv, 2 ma power supply, is now
being offered. Rugged selenium
rectifier stacks, advanced h -v cir-
cuitry, and new anti -corona tech-
niques make it electrically and eco-
nomically superior.

of 105 to 125 V-50 to 60 cps-
single phase; input power of ap-
proximately 1 kya; continuously
variable output voltage; manually
reversible polarity; approximately
2.5 percent ripple at maximum
rated power output; internal impe-
dance of 11 mehogms; 0-250 kv
voltmeter and 0-5 milliammeter
and -±3 percent full scale accuracy.

Protective features include pro-
vision for external safety interlock,
zero start interlock, fixed overcur-
rent and overvoltage relays preset
for 110 percent of rated output,
short circuit surge current limiting
resistor, gaseous discharge devices
for protection of relays and meters,
and spark gap to ground from
meters and transformer primaries.
Circle 295 on Reader Service Card.

Do YOU Seek Definite
Improvement in   

0 Li

Evacuation of Lighting, TV or Radio Tubes

Purification of Germanium, Selenium and
Silicon ... and Crystal Growing

Vacuum Curing of Transistors, Diodes and
other Semi -Conductors

Purification of Metals under Vacuum

Vacuum Impregnation of Condensers,
Transformers, Windings, Cables, etc.

Vacuum Metallizing and Metal Evaporating

HIGH VACUUM

for work in the
low micron region
KINNEY Simplex and Duplex
Single -Stage Oil Sealed
Mechanical Pumps afford a
choice of 9 models with dis-
placements from 13 to 780 cfm
C-nd ultimate pressures to 10
microns (McLeoc1J. Compound
Pumps in 4 sizes -2.0 to 46.0
cfm - develop ultimate pres-
sures to 0.2 micron Mcleod!.

Write for bulletins on new
developments in KINNEY
Pumps and High Vacuum
Systems.

for high pumping speed
in the low micron region
KINNEY Mechanical Booster
Pumps in 4 models with dis-
placements from 30 to 5000
cfm. These revolutionary
Pumps produce a clean, dry
vacuum in the 0.2 micron
(McLeod range or better with-
out use of cold traps or baf-
fles. Widely used in metal-
lurgical and electronic work.

for metallizing and lab-
oratory evaporation work
KINNEY com pleteH igh vacuum
Systems embrace a compre-
hensive selection of Evapora-
tors, Furnaces, Curing Ovens,
High Vacuum Pumping
Systems and Power Units.
KINNEY-built equipmznt re-
flects the know-how of extra
years of experience in High
Vacuum technology.

KINNEY MFG. DIVISION
THE NEW YORK AIR BRAKE COMPANY
3565A WASHINGTON STREET BOSTON 30 MASS.

Please send me literature on
E KINNEY High Vacuum
El KINNEY High Vacuum

Pumps
Systems

Name

Company
Address

City Zone State
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THE

NEMS-

CLARKE

Video Jack Panels
are designed to

provide co - axial
patching facilities
for television in-

stallatio'is or other
applications where
70 ohm lines are
used

Jack panel
components

also available

1sT M

Nominal impedance of jacks 70 ohms

Size Vs" x 19" x 234"
Number of jacks .24
Mounting Relay rack
Finish Light Umber Gray

      
TYPE 948

Nominal impedance of jocks 70 ohms

Size Vs" x 19" x 2k s"
Number of jacks 48

Mounting
Finish    Relay rack

Light Umber Gray     
LOOPING

PLUG

9     le,44

   

PATCH CORDS
18" - 24" - 36"

ARKS COMPANY
Oni OF 01.50 C00100/riON OF ^meal"

010 JESUP.OLAIR 01 SILVER SPRING MARYLAND
CIRCLE 88 READERS SERVICE CARD

Specialists in
the Unusual

JUNIPER 5.1000

Continuous electroplating methods permit
coating of many metals on to wire (or rib-
bon) in specified thicknesses of plate ... This
very flexible operation makes it possible
to designate a desirable base or precious
metal with a coating of another metal for
its own particular characteristics. In our
laboratory Tungsten wire as small as
.00015" has been electroplated with Gold.
... New combinations of plating on wire are
being developed by our research staff from
time to time. Your inquiry is invited.

Consult us, without obligation, about
your specific wire problems. Write

for list of products.

SINCE 1901

SIGMUND COHN MFG. CO., INC.
121 SO. COLUMBUS AVE., MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.

New Literature
MATERIALS

Silicone Rubber. Dow Corning
Corp., Midland, Mich., has pub-
lished a brochure devoted to the
electrical insulating advantages of
Silastic silicone rubber. It includes
a tabular summary of dielectric
properties of typical Silastic stocks
at temperatures ranging from 25 C
to 250 C. Circle 351 on Reader
Service Card.

Wire Markers. \Vestline Prod-
ucts Division, Western Lithograph
Co., 665 E. 2nd St., Los Angeles
54, Calif. A 12 -page brochure
describes E -Z -Code self -adhering
markers for positive identification
of wires from small or miniature
wires and electronic components to
wire, cables and harnesses of any
size. Circle 352 on Reader Service
Card.

COMPONENTS

Actuator Motor. The Viking
Tool and Machine Corp., 20 Main
St., Belleville 9, N. J. A new high
torque motor featuring split-sec-
ond starting and stopping with
starting torque equal. to running
torque is described in an engineer-
ing bulletin. Circle 353 on Reader
Service Card.

Capacitors and Power Supplies.
Film Capacitors, Inc., 3400 Park
Ave., New York 56, N. Y. A com-
plete product catalog covering
polystyrene, polyethylene, Teflon
and mylar dielectric capacitors and
a line of h -v packaged power sup-
plies is available. Circle 354 on
Reader Service Card.

Microwave Resistors. Film oh m
Corp., 48 W. 25th St., New York
10, N. Y. A new four -page bro-
chure describes metal film resistors
especially designed for use from d -c
to 90,000 mc. Circle 355 on
Reader Service Card.

Plug Guide. Cannon Electric
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of the Week
`Co., 3208 Humboldt St., Los An-
geles 31, Calif. How to select a
Cannon plug is concisely described
in a 40 -page plug guide-an orien-
tation to the 53,000 connectors
manufactured by the company.
Circle 356 on Reader Service Card.

Portable Potentiometer. Tech-
nique Associates, Inc., P.O. Box
91, Indianapolis 6, Ind. New 6 -

page bulletin T-57 features the
Thermotest portable pot for
measuring temperatures and volt-
ages. Circle 357 on Reader Service
Card.

Pulse Transformers. Triad Trans-
former Corp., 4055 Redwood Ave.,
Venice, Calif. Specifications on
the complete line of pulse trans-
formers are listed in the company's
latest general catalog, TR-57.
Circle 358 on Reader Service Card.

Reflex Oscillator Klystron. Sperry
Gyroscope Co., Div. of Sperry
Rand Corp., Great Neck, N. Y.,
has available a 4 -page loose-leaf
perforated bulletin on the SRX-92
reflex oscillator klystron. Circle
359 on Reader Service Card.

Repeat Cycle Timers. The A. W.
Haydon Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Bulletin A\VH RC -301 describes a
new line of subminiature hermeti-
cally sealed repeat cycle timers.
Timers discussed were designed
specifically for aircraft, missile and
rocket applications, and will find
use in industry. Circle 360 on
Reader Service Card.

Solderless Wiring Devices. Elec-
trix Terminals & Connectors, Inc.,
990 E. 67th St., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
A newly revised catalog on solder -

less wiring devices describes and
illustrates new time saving solder -

less terminals and connectors for
crimping to wire extremities.
Circle 361 on Reader Service Card.

Tape Wound Cores. G -L Elec-
tronics, 2921 Admiral Wilson
Blvd., Camden 5, N. J. A line of
tape wound cores are illustrated and
described in a two-color, eight -page

MARCONI
FM SIGNAL GENERATOR

Covers all Mobile Communication Bands
The new Marconi Signal Generator Model 1066/1 meets all requirements

for the design and maintenance of f.m. equipment in the range 10-470

Mc. Here is the precision Marconi instrument for this exacting job.

The oscillator works on fundamentals throughout and there are no
spurious sub -multiple outputs ; its temperature compensation and fully -
regulated plate and filament supplies give excellent frequency stability.
A magnetically -biased ferrite frequency modulator ensures rock steady
deviation characteristics. Other major features are the Marconi -
patented contactless range turret and a 500 piston attenuator
which is truly resistive. Engineers will appreciate the separate incre-
mental frequency controls with meter calibration ; these enable precise
f.m. carrier shifts of as little as 1 kc in 450 Mc without readjustment
of main frequency control.

MARCONI F.M. SIGNAL GENERATOR MODEL 1066/1
Abridged Specification

Frequency Range: 10 to 470 Mc in
five bands - all on fundamentals.
Frequency Stability : Better than
0.0025% per 10 -minute period after
warm-up. Modulation : 0 to 20 and
0 to 100 kc deviation monitored and
continuously variable: amplitude
modulation to any depth up to 40%
is also obtainable. Modulation Fre-
quencies: / and 5 kc. Distortion due
to Modulator : Less than 1%. Out-
put: 0.1 µV to 100 mV across a 500

termination. Output Accuracy : In-
cremental. 0.2 dB : within 2 dB overall.
Leakage : Negligible ; allows full use
of 0.1 µV output. Incremental Fre-
quency Controls : Variable, 0 to ± 100
kc. Stepped ±5, 10 and 15 kc. Tubes :
5Z4G, 6AK6, 6CD6G, 6AK5, 5861, 6C4,
6L6G. 12AT7, OB2, 5651.
Marconi F.M. Deviation Meters 791C
and 934 are companion instruments.
Send for leaflet B/114B for full
details.

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

111 CEDAR LANE  ENGLEWOOD NEW JERSEY  Tel: LOwell 7-0607
CANADA  CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY 6035 COTE DE L1E5SE MONTREAL 9

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ST. ALBANS  HERTS  ENGLAND
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Vulcan Finned Strip Elements
provide ideal heat for blower
type electric unit heaters, duct
heating, unit convection heating,
as oven or space heaters in
dryers, pump rooms, etc.

You have a wide choice of
standard sizes - from 101/2" to
421/2"; wattage from 500 to
3250 or higher; voltage - 120,
240 or higher; steel, for sheath
temperatures to 750°F; Chrom-
alloy for temperatures to 1250'F;
rugged non -oxidizing terminal
posts.

When your hot problem calls
for unusual specifications, you
get a speedy solution through
Vulcan Versatility in engineering
and production. Standard or
special, Vulcan is ready to supply
your complete needs in low-cost
efficient heating units - finned,
cartridge, strip, tubular, immer-
sion, band and ring heaters. Send
coupon for catalog and prices.

Cartridge  Strip  Tubular  Immersion Electric
Heaters Soldering and Branding Irons

Solder and Glue Pots

VULCAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Danvers 10, Mass.

Please send me your catalog and price informa-
tion on Vulcan Electric Heaters. I am especially
interested in (check)

O Tubular

O Immersion

O Other

O Finned

O Cartridge
0 Strip

Name & Title

Company

Street & No.\ City & State
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catalog (Bulletin TB -102). Circle
362 on Reader Service Card.

Transistor Data. Kahle Engi-
neering Co., 1313 Seventh St.,
North Bergen, N. J. A 4 -page
chart features complete, up-to-date
technical specifications and appli-
cation data for almost 500 tran-
sistors. Circle 363 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Variable Ratio Transformer.
Vernistat Div., Perkin-Elmer Corp.,
Norwalk, Conn. Specifications and
applications for the Vernistat var-
iable ratio computing transformers
are found in a new technical data
sheet. Circle 364 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

EQUIPMENT

Airborne Communication. Col-
lins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
has published a single sheet bulle-
tin describing the AN/ARC-58
(XA-1) airborne system which pro-
vides single sideband suppressed
carrier transmission and reception
in the 2-29.999 me range with glo-
bal communication capability.
Circle 365 on Reader Service Card.

Blocking Oscillator Pulse Gener-
ator. James S. Spivey, Inc., 4908
Hampden Lane, Washington 14,
D. C. A single -sheet bulletin cov-
ers type 55 C blocking oscillator
pulse generators. The transistor-
ized modules discussed are minia-
turized sources of pulses. Circle
366 on Reader Service Card.

Circuit Analyzers. DIT-MCO,
Inc., 911 Broadway, Kansas City 5,
Mo. A 22 -page catalog describes
the operation of the company's cir-
cuit analyzers, which are designed
to expedite the testing of complex,
multiple circuitry in the aircraft,
missile, electronic and related fields.
Circle 367 on Reader Service Card.

Combination Test Set. Micro-
wave Electronics Division, Sperry
Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, N. V.
A four -page folder deals with a gen-
eral purpose test set for measuring
all X -band radar parameters. The
instrument discussed combines the
functions of a frequency meter.

January 17,

MOLDED RESISTORS
retain their values!

S. S. WHITE Molded Resistors retain their
original values and never deteriorate due
to age!
S. S. WHITE resistors serve dependably
in hundreds of commercial ... industrial

. and scientific applications. They are
characterized by low noise level ... pre-
cision . . stability ... negative tempera-
ture and voltage coefficients. Non-hydro-
scopic base withstands temperature and
humidity They are compact, have ex-
cellent stability and mechanical strength.
For full details, write for our Bulletin
5409. We'll be glad to help you apply
these high -quality, "all-weather" resistors
to your product. Just drop us a line.

FIXED RESISTANCE VALUES
RANGE FROM 1000 OHMS TO

10,000,000 M EG OH M S!

65X Molded Resistor 1 watt
80X Molded Resistor 3 watts

S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New York

Western Office: Dept. R
1839 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.
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power meter, signal generator, spec-
trum analyzer and svnchroscope.
Circle 368 on Reader Service Card.

Electrical Controls. Assembly
Products, Inc., Chesterland, Ohio.
Simple all-purpose electrical con-
trols, known as Versatrols and suit-
able for use with virtually any de-
tectable variables, are described in
12 -page bulletin 106. Circle 369
on Reader Service Card.

Flow Colorimeter. Beckman/
Process Instruments Division,
Fullerton, Calif. Descriptions and
specifications for the new, im-
proved ratio recording flow color-
imeter are included in bulletin
4000. Circle 370 on Reader Service
Card.

Nuclear Instruments. Radiation
Counter Laboratories, Inc., 5121
\V. Grove St., Skokie, Ill. The
four-color, 132 -page 1958 catalog
contains the manufacturer's com-
plete line of 200 items, ranging
from Geiger Mueller detectors to
transistorized multichannel analyz-
ers. Circle 371 on Reader Service
Card.

FACILITIES

Facilities Brochure. General Ma-
chine Products Co., Inc., Old Lin-
coln Highway at Pennsylvania
Turnpike, Trevose, Pa., has issued
a booklet describing its new 60,000
sq ft plant and outlining its man-
ufacturing facilities for the elec-
tronic and communications indus-
tries. Circle 372 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Missile Research Facilities.
Aerophvsics Development Corp.,
P. 0. Box 689, Santa Barbara,
Calif. Guided missile research and
development facilities are featured
in a 12 -page illustrated bulletin.
Circle 373 on Reader Service Card.

"Wire Processing. Eubanks En-
gineering Co., 260 North Allen
Ave., Pasadena, Calif. A 15 -min-
ute 16 -mm color motion picture
on a new automatic wire cutter
and stripper is available on a loan
basis. Circle 374 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

... So Use

"eA. W. HAYDON
company's

SUB -MINIATURE HERMETIC

ELAPSED TIME INDICATORS.
You, too, can afford the space to keep track
of time! From now on, these really small
(11/4") Elapsed Time Indicators will keep
company with the best of Electronic Miracles.

The illustration shows how the operating time of various sections
of an electronic console can be monitored.

The dial type units read up to 2,500 hours in
one hour increments, while the digital type units
read up to 9999.9 hours in one -tenth hour in-
crements. Designed for military applications,
these 41/2 ounce units can save valuable panel
space in industrial and electronic applications.

The 400 cycle mod-
els now In produc-
tion are described
in Bulletin AWH ET
602.

CIRCLE 93
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.MAAYDON
COMPANY

235 NORTH Ethl STREET
WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT

Reap Ehavlsorie .Mdiauoll liwi.E D.rim

READERS SERVICE CARD

RIBBONS STRIPS
of

* PURE TUNGSTEN THORIATED TUNGSTEN
* MOLYBDENUM * SPECIAL ALLOYS

and OTHER METALS
IN

ULTRA THIN SIZES
to

TOLERANCES CLOSER THAN COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
by

OUR SPECIAL ROLLING TECHNIQUE
Note: for highly engineered applications-strips of TUNGSTEN

and some other metals can be supplied

ROLLED DOWN TO .0003 THICKNESS
 Finish: Roll Finish-Black or Cleaned
 Ribbons may be supplied in Mg. weights if required

For HIGHLY ENGINEERED APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY

H.0 ROSS CO 15 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N. Y

TELEPHON! WOrth 2.2C44
COrtlandt 7-0470
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PLANTS and PEOPLE

Your Plant Lease Or Buy?
"FROM A standpoint of simple arith-
metic, today it makes more sense
for an electronic firm to lease
its facilities rather than purchase.
them."

That's the informed observation
of John M. Stahl, Beverly Hills,
Calif., industrial developer.

Stahl has erected a number of
new buildings (photo) on a lease
basis for electronics firms in South-
ern California. His tenants include
such companies as the Rand Corp.,
RCA, Burton Manufacturing Co.,
and Continental Electronics Corp.
R & D centers, production units,
offices and warehouses are repre-
sented in the above. Stahl also
built a plant for Radar Corporation
of America, a firm over which he
presides and which has been active
in component development.

Experts point out that leasing
permits the companies to retain for
corporate purposes the capital they
otherwise might have tied up in
real estate, had they elected to pur-
chase the facilities.

With the electronics industry to-
day in a state of dynamic expansion,
some believe it behooves companies
to keep fluid by holding as much
capital as possible. No one argues
the precept that an industry is best
advised to direct its money toward
the specific exploitation of its prod-
uct.

Stahl backs up the feasibility of
leasing with some pertinent figures.
According to a National Credit Of-
fice survey, electronics companies,

last year, earned 8.8% on their in-
vested capital. In achieving even
this percentage, it is reasonable to
assume that the less capital frozen,
the greater the actual earnings that
can be realized.

The tax picture is another con-
sideration that favors leasing. The
lease cost is a deductible item. In
today's money market companies
can lease a facility for 8% of its
total cost, according to Stahl. After
taxes, this figure amounts to only
3i%. Leasing seems even more
practicable when it's remembered
that industries would be hard put to
borrow money at a rate as low as
their rental fee.

Businessmen cite several other
positive advantages. For one thing,
in any given area industrial devel-
opers are the experts on the most
suitable sites available. Often a
company is assured of ample space,
accessible shipping networks, a

nearby labor pool, and sundry other
advantages because the local de-
veloper is in a better position to
ascertain than the company.

Some organizations are geared to
permit leasing of not only the land
and basic shell, but equipment as
well.

Such organizations, staffed with
experts in real estate, planning, en-
gineering, architecture, construc-
tion and financing, offer the added
advantage of speed. In one of the
three structures Stahl built for Rand
Corp., the elapsed time from nego-
tiation to operation of the plant

was just 90 days. A study by Rand
showed that had they attempted to
coordinate the building themselves,
it would have taken a minimum of
21 years.

Despite arguments which favor
leasing, some electronic companies
choose to own their basic manu-
facturing plant. The reason most
often given is that the company
must be in complete control of the
facility to be flexible. For instance,
the company might wish to expand
or to convert the plant to adapt to
new processing methods. Leasing,
they argue, would put them in a
position of being unduly restricted.

Some developers counter this
argument by offering a lease that
allows- maximum freedom of move-
ment. It includes:

1. An overlay for expansion. If
the company outgrows the plant, it
can make additions, using its own
capital, or have the developer build
it to its specifications.

2. The right to sublet, with the
industry that has the facility built
remaining primarily liable.

3. Option to cancel at any time
should the company find the plant
unsuited to its needs. A penalty is
charged for cancelation, but this is
not prohibitive.

Another argument in favor of
purchasing the plant outright is

that the company, by putting its
money in real estate, can avoid
amassing a surplus the government
may determine excessive. But then,
few companies are in a position to
worry about having too much
money.

G -T -C

Expansion
LEASE of an additional 16,000-sq ft
building (picture) at 87-11 130th
St., Richmond Hill, N. Y., is an-
nounced by General Transistor
Corp. Full production of tran-

Continues
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SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR COMMUTATOR

.

gild4114.4.

COAXIAL CABLE SPLICER PLUG-IN COIL BOBBIN

ti

4

ELECTRIC MOTOR
TERMINAL ADAPTER

,"

CONNECTOR PLUG

a
ELECTRIC MOTOR

THERMOSTAT HOUSING

0
TERMINAL COIL SUPPORT

111
AIRCRAFT BRAKE
SHOE HEAT BARRIER

C1111
TERMINAL CAP

41%lt

TERMINAL STRIPS RADAR WINDOW

11110

ELECTRONIC TUBE SOCKET

TRANSFORMER RATIO SELECTOR LINE SHAFT HEAT BARRIER

111V
WAVE GUIDE INSULATOR

4ie
HEAT DAM ON JET
ENGINE AFTERBURNER

Thermal or Electrical Insulation at 800 F F. . . with
DOW CORNING SILICONE MOLDING COMPOUNDS

Parts made from Dow Corning silicone
molding compounds are light, strong, and
heat -resistant. They have excellent dielec-
tric properties and low heat conductivity . . .

will reduce transferred temperatures from
1500 F to lower than 500 F in less than
one inch of wall thickness. Dow Corning
silicone molding compounds withstand con-
tinuous operation at 600 F and even short
exposure to 1500 F. They are readily molded
on conventional equipment.

first in
silicones

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January 17, 1958

Typical Properties of a
Dow Corning Silicone Molding Compound

Dielectric constant
e 1 megacycle dry 3.2 wet 3.6

Dissipation factor
@ 1 megacycle dry 0.005 wet 0.05

Flexural strength, psi 12,000
Tensile strength, psi 4,500
Impact strength, ft-lb/in 15

'Cured 2 hours at 390 F. For operation at 1500 F, an
additional afterbake at 800 F is recommended.

Send for new brochcre,
Address Dept. 481.

nowt, Corning CORPORATION
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
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COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR PRECISION

;#,.

_.<1/260/e911Q/K)
IN STAMPING AND DRAWING

 KOVAR  RODAR
 THERLO  FERNICO

PRODUCTION OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Our facilities are geared to meet your production
and engineering needs for components of any de-
scription. Unusually Complete Tool Room  Press
Shop Hydrogen Annealing, Machining and Polish-
ing Operations  Glass -to -Metal Hermetic Sealing.
Production of completed parts ready for assembly
in your own plant.

A complete service in our plant
means prompt service to your plant.

Other IRON -NICKEL -COBALT Alloys

CUT TOOLING COSTS!
Over 3,000 high precision tools and
dies available to reduce your initial
tooling time and costs.

Coll on us for free consultation and quotations.

ZELL PRODUCTS CORP.
279 Main Street, Norwalk, Conn.

CIRCLE 95 READERS SERVICE CARD

Why 'CHORE" your
soldering iron?

-->

- just "CRADLE' it with a
HEXACON

HATCHET SOLDERING IRON
The operator has to "choke" the conventional t
straight iron to hold it, whereas them
HEXACON HATCHET IRON "cradles" in
the hand with no perceptible grip whatsoever
- thus relieving hand strain and eliminating
the "heavy hand", the cause of poorly sol-
dered joints. Because HEXACON HAT-
CHET IRONS are perfectly balanced in
weight, they enable the operator to solder in
a natural position and relieve fatigue of arm
and back.

Send for new circular No. 70H giving more
details and comparative competitive perform..
'ance data.

HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANY
130 West Clay Ave., Roselle Park, New Jersey

A COMPLETE LINE
OF HATCHET IRONS

BY HEXACON

and-OriginatorPioneer

CAT. NO. WATTS TIP DIA. PRICE
25H 25 1/8" $ 6.50
26H 30 3/16" 6.50
30H 60 1/4" 6.75
70H 80 3/8" 11.00

100H 100 3/8" 12.00
150H 150 3/8" 12.75
151H 175 1/2" 13.50
200H 200 5/8" 14.00
300H 300 7/8" 18.25

INDUSTRY'S Na 1

HEM c N
SOLDERING IRON

sistors in this one-story plant will
move early in 1958. This brings
to five, the number of G -T factories
located in the Ncw York metro-
politan area. The new plant will be
devoted almost exclusively to a

number of semiconductor products
planned for introduction early this
year.

Fill New Post
at Du Mont
ASSIGN ILNI of Samuel B. Fish-
bein (picture) to assistant general
sales manager of the military opera-
tions department is announced by
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories,
Inc. He assumes his duties at the
newly created post after serving as
manager of Du Mont's Ncw Eng-
land military operations office,
Wellesley, Mass., since September,
1956. At that regional post. he was
responsible for the company's mili-
tary sales endeavor in an area en-
compassing all territory north of a
line from Boston, Mass., to Buffalo,
N. Y. This included Toronto and
eastern Canada.

Granger Ups
Hennies
APPOINTMENT of Stuart R. Hennies
as manager of applications engineer-
ing for Granger Associates has been
announced by John V. N. Granger,
president of the Palo Alto firm
specializing in electronic systems.

Since joining Granger last spring
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Hennies has been a senior member
of the engineering staff. His wid-
ened responsibilities place him in
charge of coordinating customer re-
quirements with the development
and application of the firm's elec-
tronic devices.

From 1951 through 1956 Hen-
nies was with Varian Associates,
Palo Alto. His first assignment
with Varian was as a microwave
tube design engineer specializing
in reflex klvstrons. Later, as an
applications engineer, he was con-
cerned with the utilization of kly-
strons in radar and microwave re-
lay systems.

Bolz Takes
New Position
IN Tenafly, N. J., Automation Dy-
namics Corp. names Richard A.
Bolz (picture) director of research.
He will direct the research phases of
the company's activity in the fields
of automatic control, communica-
tions and computing devices.

Bolz was previously senior proj-
ect director at Production Research
Corp. where he contributed to
microwave communications systems
development, specialized antennas
and related devices.

Scudder Is New
ISE President
RECENTLY elected president of In-
ternational Standard Electric Corp..
overseas manufacturing, research.

HERMETIC
SEALS

"The Seal of Excellence"

Meeting the ever-increasing standards of perfection
established by the electronics industry is a chal-
lenge admirably met by Zell's highly skilled engi-
neers. They are able to exercise unusually rigid
quality controls because all production operations
are carried out in Zell's own completely equipped,
ultra modern plant.
SPECIALISTS IN STAMPING AND DRAWING KOVAR
- RODAR - THERLO - FERNICO AND OTHER ALLOYS

Sales Engineers: excellent position open, write:

11:11-C

The

ZELL Hermetic Seals Enjoy
These Desirable Characteristics:

* A stable finish that protects seals against corrosive
atmospheres. ZELL'S GOLD Pl.ATE WITHSTANDS THE
MOST STRINGENT TRANSISTOR ETCH TESTS DEVISED.

* High resistance to mechanist and thermal shock.
* Excellent electrica properties.
* Tight dimensional tolerances.
* Easy weldability and solderability,

ALL FACILITIES UNDER ONE ROOF
 Complete tool room facilities.
 65 Power Presses pla 50 tons).
 Double stage annealing -fusing furnaces.
 Advanced plating facilities for Nickel, Gold, Tin, Cad

mium, Copper, Silver, etc.
 Complete glass facilities.
 Mass Spectrometer leak testinG.
ZELL engineers contrcl every pr=ess every step of the
way, assuring uniform quality and performance.

REPRESENTATIVES: Your Inquiries invited,

ZELL PRODUCTS CORP.
279 Main Street, Norwalk, Conn.

completeness of our facilities assures the completeness of your satisfaction?

CIRCLE 97 READERS SERVICE CARD

Filiff, !TEN EP NR GE

ENGINEERED

 Phase shifts of 0.1 ° read directly
 Phase range 0-360° without ambiguity
 Reading not affected by noise voltages
 High impedance and sensitivity on both channels

4 114

%I

SPECIFICATIONS:
FREQUENCY RANGE:
10 cps -30 kc.
ACCURACY:

20

COLUMBUS 14, OHIO

MODEL
210

'295.

INPUT:
Sen.-100 my.
Imp. -10 meg.-15/10
REFERENCE:
Sen.-100 my.
Imp. -10 meg .-15pi,f

Manufacturers of
 Phase measuring equipment

Precision phase shifters
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Precision

Potentiometers
by RATTRAY

 MINIATURE TYPES
 SUB -MINIATURES
 MULTI -GANG UNITS
 STANDARD TYPES

- featuring

 HIGH ACCURACY
 LOW TORQUE
 EXCELLENT

RESOLUTION
 LOW NOISE
Rattray experience -engineered
precision potentiometers are
supplied in types that meet most
electronic applications. Com-
plete research and development
facilities, and unique winding
techniques, make it possible to
produce custom designs to the
most critical military and com-
mercial specifications. All -metal
construction of mounting and
aligning surfaces provides pre-
cise mechanical interchange-
ability. Precise electrical per-
formance is obtained by detailed
quality checks throughout pro-
duction. Special winding ma-
chines assure high resolution
and function accuracy.

New Handbook
Available -

28 pages of engi-
neering data on
Rattray precision
potentiometers
with helpful tech-
nical information
for designers and
engineers.

Potentiometers

Call or write Rattray now for
catalog or quotations on your
potentiometer applications.

GEORGE RATTRAY
& COMPANY

A Division of Hardwick, Hindle, Inc.
116-08 MYRTLE AVENUE

RICHMOND HILL 18, N. Y.
CIRCLE 99 READERS SERVICE CARD

sales and licensing subsidiary of
IT&T, is Henry H. Scudder. He
was formerly executive v -p of ISE,
has been with the IT&T System
since 1919, and has served in vari-
ous executive capacities in the U.S.,
Europe and South America.

As president of ISE, Scudder
heads an organization which owns
and directs the operations of all of
the IT&T System manufacturing
and laboratories companies outside
the U.S. With 50 principal plant
locations in 18 different countries
throughout the world, in addition
to three major laboratories situated
in England, France and Germany,
the companies controlled by ISE do
a business of well over 300 million
dollars a year and employ over
92,000 people.

P&B Elects V -P
FORMER chief engineer, Zeke R.
Smith (picture) has been elected
vice president of Potter & Brum-
field, Inc., Princeton, Ind. He is
assigned the duties and title of di-
rector of engineering. He will be in
charge of all product and applica-
tions engineering for P&B's three
plants located in Indiana, Kentucky
and New Hampshire.

A member of the executive staff,
Smith has been associated with
Potter & Brumfield, a subsidiary of
American Machine & Foundry Co.,
for over 3+ years. He joined the
company as a sales engineer, with
headquarters in Chicago, and later
became a member of the engineer-
ing department.

Prior to joining P&B, he was as -

the leading
contender

in the sensitive
relay class!

KURMAN'S
MIGHTY SERIES "T"

Compare it and you'll know why

* .975" x .975" x 13/4" high

* Up to DPOT -2 amp. 28V. DC, 115V AC

* Sensitivity down to 6 milliwatts

* Coil Resist. up to 20,000 ohms

* Will meet MIL -R -5757C

The latest addition to a line of miniature
hermetically sealed sensitive relays, the new
Kurman Series "T", weighing only 31/2 oz.,
is now available-the mighty midget of the
sensitive class. Radically different in design,
you will find the Series "T" to be superior
in performance - economically priced with
excellent delivery service.

Why not specify the Series "T" for your
next sensitive relay application and check
its performance for yourself? Write to
Dept. E for detailed specification sheet.

KURMAN ELECTRIC CO.
Division of Norbute Corp.
Quality Relays Since 1928

191 Newell Street, Brooklyn 22, New York
CIRCLE 100 READERS SERVICE CARD

MODERN COIL
EQUIPMENT

Plus

MODERN COIL
HANDLING

Insure perfection in

a// DANO COILS
 Encapsulated coils . . . in

either polyester or epoxy
resins.

Coils for high temperature
applications.

 Bobbins coils.
 Paper interleave coils.
 Cotton interweave coils.
 Form wound coils.

ALSO TRANSFORMERS MADE TO ORDER

71E 1ANO ELECTRIC CO.
)MAIN ST, WittSTID, CONK.

CIRCLE 101 READERS SERVICE CARD
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sociated with Bendix Aviation
Corp., Kansas City division; Vendo,
Inc., also of Kansas City; and the
Airborne Instrument Laboratory,
Mineola, N. Y.

Westinghouse
Hires Moss
I IILARY Moss (pictured) is now
with the advanced development sec-
tion of the Westinghouse electronic
tube division, Elmira, N. Y.

A native of England, during the
war years he headed the crt re-
search department of A. C. Cossor
Ltd., where he was responsible for
the research and development of
radar tubes and associated display
circuitry.

In 1946 he was named chief en-
gineer and director of research of
Electronic Tubes Ltd. Moss moved
to the U. S. in 1952 and later
joined the Burroughs Corp. as a de-
partment manager. Since 1956 he
has served as a consulting scientist
to that firm.

CEM Expands
APPROXIMATELY 11,000 sq ft of
floor space are being added to Cen-
tral Electronic Manufacturers, Inc.,
Denville, N. J., a subsidiary of
Nuclear Corp. of America, Inc.

Under construction now, the
additional space will be used to
expand the Electronic Tube Divi-
sion which makes precision and

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
Radio Engineering Products is currently producing a number of types of equipment,

electrically and mechanically interchangeable with standard Bell System apparatus.

CARRIER -TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
C5 Carrier -Telephone Terminal (J68756). A kit for adding a fourth toll -grade channel
to existing C systems is available.  Cl Carrier -Telephone Repeater (.168757)  121A C
Carrier Line Filter  H Carrier Line Filter (X66217C).

CARRIER -TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
40C1 Carrier -Telegraph Channel Terminal (170047C) 140A1 Carrier Supply
(170036A1, etc.)  40AC1 Carrier -Telegraph Terminal.

VOICE -FREQUENCY EQUIPMENT
VI Telephone Repeater (168368F)  Power Supply (.168638A11  VI Amplifiers
(168635E2 and J68635A2)  V3 Amplifier (168649A)  V -F Ringers (J68602, etc.) 
Four Wire Terminating Set (J68625G1)  1C Volume Limiter (168736C).

D -C TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
16B1 Telegraph Repeater (170037B)  10E1 Telegraph Repeater (170021A)  12882
Teletypewriter Subscriber Set (170027A).

TEST EQUIPMENT
2A Toll Test Unit (X63699A)  12B, 13A, 30A (164030A) and 32A .164032A) Trans-
mission Measuring Sets  111A2 Relay Test Panel (J66118E)  118C2 Telegraph Trans-
mission Measuring Set (170069K)  163A2 Test Unit (170045B)  163C1 Test Unit
(170045D).

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
255A and 209FG Polar Relays  Repeating and Retard Coils, several types  184
185, 230A and 230B Jack Mountings.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY ST., MONTREAL 3, CANADA

TELEPHONE CABLES
UNiversity 6-6 8 8 7 RADENPRO, MONTREAL
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SPECIALISTS

COMPLETE LINE for every Military and Special purpose.
 Yokes for 7/8", 1-1/8", 1-1/2", 2-1/8" neck diameter CE tubes.
 Rotating and fixed coil designs.
 Core material to suit your requirements.
Special test instruments can establish your yoke deflection parameters to an accuracy of -±0.1%.

Series aiding
field and par-
allel (bucking)
field designs. 0A

Consult Dr. Henry Marcy on your new applications today.

syntronic
INSTRUMENTS, NC.

170 Industrial Road  Addison, Ill.  Phone: Terrace 4-6103
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TRANSISTORIZED

7/i" * 1" * 1746"

1

1

1

1

1

1* 2" * 2' 2" CRT NECK DIA.

for MILITARY and COMMERCIAL PRECISION DISPLAYS

Write for CELCO DEFLECTION

1

1

1

1

1

-1
YOKE Catalogue & Design Sheets or for

HIGH RESOLUTION

FAST RECOVERY

HIGH SENSITIVITY

LOW 112

CONTROLLED

MAGNETIC FIELDS

immediate engineering assistance Coll your nearest CELCO Plant:

Mahwah, N. J. Miami, Fla.
Davis 7-1123 Plaza 1-9083

Cucamonga, Calif.
Yukon 2-2688

eooderuttige Ere9Gteetia9 Zetecoreartlea ea, ;
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HALL MFG. CO.
I 3901 WESLEY TERRACE

I SCHILLER PARK, ILL.

TOROIDS
Built to individual specifications both
military and commercial regardless of
order size. Wire sizes 18 to 42 AWG.
Plain, wrapped, waxed, varnished or
encapsulated.

Extensive test and production facilities
include modern toroidal winding machines,
machine shop, tool room, impregnation
and encapsulation equipment.

Send drawings or specifications for quo-
tation. For quality, dependability, low
cost-

Branch factory: Cassville, Wisc.
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McGraw-Hill Mailing Lists Will Help You

Mc CRAW -HILL
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

Direct Moil Is a necessary
supplement to a well rounded
Business Paper advertising

 Merchandise your program.
advertising Most progressive companies

 Conduct surveys allocate a portion of their ad
 Get inquiries budgets to this second medium

and leads for at the same time as they
your salesmen concentrate on the best busi-

 Pin -point ness publications.
geographical or 600,000 of the top buying in
functional groups fluences in the fields covered

 Sell Direct by the McGraw-Hill publica-
 Build up floss make up our 150 moiling

weak territories lists. Pick Your prospects out
 Aid Dealer of our Industrial Direct Moil

relations catalogue.

Write far your free copy of our Industrial

Direct Mail catalogue with complete information.

special purpose tubes, and the
Equipment. Division which custom-

designs high vacuum, communica-
tions, transistorized applications,
and laboratory equipment. More
space will also be provided for the
nuclear research and development
operation.

The new building is scheduled
for completion in February,

Elect Finke
Honeywell V -P
ELECTION of Walter NV. Finke
(picture), president of the Data-
matic division of Minneapolis -
Honeywell Regulator Co., Newton
Highlands, Mass., to vice president
of the corporation is announced.
He will continue as head of Data-
matic, which is producing large-
scale electronic data-processing sys-
tems in the S2 -million category
for office automation.

Prior to assuming direction of
Datamatic's operation in 1955
Finke served with the parent firm
in executive positions since 1950.

Ile successively was head of
I lonevwell's Ordnance division,
head of its Semi -Conductor divi-
sion and then was assistant to the
president.

Cannon Opens
New Plant
FASTER delivery of Cannon plug
volume lines is said to be assured
by the new 106,000-sq ft Cannon
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Electric Co., Santa Ana Division.
Facilities of the $14 million plant
are designed for mass production
items.

The plant, located on a 30 -acre
site, is expected to employ 1,500
within three years. It is one of nine
world-wide sources of Cannon
plugs.

Plant Briefs
Johnson Electronics Inc. moves
from Orlando, Fla., to a new 14,-
000 sq ft building in Casselberry.
Fla.

X -Ray Products Corp., Rivera,
Calif., will begin construction in
about six months of an electronics
research center at Grant's Pass, Ore-
gon. The new center will be named
Schneeman Electronics.

Executive Moves
STAvip Engineering hires Edwin S.
Hoffman away from Fada Radio &
Electric, makes him contract repre-
sentative in Washington, D. C.

Harold Mason becomes plant man-
ager for Alpha Wire Corp., will
organize the firm's assembly pro-
duction division.

James H. Peterman becomes sales
engineer for Clevite Transistor
Products.

Stanley F. Molner leaves Marchant
Research to become a product sales
supervisor in Beckman Instruments'
systems division.

Kieran R. Dunne leaves Filtron Co.
to head up the delay -line depart-
ment of Control Electronics Inc.

Hoffman Electronics' semiconduc-
tor division moves J. R. Madigan
into the post of chief engineer.

Nuclear Corp. of America lends its
president and board chairman, Sam
Morris, to Uncle Sam. Morris is
new assistant director of the dee-

@WELWYN
Hermetically Sealed

Deposited Carbon Resistors

High stability resistors bonded into glazed and vitrified ceramic shells
for complete protection against ambient humidity changes.

Silicone oil filled-acts as efficient convective medium for improved
heat dissipation. Also serves as infallible quality control for detecting
seal leakage defects.

As part of quality control, each resistor is subjected to sustained
pre -load test at 11/2 times rated wattage. Insures against catastrophic
failures under normal operating conditions.

Designed to meet military specifications.
MIL -R-10509 (current issue)

for complete data, write to:

WELWYN INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3355 Edgecliff Terrace, Cleveland 11, Ohio
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Industry's preferred "instrument of a thousand
uses". Accurate, rugged, versatile STANDARD
Elapsed Time Indicators. Synchronous motor drive.
Electric clutch controlled by manual or automatic
switch or output of electronic tubes. Manual or
electric zero reset. Units for flush panel mounting
or portable use.

Model
Scale

Divisions Totalizes Accuracy

S-100 1/5 sec. 6000 sec. ±.1 sec.

S-60 1/5 sec. 60 min. ±.1 sec.

SM-60 1/100 min. 60 min. ±.002 min.
S -l0 1/10 sec. 1000 sec. ±.02 sec.
S-6 1/1000 min. 10 min. ±.0002 min.
S-1 1/100 sec. 60 sec. ±.01 sec.
MST 1/1000 sec. .360 sec. ±.001 sec.
MST -500 1/1000 sec. 30 sec. ±.002 sec.

Request Bulletin No. 198.
.11 mdm

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY
97 LOGAN STREET SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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how to

CUT

COSTS

on small

components

NI
If the cost of metal stampings and wire

forms figures in your profit picture, let
us give you a quotation on your current

components. Send us a sample or blue-

print . . . and discover how big savings

in time and production costs, big gains

in precision and uniformity are possible

on small components, when Art Wire

tackles the job!

I
I
I

Our engineering staff, our production

experience, and our modern high speed I
equipment are always at your disposal.

If you wish to learn more about what a'
wide and versatile range of shapes and'
parts we can produce for you-at lower

Icost than you'd guess-just write for'
r illustrated folder.our

MI NM MI MI IIIIIII

ART WIRE
AND STAMPING CO.

18 Boyden Place, Newark 2, N. J.
CIRCLE 108 READERS S:RVICE CARD
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tronics division of Business and De-
fense Services Administration.

Richard D. Evans moves from Syl-
vania's semiconductor division to
become government sales manager
for special tube operations.

International Resistance Co. moves
J. Burton Henry up to make him
sales manager of new products di-
vision.

Founders Raymond W. Searle and
Lucius E. Packard of Technology
Instrument Corp. become respec-
tively president and board chair-
man of the firm.

A. P. Lancaster, formerly head of
Western Electric's eastern area for
manufacturing, moves to vice-presi-
dent in charge of the company's
western area manufacturing opera-
tions.

News of Reps
Two more instrumentation sales
reps arc appointed by North At-
lantic Industries, Inc., Westbury,
N. Y. COL -INS -CO, Jacksonville,
Fla., will serve North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama. Ten-
nessee and Mississippi. J. P. Bro-
gan Associates,- Westbury, will
cover the New England States and
New York State, with the excep-
tion of metropolitan New York
City area.

Lawrence C. Freeman resigns as
sales engineer at Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc. to establish an
independent sales and manufactur-
er's rep organization. From offices
in Montclair, N. J., he will special-
ize in precision electronic com-
ponents and instruments.

Los Angeles rep, Conrad R.
Strassner Co., takes on the sales of
the Pierson receiver for Automa-
tion Electronics, Inc. of Burbank,
Calif.

In Westbury, L. I., H. L. Hoffman
takes on the electronic counters of
Northeastern Engineering Inc.
Hoffman will serve metropolitan
New York and the mid -Atlantic.

Tough

Heyco Nylon

STRAIN

RELIEF

BUSHINGS
Insulate and anchor the
power supply cord to
your housing ...

no need for grommets,
wire knots or costly

labor.

ABSORBS PUSH

Send for samples to fit your wire, today!

HEYMAN
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

KENILWORTH 2, NEW JERSEY

HEY MAN!
...SAY HEYMANoffeenams

January
CIRCLE 109 READERS SERVICE CARD
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NEW BOOKS

Transmission Circuits
BY EVERARD M. WILLIAMS and
JAMES B. WOODFORD, JR.
The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1957, 156 p, $4.25.

THIS book is intended as a textbook
for electrical engineering senior
students. The material in it, to
be covered in a one semester course,
deals briefly with distributed param-
eter circuits but includes a chapter
on lumped parameter lines (wave
filters ) .

Topics Covered-The topics cov-
ered are organized into six chap-
ters; first, the distributed param-
eter concept is introduced, then
parameter calculation, including
skin effect is taken up. Three chap-
ters deal with sinusoidal voltages
and currents so that power trans-
mission, signal transmission as
analyzed from the frequency re-
sponse and lossless lines are treated.
A short chapter on transients and
the above mentioned chapter on
lumped constant lines together with
appendices on hyberbolic functions
and field theory complete the book.

Concise Treatment-The most
remarkable fact about this textbook
is the length or rather brevity of
the work. The bulk of the subject
is discussed in 140 pages and dis-
cussed completely according to the
authors' intention. This is the type
of book which the experienced
teacher always hopes for-the es-
sentials, the principles, the basic
ideas are written down in the book,
explained and discussed. The home
exercises in the text are not only
exercises in the usual sense of
the word; they are problems which
carry forward the students' under-
standing of the basic principles and
serve as a basis for class discussion.
Thus the book furnishes the de-
tailed outline or framework for a
course which the teacher using this
book must fill in and complete to-
gether with his students.

The problems which are such an
integral part of this scheme appear
to be chosen with skill and foresight
and reflect the authors' awareness
of the practical aspects of the sub-
ject. Thus the authors, who have

attempted to write a book that is
strong in root content and which
will encourage the student towards
self -directed activity, have suc-
ceeded admirably and deserve the
thanks of engineering educators
and students for showing the way
to this type of textbook.

Subject Choice-The choice of
subject matter is somewhat tradi-
tional. This reviewer feels that the
distributed parameter concept
should be more closely integrated
with field theory; perhaps trans-
mission lines ought not be taught
until after the student has been
exposed to Maxwell's equations.
The transmission line concept, the
lumped parameter content and field
theory can then all be deduced
from their common root.

The authors have chosen to ap-
proach the subject of transmission
lines from the sinusoidal steady
state viewpoint. The chapter deal-
ing with transients on transmission
lines comprises only nine pages.
This gives the feeling that an im-
portant topic has been slighted and
it may well be this feeling is justi-
fied, particularly since there are
books on transmission lines which
approach this topic through the
time domain.

The authors have set out to ac-
complish a specific task. They have
succeeded and it is reasonable to
expect that their success will fill
the needs of many engineering
schools.-EcoN BRENNER, The
City College of New York, New
York, N. Y.

Radio Aids To
Air Navigation
By G. H. H. GROVER
Philosophical Library, New York, 1957,
138 p., $6.00.

THIS text represents a concise and
interesting coverage of the fairly
specialized branch of electronics
generally considered as radio aids to
aerial navigation. The treatment
of the subject material is based
upon a systems approach to navi-
gational problems with the greatest
emphasis being applied to general
theory and performance of the vari-
ous equipments.

Technical detail has been re -

Krohn -Hite
WIDE RANGE RC
OSCILLATORS

FEATURING

 DISTORTION
LESS THAN 0.1%

 100 MILLION TO 1
FREQUENCY RANGE

 PUSH BUTTON
RESETABI LITY

The Krohn -Hite Oscillator Line

Model Frequency Range
Frequency
Accuracy

Drs.

torhon Pace

400-A .009 cps to LI kc 2% I% $375.00

400-C' .009 cps to 1.1 kc 2% 1% $395.00

410-A'" .02 cps to 20 kc 2% 1/10% $1050.00

420-A .35 cps to 52 kc 2% 1% $315.00

420-C"' .35 cps to 52 kc 2% I% $34500

430 AB 4.5 cps to 520 kc 2% 1% $145.00

440 .001 cps to 100 kc 1%' 1/10% $550.00

440 8 1 cps to 1 kc 1/20%' 1/10% $950.00

All oscillators except 430 AB and 440-B have both
sine wave and square wave outputs. "Higher at end
of range."Push Button Operation in Models 440 ONLY.
"'Rack panel construction.

For further information on:

 Filters
 Power Supplies
 Oscillators
 Power Amplifiers

write for our free catalog D

Krohn -Hite
CORPORATION
580 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS., U. S. A.
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your single source for -
INJECTION MOLDING
MOLD MAKING
all SECONDARY
OPERATIONS

11 if IN II e 

Precision plastic molding to
meet your engineering and
production requirements.
Specialists to the radio, elec-
tronic, electrical manufac-
turing, and allied industries.

Save money and improve
appearance by having more
of your parts and products
injection molded.

Write today for new color
folder showing examples of
our work and facilities. Also
send sketches, drawings or
samples of work you would
like to order in plastic for
engineer's recommendations
at no obligation.

"Engineers in Plastics"

V. H. Swenson co., inc.
556 Elm Street
Arlington, N. J.
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How To Get Things Done
Better And Faster

'

BOARDMASTER VISUAL CONTROL
,j,;;- Gives Graphic Picture - Saves Time, Saves

Money, Prevents Errors
* Simple to operate - Type or Write on Cards,

Snap in Grooves
* Ideal for Production, Traffic, Inventory,

Scheduling, Sales, Etc.
* Made of Metal Compact and Attractive.

Over 250,000 in Use

Full price $4950 with cards
24 -PAGE BOOKLET NO. C-60

Without ObligationFREE
Write for Your Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
55 West 42nd Street  New York 36, N. Y.
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Weai
JONES

SERIES 2400

PLUGS & SOCKETS
 Improved Socket
Contacts -4 individ-
ual flexing surfaces.

Positive contact over
practically their en-
tire length.

 Cadmium plated
Plug and Socket, Con-
tacts mounted in re-

cessed pockets, great.
ly increasing leakage
distance, IN-
CREASING
VOLTAGE
RATING.

 Interchangeable
with 400 Series.
Send for complete Catalog Nu. 21. Plugs, Sockets,
Terminal Strips.

P-2406-CCT

lopes
1.

CINCH
HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION

inANUFAC11011.0 COIPORAIION
CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

$UISIDIACY OF IMMO CORP.
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duced to the minimum required
for understanding of the design
principles and there is no discus-
sion given to the circuit imple-
mentation of the theoretical ap-
profiles. A good understanding
of range and accuracy limitations
on each system type and each sys-
tem class is obtained from this
book which, combined with the
generous and careful drawings and
photographs provided, give the
reader a good practical insight into
the general field of radio aids to
aerial navigation.

Context-Specifically, the book is
categorized to describe medium
frequency and UHF systems, hyper-
bolic aids, pulse systems, aids to
air traffic control and aids to ap-
proach and landing. A chapter on
the author's extrapolation of future
aids and trends in the field of radio
navigation is also included. Con-
tinuous reference is made to exist-
ing systems and techniques; but
although there is mention of
TACAN and other aids designed
and pioneered in the United States,
the major emphasis, as one would
expect of a book initially published
in Great Britain, is upon European
and, in particular, British equip-
ment.

In all, the book is excellent in
meeting the author's intended aim
of providing students with the 'data
required in preparing for civil
license examinations. For the
reader whose primary emphasis or
interest is radio aids to civil air
navigation rather than electronics,
the book is highly recommended.
-A. E. NASHMAN, Executive En-
gineer, Guided Missile Lab., Fed-
eral Telecommunication Lab., Nut-
ley, N. J.

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS

Transistor Circuits. By Rufus P.
Turner, Gernsback Library, Inc.,
New York, 1957, 160 p, $2.75 (pa-
per). Collection of 150 practical cir-
cuits encompassing audio, r -f, i-f
and d -c amplifiers, oscillators,
power supplies, radio receivers, trig-
gers and switches, control devices,
test instruments and amateur de-
vices. Circuits are accompanied by
descriptive text.
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COMMENT

Christmas Story

We were very glad indeed to
have our electronics story in vour
December 20 edition ("Christmas
Story," Dec. 20, p 35), but were
considerably disturbed by two errors
of fact. We feel that credit should
he given where credit is justifiably
due.

Bendix Aviation Corp.'s Eclipse-

Pioneer division not only helped
the Federation of the Handicapped
set up its electronics division six
years ago, but continues to provide
engineering and technical assistance
to us.

Also, it is the sales-not the
profits, as mentioned in the story-
that make up about two-thirds of
the Federation's budget.

MILTON COHEN
FEDERATION OF THE HANDICAPPED
NEW YORK

Small Particles

I would like to call your atten-
tion to errors in our article "Spot
Scanner Counts Micron -Sized Par-
ticles" (Dec. I, p 142).

Both the title and summary
indicate that the system counts
"micron" -sized particles. The origi-
nal manuscript made no claim to
counting such small particles but
mentioned only colonies of 0.5 mm
(500 microns) and larger.

The instrument is not a moving -

target indicator but does use one
of the techniques.

Fig. 4 shows the cathode -follower
output grounded and omits the
ground connection of the last (top)
51K resistor on the voltage divider.
Fig. 5 shows a ground connection
at the 36K resistor of the 6AL5,
which should be at +250V. Fig. 6
shows input 2 grounded and also
omits the +250V connection of
the I mh coil at the 6BJ7 cathode.

On p 145 the text states that the
delayed signal is attenuated 100db.
This should be 100x or 40db.

H. P. MANSBERG
DUMONT LABORATORIES
CLIFTON, N. J.

SPECIFY eibir METERS
for

EVERY

APPLICATION

No. 653 Illustrated

NEW! 21/2, 31/2, 4, 41/2 inch, anti -static
treated, AC or DC meters with clear poly-
styrene cases for modern installations. Fea-

ture standard or matched colors on lower
frosted panel for appearance and func-
tional identification.

Be sure of the highest accuracy, dependability, and readability
PLUS economy with HOYT precision AC and DC instruments-
the complete line of Panel Meters. Moving coil, rectifier, and
repulsion types available in a wide variety of sizes, ranges, cases,
and colors. Also, custom -designed to meet your most rigid
specifications for a quality instrument.

Write for NEW, fully illustrated
literature containing descriptions,

engineering data, and prices.

SINCE 1904

(.11.0410 I

Write to Export Manager regarding
world-wide availability for original
equipment and replacement use.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
Sales Div.: BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY
42 Carleton Street, Cambridge 42, Mass., U.S.A.
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ARNOLD TOROIDAL COIL WINDER
sets up quickly... easy to operate...
takes wide range of wire sizes

SPECIFICATIONS:
 Min. finished hole size: .18 in.
 Max. finished toroid 0.D.: 4.0 in.
 Winding speed: 1500 turns/min.
 Wire range: AWG 44 to AWG 26
 Dual, self -checking turns counting system
 Loading (wire length) counter
 Core range: 1/4" I.D. to 4" O.D. to 11/2" high

LABORATORY USE
 Change wire and core size in 45 sec.

PRODUCTION USE
1500 turns per minute
Insert core and load in 20 sec.

PRICE: $1200 includes all rings, counters and accessories

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Literature on request

ARNOLD MAGNETICS CORP.
4615 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif.
REpublic 1-6344

We also wind

toroidal trans-

formers for

military envi-

ronment to your

specifications.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Mathematicians use techniques of Operations Research
to solve problems in weapon systems engineering

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
. . . How It Solves Problems in

Missile Countermeasures Research

STAVID'S Operations Research group is now at work on
one of the most urgent projiects of all .... defense against
enemy missiles.

Some of America's foremost scientists are involved in the
preliminary study phases off this project in which STAVID
is playing a major role. The problems are challenging
even to the most advanced theoreticians. STAVID offers
growth opportunities as well as freedom of thought and
action to top-level scientists, mathematicians and weapon
systems engineers . . . . in an unparalleled engineering
atmosphere.

Our facilities and staff of over 230 engineers (representing
one -quarter of the total employes) have been meticulously
chosen for work in the fielis of weapon systems, sophisti-
cated radars, fire control, infra -red systems, passive detec-
tion and others.
You are invited to send a complete resume to:
J. R. Clovis, Technical Employment Representative, Dept.
D400, Stavid Engineering, Inc., Plainfield, New Jersey, or
ask for employment brochure describing STAVID and its
opportunities.

STAVID ENGINEERING
INC.

ROUTE NO. 22

PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY

TECHNION-ISRAEL INSTITUTE

OF TECHNOLOGY, HAIFA

Annoure .,s a vacancy for a Senior Lec-
turer (or Associate Professor) in the field
of Servo -Mechanism and Automatic Con-
trol.

Candidates, who must have had wide
practical and academic experience, will be
responsible for advanced courses to post-
graduate and fourth year students.

Applications, accompanied by curricula
vitae and names and addresses of three
references. to be sent to the Secretary for
Academic Staff, P.O.B. IWO, Haifa, Israel.

REPLIES (Box No.l: Address to office po rxR1 you
o This publication Classified Adr. Dir.

NEW l'ORK: P. O. BOX 12 (36)
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave. (11)

SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4)

POSITION VACANT

The University of Illinois needs an Electron-
ics Engineer to set up and supervise elec-
tronics shop, design and construct research
equipment for the Chemistry Department.
Permanent, with vacation, sick leave, retire-
ment, and educational benefits. Salary open.
Apply 809 S. Wright Street, Champaign,
Illinois stating experience and training.

POSITIONS WANTED

Electronic Engineer, Graduate, 36, 7 years
development including computers and semi-
conductors, proficient languages, wishes to
enter sales field. PW-6920, Electronics.
Translator Spanish, German, English with
large translating experience in radio, TV.
radar carrier, telephony, telegraphy, teleprint-
ers, etc. Seeks employment in U.S.A. Best
eferences, Casilla de Correo, Central No.
.3159, Buenos Aires Argentina.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

About Classified Advertising,

Contact the McGraw-Hill
Office Nearest You

ATLANTA, 3
1301 Rhodes -Haverty Bldg., JAckson 3-6951

M. MILLER
BOSTON, 16

350 Park Square, HUbbard 2-7160
J. WARTH

CHICAGO, 11
520 No. Michigan Ave., MOhawk 4-5800

W. HIGGENS
CINCINNATI, 37

2005 Seymour Ave., Elmhurst 1-4150
F. ROBERTS

CLEVELAND, 3
1164 Illuminating Bldg., SUperior 1-7000

W. SULLIVAN
DALLAS, 2

901 Vaughan Bldg., Riverside 7-5117
G. MILLER

DETROIT, 26
856 Penobscot Bldg., WOodward 2-1793

J. GRANT
LOS ANGELES, 17

1125 W. 6 St., MAdison 6-9351
R. YOCOM

NEW YORK, 36
500 Fifth Ave., OXford 5-5959
R. OBENOUR D. COSTER  R. LAWLESS

PHILADELPHIA, 3
Six Penn Center Plaza, Transportation Bldg.,

Rittenhouse 6-0670
H. BOZARTH  R. EDSALL

PITTSBURGH, 22
Oliver Bldg., ATlantic 1-4707

W. SULLIVAN
ST. LOUIS, 8

3615 Olive St., JEfferson 5-4867
F. HOLLAND

SAN FRANCISCO, 4
68 Post St., DOuglas 2-4600

R. ALCORN
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

FM Telemetering
Engineer

To direct overall activities for major
line of FM/FM Ground Telemetering
Equipment. Requirements include high
technical competence, management abil-
ities and sound business approach to
development and production responsi-
bilities.

This position offers exceptional oppor-
tunity for personal and professional
advancement with a fast -rising com-
pany, nationally recognized for such
commercial products as:

DATRAC-voltage-digital converters;

ADDAVERTER - analog - digital computer
link;

COMPU-CORDER-digital recording unit;

FM TELEMETERING SYSTEMS.

Epsco also offers other important posi-
tions for qualified senior electronics
project engineers. Please send resume
to: John Esserian, Personnel Manager,
EPSCO, INC., 588 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

FIRST in data control

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The Advertisements in this section include

all employment opportunities-executive,

management, technical, selling, office,

skilled, manual, etc.

- RATES -
DISPLAYED

The advertising rate is $28.67 per inch for
all advertising appearing on other than
a contract basis. Contract rates quoted
on request.

An advertising inch is measured 743" ver-
tically on a column - 3 columns - 30
inches to a page.

Subject to Agency Commission.

UNDISPLAYED

$2.40 per line, minimum 3 lines. To figure
advance payment count 5 average words
as a line.

Boa Numbers-counts as 1 line.
Discount of 10% if full payment is made

in advance for 4 consecutive insertions.
Not subject to Agency Commission.

Send NEW ADS to ELECTRONICS, P.O.

Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y. for January 31st
issue closing January 10th.

Get into a key missile program at BENDIX
-prime contractor for the Talos missile
Engineering can be a really satis-
fying career-and within engineer-
ing one branch stands out. That's
Guided Missiles. If the missile field
is the one you want-hear this. We
need engineers with exceptional
ability who can handle responsibility.

At Bendix you work with men
who are outstanding in every phase
of engineering. You use facilities
second to none. You do work that's
challenging and important-work
that offers exceptional opportunities
to build your professional standing.

You will enjoy Midwestern living
at Bendix, too. Fine, four -season
climate and excellent recreational
facilities are close at hand. In addi-
tion, Bendix offers you a liberal
personal benefit program.

If this interests you and you want
additional information, mail the
coupon below for your copy of
"Opportunities Abound at Bendix
Missiles". You can read it through
in half an hour-and it may prove
to be the best half hour you've ever
spent in your life.

Bendix Products Division-Missiles

403P S. Beiger St., Mishawaka, Ind.

Gentlemen: I would like more information concerning opportunities in guided
missiles. Please send me the booklet "Opportunities Abound at Bendix

Missiles."

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

L
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ALL BEST RESISTORS AND POTS
10% VALUES I% VALUES

Ohms Ohms Ohms
10 220 4700

Ohms
82000

Ohms
1.5 meg 1/2 WATT Oh ms

10
Ohms Ohms
200 3900

Ohms
75000

Ohms
1.3 meg

12
15

270 5600
330 6800

.1 meg

.12 meg
1.8 m
2.2 meg

Type EB 11
12

220 4300
240 1700

82000
91000

1.5 meg
1.6 ,nee

18 390 8200 .15 meg 2.7 me 13 270 5100 .1 meg 1.8 meg
22
27

470 10000
560 12000

.18 met
.22 meg

3.3 meg
3.9 meg

15
16

300 5600
330 6200

.11 meg

.12 meg
2.0 meg
2.2 meg

33
39
47

680 15000
820 18000
1000 22000

.27 meg
.33 me
.39 me

4.7 mg
5.6 meg
6.8 meg 1 WATT 20

22

360 6800
390 7500
430 8200

.13 meg .

.15 meg

.16 meg

2.4 meg
1.7 meg
3.0 meg

56
68

1200 27000
1500 33000

.47 me

.56 me
8.2 meg
10 meg

Type GB 24
27

470 9100
510 10000

.18 meg

.20 meg
3.3 rng
3.6 meg

82
100

1800 39000
2200 47000

.68 me

.82 me
12 meg
15 meg

30
33

560 11000
620 12000

.22 meg

.24 meg
3.9 meg
4.3 meg

120
150
180

2700 50000
3300 68000
3900

1. me
1.2 me

18 meg
22 meg

36
39
43
47

680 13000
750 15000
820 16000
910 18000

.27 roes

.30 meg

.33 megmg

4.7 meg
5.1 meg
5.6 meg
6.2 meg2 WATT

PRICE SCHEDULE Type HB 51
56
62

1000 20000
1100 22000
1200 24000

.36

.39 meg

.43 meg

.47 meg

6.8 meg
7.5 meg
8.2 me

Tol.
1 to 99

each
100 of
a value 68

75
1300 27000
1500 30000

.51 me

.56 meg
9.1 me
10 meg

2 Watt 10% $.05 $2.95 IMMEDIATELY 82
91

1600 33000
1800 36000

.62 meg

.68 meg
11 me
12 meg

2 Watt 5% .10 6.00 AVAILABLE 100
110

2000 39000
2200 43000

.75 meg

.82 me
13 rne
15 me

1 Watt 10% .07 5.00 120
130

2000 47000
2700 51000

.91 meg
1.0 meg

16 me
18 me

BRAND NEW
FRESH STOCK

2

Watt 5%
Watt 10%

.14
.10

10.00
9.00

150
160
180

3000 56000
3300 62000
3600 68000

1.1 meg
1.2 meg

20 meg
22 meg

2 Watt 5% .20 18.00

SINGLE JU or JLU Type "J" DUAL JJU or JJLU

95¢ ea POTENTIOMETERS 11 $295 ea

ALUMINUM

UNIVERSAL

JOINTS

OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS
50 500 2K 5K 50K 250K

100 750 2500 10K 75K 500K
150 1K 3K 15K 100K 750K
250 1500 4K 25K 150K 1 MEG

LINEAR -ALSO "A" & "B" TAPER

HOLE O.D. LONG

1/4" x 1/2" x 11/e" .850
3/16" x 3/8" x 1 Ye" .8O

OHMS
1.5 MEG
2 MEG
2.5 MEG
5 MEG

TELEPHONE
HAND SET

TS -9 Biltr
$4.95

ARCH ELECTRONICS CO.
P6h3o4neAR CwHA iSnTu,t P2H-3IL5A5.36, PA.

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
IN THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS presents the
advertisements for some of the leading manufac-
turers' representatives in the electronic industry.
These firms are qualified to help the Manufacturer
with his distribution problems; the Buyer with his
product needs.

NORMAN
ASSOCIATES, INC.
2017 "S" STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON 9, D. C.

DECATUR 2-5705

SERVING
DELAWARE, MARYLAND
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

AND
NORTHERN COUNTIES

IN VIRGINIA AND WEST
VIRGINIA

TELETYPE NO. WA -559
REPRESENTING -

HEWETT-PACKARD CO.
SORENSON & COMPANY INC.
VARIAN ASSOCIATES
BETA ELECTRIC CORP.
ELECTRO-MEASUREMENTS INC.
GERTSCH PRODUCTS INC.

SENSITIVE RESEARCH INST. CORP.
SANBORN COMPANY
KINTEL (formerly KAY LAB)
JOHN FLUKE MANUFACTURING CO.
BUDD STANLEY COMPANY, INC.
WEINSCHEL ENGINEERING CO.

Complete Recalibration LaLoratory

SQUARE D  ALLEN BRADLEY
KURMAN  GUARDIAN  LEACH
STEVE
ARNC

PHILL
CON'
DOR

W ES
ELE

AMI
POI
BRL

LEC

WE

CL

ST

C(

T

 ^ e'nNTACT

LARGEST

STOCK

OF

RELAYS
IN THE
WORLD

PRODUCTION
QUANTITIES
mostAKEs

IN STOMCK

Send for
Latest Catalog

E

Pkik.L
WARD LEONARD

N

LS

IC

RY
ET

NG
ERS

NN
RTH
ERIC

AL
ALLY
ALED
;TON
.TORS

ROLS
ADVANCE

CUTLER HAMMER  SOLENOIDS

niversa RELAY CORP.
2 W9,1551 PA" rl-)P1( I 3 li I WAhe, 5 9642

ENGINEERING DEGREES IN E.E.
Under & Postgraduate Major
Electronics May be earned by
HOME STUDY or residence
work.
(P.I.U. at present operating as
a College of Engineering only.)

5719-G Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

CONTACTS

SIMPSON. WESTINGHOUSE AND OTHER

METE
AC DC Rf

Available in Standard and Custom
Ranges

Any Size, with Special Scales
Any Quantity from Large Stock

QUALITY ELECTRIC CO.
3700 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF.

ADams 2-4201

F 'om Our Large St ark
%,,,.. LAMINATED PLASTICS
4. GE. Synthane, Westinghouse, Etc. S`suInlation-Electrical 4

. 4S,./.
N Sheet -Rod -Tubing -All Grades

',1 ALSO Strip -Cut -offs -Shorts

Y.

And Flame Resist Pape, hose

S

fit ANY QUANTITY
'4,k

TOP INDUSTRIAL SALES, Inc.
345 Canal St., N.Y.C. DI 9-3080 r44,
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Acheson Colloids Company 23 Hoyt Electrical Instruments 155
Airpax Products Co. 123 Hudson Tool & Die Co., Inc. 41

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. 44 Hughes Products a Div. of Hughes
Allen-Bradley Co. 32A, 32B Aircraft Co. 15

Amphenol Electronics Corp. 108
Arnold Engineering Co. 10

Arnold Magnetics Corp. 155
Art Wire and Stamping Co. 152
Audio Devices Inc. 28
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Ferroxcube Corp. of America 124
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OtTner Electronics Inc. 40
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G -M Laboratories, Inc. 104
Gamewell Company 160
Garrett Corporation 118, 119
General Ceramics 46
General Electric Co.
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Polarad Electronics Corporal' .....48A, 48B

General Radio Co 3
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General Transistor Corp, 39
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Graphic Systems 154
Gulton Industries, Inc. 99

Quality Electric Co. 158

Hall Mfg. Co. 150
Hallamore Electronics Co. 111
Haydon Company, A. W. 143
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Hexacon Electric Co. 146 Radiation Inc. 138
Heyman Mfg. Co. 152 Radio Engineering Product 149
Norman Associates, Inc. 158 Radio Corporation of America ....4th Cover

NOW
AVAILABLE
in the

SUBSONIC
RANGE
0.5 -2,250 cps

Panoramic's
unique
RESPONSE
TRACING
SYSTEM

Product or
Network

under test

G-5

for
 analyzing frequency response

characteristics of
 servo amplifiers  filters
 acoustic reproducers
 transformers
 hearing aids  shaker tables

 locating resonant frequencies in
mechanical structures

Serving a a frequency sweep source and
synchronous selective indicator, the G-5
and LF-2 or LF-1 form a frequency re-
sponse tracing system in the SUBSONIC
range . . . are invaluable in testing net-
works and devices which tend to produce
distortion products, where hum and noise
are present, or where measurements
through large dynamic ranges are
necessary.
Shows single line response to fundamen-
tal frequency only, discriminates against
noise and hum, has virtually unlimited
dynamic range. 3 sweep widths which
may be centered at any point in the
range from 0.5-2000 cps. Scan rate of
10 sec., 2 mins. or 16 mins. Analyzer I. F.
bandwidth variable from 0.25 to 12 cps.

Write, wire, phone TODAY
for more information or

help on your specific
problem.

PANORAMIC
RADIO PRODUCTS. INC.

Send for our new CAT-
ALOG DIGEST and
ask to be put
on the mail- nr="7::"
ins list for
The PAN-
ORAMIC
ANALYZER

featuring ap-
plication data. ---

PANORAMIC RADIO PRODUCTS, Inc. =2:1
530 So. Fulton Ave., Mount Vernon, N Y.
Phone: OWens 9-4600
Cables: Panoramic, Mount Vernon, N. Y. State

CIRCLE 123 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Servo Mount

1a
Threaded
hole mount

Bushing Mount

POTENTIOMETERwELL
DATA SHEET

Phasing clamps available on three sizes of Gamewell
RL-270A Blue Line Precision Potentiometers

-1 062

J/5

.250

III

750

8-32 Thread
i deep

1 II

III
-32

14i

M ca MAX Ma A B

11.27011-11 li 1.312 1.000

111.-2708-2 2 1.075 1.250

18.-27111-3 3 2.875 1750

This special Gamewell Phasing Clamp design
has two important extras: Extreme compactness
and High Temperature compatability. Checkthese features ...
 Only Ys" depth per section  Continuous serv-ice up to 150C available  Stainless steel clamps
give unlimited phasing  Large number of taps,
limited only by physical spacing  Exclusive
Gamewell high unit pressure contacts give per-
manent, low resistance tap connection, no
linearity distortion  Will withstand High "G"and operation under severe vibration  Three
styles of mounting: Servo, Bushing and 3 -hole
bushing  Available in ball or sleeve bearings,
shafts as specified  Comes in RL-270A-1%;
RL-270A-2 and RL-270A-3.
Additional information, prices and delivery
available from Gamewell representatives orwrite:

THE GAMEWELL COMPANY
NEWTON UPPER PALLS 64, MASS.

rim WELL®

GA 6-13

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
SPECIAL! Send for New Gamewell

Catalog on complete line.

Ramo-Wooldridge Corp. 19
Ratt ray and Co., George 148
Raytheon Mfg. Company 6
Revere Corp. of America 110

Sanborn Company 131
Sierra Electronic Corp. 45
Solo Electric Co. 34
Southern Electronics Corporation 55
Sorensen & Inc. 5
Sperry Gyroscope Co. 53
Sprague Electric Co. 17
Standard Electric Time CO., The 151
Superior Electric Company 109
Swenson Co., lac. V. II. 154
Sytronic Instruments, Inc. 149

Texas Instruments Incorporated ..3rd Cover
Top industrial Sales Inc. 158
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc. 47

Union Switch & Signal Div. of Westing-
house Air Brake Company 50, 51

University Loudspeakers 35

Vickers Incorporated 105
142Vulcan Electric Co.

Welwyn International. Inc. 151
Weston. Electrical Instrument Corp. 25
White Industrial Div., S. S. 149

Zell Products Corp. 146, 147

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES .156, 157

EDUCATIONAL

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale

158

158

ADVERTISERS INDEX

American Society of Technion
Arch Electronics Co.

156
158

Bendix Products Div., Guided Missile 157

Epsco Inc.

Pacific International University

Stavid Engineering

157

158

156

158Universal Relay Corp.

This index is published as a service. Every care is taken
to make it accurate, but ELECTRONICS assumes no
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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Get out your pencil and .. .
Help yourself to
electronics' READER SERVICE
ifs free -it's easy-it's for your convenience

All Advertisements

New Products, and

New literature are

numbered for your

convenience.

Each Advertisement, New Product, and New Literature item is numbered.

For more information simply . . .

(1) Circle number on postpaid card below that corresponds to number at
the bottom of Advertisement, or New Product item. Follow the same pro-
cedure if you desire New Literature.

(2) Print your name, title, address, and firm name carefully. It is impos-
sible to process cards that are not readable.

Correct additional postage MUST he added to cards for all FOREIGN MAILING

Some Advertise-

ments which cannot

be numbered for the

READER SERVICE

CARD due to lack of

space, must be indi-

cated by writing the

Advertiser's name in

the space provided

at the bottom of the

card. . .
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YOUR
PERFECT
PARTNERS

for top performance at high temperatures

{150°C characteristic B*molded TI resistors
150°C silicon TI transistors
You assure the stability of your high temperature
circuits with TI silicon transistors. You can doubly
insure long service life under rugged conditions using
their temperature team-mates - the TI %-watt, 34 -watt
and 34 -watt molded resistors - another precision line

of Texas Instruments components.

You design with confidence because these resistors
always hold electrical tolerances in specified extremes.
When specifications require resistors meeting char-
acteristic B of MIL -R -10905B, you can use TI molded
type for fixed film high stability resistors ... to give you
lower cost, lighter weight, compact equipment.

You save critically needed space by snugly fitting these
resistors side by side and against the chassis - without
sleeving, potting or special hermetic enclosure - be-
cause of the high dielectric strength of their insulation.

You cut installation and assembly costs. Full
mechanical protection allows normal production-line
handling ... close dimensional tolerances (% watt
± 0.010" length; ± 0.015" diameter; i and 3 watt
± 0.008" length; + 0.015" diameter, - 0.005" diame-
ter) allow snug fit in tight circuitry ... easy readability
of markings helps avoid installation and stockroom
errors.

electrical value
Wattage Rating

Resistance Range - Low

High

Resistance Tolerances

(to order)

Maximum Rated Voltage

Length, Diameter . . .

CDMIA
(MIL Type

RN601:1)

CDM1/4

(MIL Type
RN6531

1/4

CDM'/,
(MIL Type

RN7013)

1/4

Unit

Watt

25 40 25 Ohm

1 1 2 Megohm

1/2, 1, 2, 5 %2,1,2,5 1/,1,2,5 %

250 300 350 V

0.406;0.140 0.585; 0.200 0.750; 0.250 In.

*Specification for Fixed Film High Stability Resistors

Write today for Bulletin DL -C 787!
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)oking for the right
. . . check this list of

RCA TRANSISTORS!
RCA

TYPE

Radio Frequency
CLASS OF SERVICE

Audio Frequency
CLASS A Classes A omit

o.o0
-us 4.

MillnikA11211211211121111maiminnomminma
2N370

2N139

2N140

2N218

2N219

2N409
1

2N410
111111151 MEMEL)

2N411

N41 2

2N104

2N109

2N17 *

N206*Itattillant
2N105

2N217 Pal&From dc to vhf, RCA
Transistors are leaders in
quality, electrical uniformity,
long life, and reliability.
RCA Transistors are available
for use in RF, IF, AF, and
Switching service in entertain-
ment, industrial, military, and
computer applications. Use
this handy check -list to select
the right transistor for your
required service.

East: 744 Broad Street
Newark, N. J.
HUmboldt 5-3900

Midwest: Suite 1181
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago, Ill.
WHitehall 4-2900

West: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
RAymond 3.8361

Gov't: 224 N. Wilkinson Street
Dayton, Ohio; HEmlock 5585
1625 "K" Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
District 7-1260

214215

21.4220'

214270

2H301
1111.1111 MMI1/11111111111111111M

2N301A

214405

214406

214407

214408

11

111111111
214269

2N404 
 Designed to meet wildcat specifications VVaes,toPosed MEC Sa.e.C7toup 30 case

For a discussion of types best suited to your requirements, contact your Field Representative
at the RCA District Office nearest you. For technical data on specific RCA Transistors, write to
RCA Commercial Engineering, Section A -19 -NN -2, Somerville, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Voir Semiconductor Division Somerville, N. J.


